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I, PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This report completes a general program sponsored by the State Highway Department
of Indiana and the U„S. Bureau of Public Roads at Purdue University on ths laydraulics
of s&ver f -ow undei »rch bridges.
The project has been active from April, 195S, to December, 1963 a From the
beginning to June, 196l # and from September, 1962 to December, 1963, the project was
under the direction of Professor J„ No Delleuro Prom June, I96l ; to September, 1963,
it was under the direction of Professor G„ H. Toebeso Several reports en different
phases of the study have been submitted. In 1958, Mr S e T HusajjT* reported his
work, !'Preliminary Model Investigation of Hydraulic Characteristics of River Flow
Under Arch Bridges". This was an investigation in a 12 foot long, 6 inches wide
tilting flume with smooth boundaries which led, in 1959, to the building of a 6k foot
by 5 foot by 2 foot, all steel tilting flume. The design of the 64 foot flume was
undertaken hy Mr, H„ J
e
Cw«u This, along with v-he first tests in this flume was
described in the report entitled: "Design and Construction of Hydraulic Flume and
Backwater Effects of Semi-circular Constrictions in Smooth Rectangular Channel' 1
H e Jo Owen and J. W„- Delleuro^ Mr c A. A. Sooky^ derived an equation for the discharge
through a sharp edged 3emi~circular constriction for the case of free surface flow
through the operdngo He also extended Mr„ S T e Husain's preliminary tests in the
6 inch wide flume to include the effect of rough boundaries The work of Kusain^,
Sooky and Owen was summarized in a report entitled, "Hydraulics of River Flow Under
Arch Bridges - A Progress Report"?
In I960 and 1961, Mr, P. F Biery undertook an investigation of artificial rough-
ness in the 5 foot wide £lume and studied single span arch bridge constrictions with
free surface flowc The experiment did not include skew, eccentricity or entrance
rounding, but te3ts were made with smooth and rough boundaries. A backwater equation
, \
^Superscripts refer to references in the bibliography,,
was obtained together with a bridge design procedure for free surface flow through
the opening, and a procedure for indirect discharge calculation from high water marks,,
The work was smsnarized in two reports entitled: "Hydraulics of Single-Span Arch
Bridge Constrictions"^ and "Discussion on Roughness Spacing in Rigid Open Channels'*'*'
and both authored by P F B Biery and J. W. Delleur<> These reports were later published
in the Journal of the Hydraulics Division of the American Society of Civil Engine©]
In 1961 and 1962, Messrs. S„ Lippai and T„ P Cheng investigated the free
surface geometry due to dual bridges, wing wails, eccentricity, skew and arch seg-
ments- No formal report was submitted on the works of Messrs,, S Lippai and T u P c
Cheng*. A summary of this work was presented in the monthly progress reports p:ce-mred
by Professor G* H Toebes,,
In 1962 and 1963, o Eikeri undertook the study of the effect of submergence
of arch bridge constrictions on backwater superreievatior; His work vras presented
in a report entitled "Hydraulics of Submerged Arch Bridges"8 „ The experimental
data of Messrs. p a F„ Biery, 3. Lippai and T„ P c Cheng were reanalyzed in the fall
of 1963 o The necessary computer programs and plots were prepared by M* Mushtaq
Also in 1962, a program of field verification was undertaken*, Messrs* To P«
Cheng and J c T Strange of the Indiana Flood Control and Water Resources Commission
Q
investigated over 100 arch bridge sites and selected 10 field verification sites'.,
Air photographs of 9 of these sites were made by the State Highway Department of
Indiana,, Topographic maps were prepared from these photographs in the Air-Photo
Laboratory at Purdue University under the direction of Professor R« Miles
„
The research reported herein wae performed in the Hydraulics Laboratory,
School of Civil Engineering at Purdue University, under the auspices of the Joint




The present report summarizes the work done during the entire duration
project. It includes the following parts: a literature abstract, a theoretical
analysis^, a description of the experimental procedure used in the testing program,
and finally the presentation and analysis of the test data c
Regarding the motivation for studying the hydraulic characteristics of arch
bridges, the following question could well be asked; 7 arch bridges are
there in the entire United. States? Although this figure is probably unknown,
Indiana alone has about 900 arch bridges, over 100 of these are in bounty
gncJ adjacent counties This explains the particular inter? has existed in
Indiana regarding the hydraulics of arch bridges
„
By increasing the backwater upstream from the bridge site, many of these
bridge constrictions cause additional flooding during high flow; people
valuable property are endangered. In recent years, the problem cf minimizing the
backwater effect due to bridge constriction has became incre important
The highway engineers are faced with a multisided problem; not only do they hav
build bridges to convey a specified traffic volume and are safe with respect to
flooding, but they also must find the most economic design possifc e„ It
knowledge to the highway engineer that a bridge crossing will interfere with the
natural flow cf the stream and will result in a rise of stage upstream from the
bridge and in an increase in velocity through the bridge con3triction„ The engi
are also aware of alternatives of the inexpensive soil fill compared to a structural
span. The optimum design is the shortest span that will not cause damage due to
stage increase during serious flood conditions In order to meet these requirements s
exhaustive investigations were undertaken to study the hydraulic characteristics of
the water flow through different bridge constrictions <,
The other motivation for the study of hydraulics of arch bridges is the Indirect
determination of flood discharge from high water marks. The existing method* are
not applicable to the arch geometry Due to the large number cf arch bridges in
Indiana^ particularly on small streams, many of which are ungaged s the determination
of peak discharge from backwater observation at bridge site would provide a valuable
addition to the knowledge of small watershed hydrology
„
The scope of the present research is limited to the study of the backwater
effects and energy losses through arch bridge constrictions with rigid boundaries
„
In other words the effects of scour at the bridge site are not considered c This is
not an excessive limitation as a correction curve for backwater with scour is available





























IIo V&JSH 01? IJ.TEEATURE
To the author's knowledge there is no previous sya estigation of
the hydraulic characteristics of arch bridges in particular 3 is, however
an extensive body of literatu -a on the hydraulics of bridge constrictions
channel constrictions in general, on culverts and on the fi
mechanics of contracting and expar reams.
An annotated bibliograp' -g some of the m - is given
below„ This bibliography was compiled, by the as part of his ac
Task Force on Ifydraulics of Bridges of the American Sccie-v. eers
I, CONSTRICTION AND EACK7TSR
BRADL3I, J. N. Use of Backwater in De&ign of Bridge Waterways*, Pub Roads Vol
Noc 10 Octo 1959» pgo 221-6 a
"Investigations carried out by Division of Hydraulic Research Bur„ Pub„ Roads
centered on determination of backwater produced by bridges Scour at bridge
scour around piers, and methods for alleviating scour; research results, design
information derived and application of bridge backwater to waterway design; data
presented are based on experimental backwater studies using hydraulic models
field measurements",; from Engr, Ind, I960, pg 160 For a more detailed discussion
see Bradley, "Hydraulics of Bridge Waterways" a
BRADLEY, J. N«, Hydraulics of Bridge WaterwaySc U S, Dept .rce„ Burt
Public RoadSo ^ovt. Printing Office. I960
This report gives the hydraulic design criteria for bridge waterway design and
for the computation of backwater caused by bridges, and is written for highway depart
ments engineers. Design procedures and illustrative problems are given for normal
crossing, dual bridges, skew crossing, eccentric crossing, abnormal state discharge-,
and backwater with scour The methods of computing the backwater are based almost
entirely on model tests Conducted at Colorado State University (see Liu, Bradley and
Plate)
CH0V.', VSN TE, Open Channel Hydraulics. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959.
In addition to being the most recent and comprehensive text c
open channels, Professor Chow' s book contains a chapter on "Plow Through Nonpris
Channel Sections", (Chapt. 17) c A detailed summary (Art„ 17*16.) with complete set
of figures of the work of Kindsvater Carter and Tracy, (reproduced from U.S.G.S,
circular 284, 1959) gives all the necessary information to calculate the
through constrictions, or the backwater ratio due to bridge constrictions
„
GMGv.'ALL, JR. j c Indirect Methods of Discharge Measurements Proceedings 6th
Hydraulics Conference 1955 State University of Iowa Studies in Enrineering-Bulletin
36, 1956
The 1951 flood in the Kansas river basin is taken as an example to discuss the
necessity for indirect discharge measurements. The indirect methods are classified
In four groups; 1) the slope area, 2) the contracted opening, 3) the flow through
culvert, 4) the flow over dam<> Each method is discussed briefly
Pot a more detailed discussion of indirect discharge measurement at bridge
constrictions see Kindsvater* Carter, and Tracy, "Computation of Peak Discharge at
Contractions"
HENRI, H. R= Discussion on "Backwater Effects on Open Channel Constrictions". Trans,
ASCE, 120, 1013-101? (1955)
By simultaneous use of the momentum equation and the specific energy relation
both in dimensionless forms Mr c Henry obtains graphically a theoretical solution for
the backwater ratio, thus eliminating the trial and error calculation required, by the
method of Tracy and Carter (see also Ven Te Chow, Open Charjiel Hydraulics, example
17-3) o The effect of the roughness on the decrease of momentum occasioned by boundary
shear in the zone of .sEjansicn downstream of the constriction is compared to* the
roughness effect on the loss of energy on th'~ contracting flow upstream of the
constriction
»
IZZ^RD, C. F, Discussion on "Tranquil Flow" by C. E c Kindsvater and R„ \J C Carter -
Trans,, ASCE, Vol* 120> pg 965-39* 1955 .
The experiments of Kindsvater and Tracy on r!Tranquil Flow through Open-Channel
Constrictions", were limited to the case of a horizontal bad, Iszard extends the
analysis to the case of sloping channels, and making use of experimental data of
Tracy and Carter ( "Backwater Effects of Open-Channel Constrictions") he shows that
the backwater of the constriction may be expressed, approximately as the product of
a velocity head (velocity at normal depth in downstream section of constriction)
times a coefficient which depends primarily on the contraction ratio of the constriction,
Whereas Kindsvater and Tracy were concerned with the problem of estimating the discharge
from measurement of water levels in the vicinity of a channel constriction, l'zzard is
concerned with the reverse problem of estimating the backwater caused by a channel
carrying a known flow at normal depth
„
IZZ RD, C. F. Discussion on "Backv/ater Effects of Open Channel Constriction" by
H. Jo Tracy and R„ V.1. Carter* Trans ASCE Vol. 120 pg 1008-13. 1955,
The paper by Tracy and Carter is analyzed from the highway engineer viewpoint
which is that of calculating expected backwater elevations due to floods of various
frequencies o As the accuracy of the flood peak estimates is seldom better than
20$, simplifications may be introduced in the backwater calculation,, The followir-:
simplification is proposed by Izzard„ Neglecting minor effects (roughness s and
of constriction) the ratio of the maximum backwater depth upstream of the constr.
tion to the normal depth in the unconstricted channel may be correlated to the
contraction ratio and the velocity head in the constricted section The velocity
head in the constricted, section is based on the area at normal depth*
IZZARD, C. F. and BRADLET, J. N. Field verification of ciodel tests on flow through
highway bridges and calverts. Froc 7th Hydr„ Conf „ Iowa Inst u of Hydr c. Res„
June 1953, Iowa City, Iowa, State University Iowa 1959, pg. 225-43* AMR IV464I0
Sept. 1960a
a ~*
"^e Paper reports on comparison of prototype measurements with computed values,
LI /L® m°del t9st3 for backwatQr caused by birdges, scour at bridge abutments,ana head-discharge characteristics of culverts Computed and measured values of the
drop in water level across the bridge embankment is given for ten sites, two of which
are for submerged deck girdero The smallest error is a $%9 the largest"^ X3JS
KXNDSVATHt, C. E.j CARTER, P.. V.j TRACY, H. J„ "Computation of Peak Discharge at Con-
tractions o USGS - Circular 284, 1953o
This yeeport gives a procedure for computing subcritical peak discharges at con-
tractions based on laboratory studies The discharge formula given includes a discharge
soefficient which may be obtained from sets of curves which contain the essential gee—
netric and hydraulic factors governing the flow at a constriction,, The factors are:
the contraction ratio ? the relative length of the abutment, the Froude number a the
antrance rounding, the abutment chamfers, the angularity of the constriction, the side
iepth at abutments, the side slope of the abutment, the eccentricity of the constric-
tion, the bridge submergence, and bridge piles and piers. The primary variables are
bhe contraction ratio and ths relative length of the abutments. Standard values of
bhe discharge coefficient as a function of the primary variables are given for four
types of geometries! 1) vertical embankments and vertical abutments; 2) sloping
anbankment and vertical abutments; 3) sloping embankments with sloping abutments?
i) sloping embankments with vertical abutments with wing walls. The standard value
jf ths discharge coefficient is then multiplied by adjustment coefficients e which
bake into account the effect of the remaining variables „ to obtain the discharge coe:
;ient Detailed field and office procedures are given
See also; »^jidsvater and Carter, "Tranquil Flow through Open-Channel Constric-
iions" -8 for a summary including working curves see Ven Te Chow, "Hydraulics of
)pen Channels"
o
QiDSVATft, Co 3. and CART 1©, R. T\, "Tranauil Flow through Open-Channel Constrictions",
[ranso ASCE 120, 955-992, 1955o
A practical of solving the discharge equation for tranquil flow of water
ihrough open channel constrictions is described,, The fractional relationships be-
iween the coefficient of discharge and the principal independent variables (contraction
'atioj. length of contraction, Froude number, entrance rounding, eccentricity of
>pening, angularity and guide vails) is presented from experimental data. Boundary
conditions considered Include vertical constrictive elements, channel cross-sectional,
shapes and roughness pattern. V.'ithin the limits tested the proposed computation pro-
cedure yields satisfactory results. Tests were run in a horizontal flume. See also
;he discussion by C F Izzerdi (adapted from author's conclusions)
„
AN3, E, '.". "Experiments on the Flow of 1Tater through Contractions in an Open Channel,,
Vans™ ASCE, 83, 1149 (1919 - 1920)
.
This is probably the first laboratory study on open channel constriction in the
FcS The Froude numbers used are higher than those usually found in bridge waterways*
'here is a limited number of boundary shapes* Experiments were made in four different
low contractions, namely rcunded-edge plate, sharp edge plate, short flume, Venturi
'lume Coefficients of discharge were first computed using DfAubuisson' s and '.'eiebach 9 s
"ormulaso Based on the experimental data a general equation of contraction was deveii
'he results of flume tests were presented in detail and discussed,,
ilU, H. Kj BR-DLEY, J. N.j PLATE, E. J. "Backwater Effects of Piers and Abutments c "
Lept„ CER 57 HKL 10; Colorado State Univ c 1957,
This is the final report of a project undertaken at Colorado State University in
cooperation with the Bureau of Public Roads, U S„ Dept. of Commerce. Maximum backwater
lue to bridge constriction is given for simple normal crossings abnormal stage-discharge
condition^ dual bridge crossing, skew crossing, eccentric crossing piers, Darttally
JUbmerged bridge girders. The water surface profiles, coefficient of contraction, lo-
cation of maximum backwater* arc presented,, This report is perhaps the most compre-
tensivs work on hydraulics of bridge constrictions in the American technical literature*
10
tracted pipe and abc*t that Sn* ^ ^nef ST* *%? * J *^ C°^
approximately given with deteStL^the Siora^Sfof contraction isCorner radius can be found by which vortex ilfvantln! ? VOrTeX Center '
S^; feS8!^" BaGk" ter EffSCtS °f °Pen Chamel Con^iction. Trans.
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ALBERTSON, M, L., JENSEN- R. A., DAI, T. Bo, ROUSE, H. Diffusion of sutanerged jets,
Trans. ASCE Vol. 115 (1950) pgo 639-697*
This papsr deals with the turbulence generated at the edges of a free air jet
issuing from orifices and slots. Results are given of measurements of the distri-
bution of the longitudinal velocity and of turbulence characteristics Of particu-
lar interest to bridge hjd-rauli.es is the discussion by H„ Re Henry (1950) on flo-
under sluice gates
.
ARCHER, Mm H„ Experimental. Determination of Less of Head due to Sudden Enlargement
in Pipes. ASCE Trans* vol. ?6 (1913) Pgc 999-
Sudden expansion head losss
where Uml and Um2 are the mean velocities in the upstream and downstream con
BLANCHET, C. Sur Le Probiame Des Renous Et Des Pertes De Charge Produits par
Singularities Dans Lea Canaux Et Rivers, Kouille Blanche No, 1 9 Nove 1945 -
Jan. 1946, pg„ 39-62.
"Problem of turbulence and loss of head caused by obs rinels and
riversj turbulence curves related to curves of specific energy; influence cf sill at
channel bed and of contraction of cress section area on kinetic energy; results of
study can be applied only to channels or rivers of stable .e to form
deposits". From Engr. Xnd. 1946 pg c 428.
CHATURVEDI, II. C. Flow Characteristics of Axisymmetric Expansions,. Jour, of the
Hydraulics Division ASCE. Vol. 89-HY3; May 1963.
Characteristics of flow for four abrupt expansions wils&.-half angles of 15°, 30°s
45° and 90° have been determined by a combination of analytical and experimental means.
The transformation of mean energy , the rate of production of turbulence, and the rate
of dissipation of ' ice energy are determined,, The evaluated head-loss results
from the air-duct studies are checked by independent measurements in a water=»pipe
assembly. The kinetic energy of the mean raotiong kinetic energy of turbulence^ pressure
distribution* turbulence production, and turbulence shear are presented in the'form
of their spatial distribution^ for all expansion angles. Head loss in abrupt expan-
sions is given for different angles of separation; for 90° (half angle) the head
loss coefficient i3 practically equal to that obtained in the assumption of constant
pressure at the inlet section and one-dimensional analysis ( p 30 and Fig 13) . The
variation of the head loss with changing expansion ratio is considered (p. 89 and Fig. 20'
12
DAVIDIAN, J 6 , CARRIGAN, P. H. JR., SHEW, J. (USGS) Flow through Opening in *1dth
Constrictions. Water Supply Paper 1369-D 9 1962. p. 91-122. plate,,
"Flow pattern at constrictions with 2 to 7 openings? laboratory experiments
and analysis were directed toward development of methods for computing discharge
through multiple opening constrictions, apportioning givssn total discharge among
several openings and predicting backwater caused by constrictions 1', Engr. Index
DELORKE, A. Considerations Sur Les De Bouches Des Petits Ouvrages Sous Routes,.
Annales Des Fonts Et Chaussees. Vol. 129 o No„ 2 March-April 1959. p 141-67.
'Water passages under snail road bridges; sise of underpass is often over-
dimensioned, because formulas of calculation use too high safety factors it is
recommended that permissible factor of incidence of 3uhmers Id. be defined
by considering possible damage due to submersion; calculations should be based on
flood statistics,* also law of large values*^ practical applications." Ener. J^d
1959, P. 171.
GIBBING3, J, C., DIXON, J. R. Twe-Dimensional Contracting Duct
Appl. Math. 10, 1, 24-41* Feb. 1957. AMR 10-2954. Sept. 195? 3
This paper is primarily for wind tunnel design d;*aling with potential flow
through two-dimensional contracting channels of finite length. Method of elimin
adverse velocity gradient along channel wall was presented in great detail,
numerical example is given.
HENRY, Ho R. Discussion on Submerged Jets. Transactions, ASCE, Vol. 115 (1950) p.
This is a discussion to a paper by M. L. Albertson, ': D B„ Dai
fi
R A, Jense:
H Rouse on diffusion of submerged jets. The effect of boundary conditions
from these used in the main paper are investigated. These, for the ease of the flow
under a sluic gate, are the effects of the free surface i.e„ gravitational effect
the presence of a solid boundary., i. e. the flume floorp instead of a plane of
symmetry of a two-dimensional jet.
Hydraulic design conclusion: Experimental discharge coefficients for the flow under
a sluice gate are given in terms of a dimensionless gate opening, a dimensionless
tailyater depth and the orifice Proude number (Fig, 35, p. 691). The expansion of the
Jet (which la limited by a fixed lower boundary and by a free surface upoer boundary)
is reported to have a slope of 1 on 6 approximately.
KINDSVATER, G. E. Energy Loss Associated with Abrupt Enlargements in Pipes. USGS„
Water Supply Paper 1369-B-1961.
In connection with the USGS study of hydraulics of bridge-waterways, an experi-
mental investigation was made of the flow of water through abrupt concentric enlarge-
ments in circular pipes. Particular attention is paid to the influence of pipe-wall
roughness and to methods of computing the energy tern ifWK&t&ig jfeon «ilargements a
The conventional method of computing the energy loss from the Borda-Gamot equ?
was found adequate for practical use.
13
PETERS, H„ Conversion of Energy in Cros3 sectional Divergences Under Different
Conditions of Inflow" NACA TM 737s> 1934,
hydraulic design conclusion: Super imposing a spiral motion on the flow entering
an expansion increased the efficiency, as the rotational motion delays the separation.
ROUSE, H. Energy Transformation in zones of separation,, Proceedings 9th IAHR Conf ,.
Durbrounik, 1962 „
The integrated equations of momentum and of mean energy are examined for the case
of two-dimensional flow over a normal wallp and attention is given to the variation
of the sum- of the terms of Bernoulli equation along a streamline in either the primary-
flow or the zone of separation
„
This paper establishes some of the theoretical background on the mechanism of flow
separation used in the experimental studies of Chaturvedi (1963),
ROUSE, H, Repartion de l«energic dans les Zones de Decollemonto la Hcuille Blanche
No 3 S May i960 and No„ 4* June^ I960 o
Distribution of energy in regions of separation
Described in the present paper is the determination of the mean and secondary
patterns of axisymmetric flow for two comparable boundary forms: the abrupt inlet
and the blunt shafto
Measurements available for analysis included the distributions of mean
mean pressure, longitudinal and radial intensities of turbulence, turbulent shea
longitudinal intensity gradient Through use of the equations of momentum and of
energy for the irean end the secondary motion, the measured distributions were adjusted
to yield the required balance of the essential terms in the equations, thus yielding
results in general accord with physical requirements,, These are presented
form of the flow patterns „ (from author's abstract)
TULTS, H„, Flow expansion and pressure recovery in fluids Tr&jasaotions ASCE
121s 19563 Pg c 65o (AMR 8-2394, Aug • 55)
Investigating the possibility of improving the pressure recovery in flow expan-
sions, author observed visually the separation phenomena and measured the development
of velocity profiles and pressure distribution in a gradual unilaterally expanding
two-dimensional rectangular test canal with varied divergence from zero degrees to 20
degrees in range of Reynolds number 5 x 10* to 3 x 10 o
A simple analytical dependency is established between the angle of divergence and
the rate of separation at which the maximum pressure recovery in e~ch section occurs
„
This permits us to predict the optimum divergence for any required rate of gradual
expansion,.
14
VALLENTINE, H.R., Flow in rectangular channels with lateral constriction plates,
Houllle Blanche 13, l s ?5~84, Jan«-Feb„ 1958. (AMR 12-334J
•s
Characteristics of flow in a rectangular channel with sharp-edged lateral con-
striction plates placed symmetrically., normal to the flow., are examined in a small
tilting channel,, The flow rate Q is relf.ted to the upstream depth jnby means of a
discharge equation Q - CfcfoS/S, where b is the width of opening andV is ai
mental coefficient which depends upon the constriction ratio and the Froude numl
of the unconstricted flow. The values of G are established for Froude numbers up to
2d and constriction ratios up to 95#
The conditions under which insertion of constriction plates produces an increase
in upstream depth are =ted and the extent of the increase is evaluated
.
(From author1 s summary)
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221. SUBMERGENCE
BENJAMIN, T. B., On the flow in channels \<hen rigid obstacles are placed in the stream
Jo Fluid i-Iecho 2, 2, 227-2U3* July 56 (:SMR 11-503)
Author uses three physical quantities n, Ft,, S intrc In a previous paper
(see Benjamin, T„ BOJ and LighthiII9 "On cnoidal waves and bores ]\ Proc, roy. Soc
(A), 224, 448-460,. 1954) with the meani
~~" ""*"
Q £ ?h, R s I 7
2
h ? v2h + |
i»e , Q is the flow rat ?gy for 3, and S
f*£- unit span (corrected for changes in hori£
d«pth) and divided by density. Invariability rent cross
sections implies, resp il cf momentum.
This present paper is in five p* ,..- : -^
of flow; 3-Flow under a sluice-gate; 4-»Flow under a pla .e; 5-Experimental
tests
o
Parts 1 and 2 deal vdth some properties of flow and the last t:
B2NN2E, A.M., T! sluice=g.\t
Part 4, 395-40?, Dec. 1952, (AMR 6-225
By introducing tl of the fl ,or simplifies wiship
between condit; - Tell~known axprea
are deriyed for alter \ force in the ga:e'<, A s:
explanation is present ad for the absence of n both sides; ^ate
Coefficient of
an^ thee itually^ Ion CCj, but presents
instead the gate opening required
BIRKHOFF, G. Calculate al Flow
Div Vol. 87-HTtoo Nov*, 196l c
The most recent survey of the methods for computing three classes of steady
potential flows with fz iLines: (1 Lng free boundaries and
curved fixed boundaries vdthout gravity; (; . flows having fre ries
and straight fixed boundaries with gravity laving
fr?ie boundaries without gravity
Discussion by H E irch 1962, d„ 18?) ; L„ Landireber (May^ 1962 p 223)
;
S. P, Garg, To S. Strel'coff and T S D Yu (July 1962, p. 293), and the closing dis-
cussion by G. Birkhoff, (March 1963, p. H b out the limitations of the mathe-
matical methods; and comparisons between theoretical calculations and experimental
results are given. The paper along with its discussions provides an excellent source
of references on the subject.
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BLISBELL, F. ' . Comparison of Sluice Gate discharge in Model and Prototype. '.
ASCE Vol. 102 p 544o 193?.
"(1) Models of sluice gates can be depended upon to predict the discharge of t
prototjfpes with reasonable accuracy, (2) Froude modal law will apply to the discharge
of sluice-gate, (3) Roughness of both model and prototype must be given consideration
in the construction of the raodelj and (4) suits should not be expected fo:
small gate-openings and low velocities" (From Authors Conclusion.)
FRANKE, P., Jet contrad
Bautechnik 32
; 8 ... 257-2!
Analytical :;
gate in a raetangr:
energy losses are neglec




•ens of the flow under a sluice
ownstream depth in the case where
into consideration.
for different ratioes of upstream
dimension; na„
FRANKE, P. 3 Theoretical considerate m in flows
Bautechnik 33. 3, 73-77 , Marc
Author anal,,: iug £pcsl
opening of a sluice gal





Tha only exact (in bl
is made) sol that of Sc
Phil * Trane. (A) 240, 117-161
author9 s experimental Ti caleul.
GENTIUM.
U pp OJ K .
Theoretical an(
for inclined and rac
of inclination of V.
cm to 9 csv
the specific energy
[km 5-144::)
1 cletc. jf coefficient of discharge
ates„ Experimental channel was 16 cm wi
60 , 75 and 90° were used c Opening ranged, frc
;- were tie:
ROUSE, H., and ABUL-FE H., Chai
axially symmetric orifices . J Apj
Although an exact analytical solut: the orifi . em has not yet
proved feasible, ise of the relaxation method has permitted a numerical deter-
mination of flow characteristics to be 1 fficient precision for the
problem to be considered solved. The co&.. 3f contraction is found to be
practically identical with that evalu -dimensional flow fresi
slots over the entire range of area ratio
s
and reasonable agreement Is shown to exist
between measurement and computations Coordinates of the jet profiles are prase:
in tabular and graphical formP and are found to differ appreciably from srevi-
ously adapted from the two-dimensional case<. A composite dimensionless ais:
provided shovdng the distribution of pre along the boundary and cen
across the efflux section for the vori. . ratios (From authors summary „)
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CHAPTER IH THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Ill-i Flowjionfimaration at an Open Channel Constriction
The backwater due to a constriction in an open channel depends mainly on the
boundary geometry* the discharge and the regime of the flows l eo S the Froude Number c
The phenomenon is usually so complieafcsd that the resulting flow pattern is not
entirely subject to analytical solution , A practical solution is only possible
through experiments.
In the natural streams $ the. Froudo Number of the flow -usually ranged fren' 0,1 to
0o5» In this range of Froude Numbers the constriction will Induce a pronounced
backwater effect that extends a long distance upstream A cidtieal control section
may exist at the constri£tion u l-Jhen a critical control section exists at the con™
strictiora, a hydraulic jump occurs downstream of the constriction
When a constriotion is introduced into an otherwise uniform/ friction-controlled
flow in a prismatic channel of mild slope (see Fig 3-1) 9 a backwater of the M-l
type is developed upstream of the constriction. Upstream of the backwater curve the
flow is undisturbed and the flow distribution is governed by the channel character-
istics o Approaching the constriction^ the flow decelerates as the depth increases.
The deceleration process continues until a section (designated section (1)) is reached t
Farther downstream the flow begins to accelerate owing to the convergence of the
flow into the contracted opening (section 2) Q The flow pattern between sections 1 and
2 is essentially dominated by the constriction geometry,
Ae the fluid passes through the opening, the live stream contracts to a width
somewhat less than that of the opening and the corresponding average longitudinal
profile drops sharply. At the section of minimum (section 3) the expansion process
begins and continues until normal flow again is established at same distance down-
stream (section h) Q
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The boundary roughness pliiys an important role in the downstream pattern of motion^
especially when the flow just downstream of the constriction becomes supercritical
The roughness may force the hydraulic jumps to move upstream
fl
and may eventually reach
the downstream face of the constriction
When the constriction is submerged., the centerline profile and plan view are
as shown in figures 3-2 and 3-3 respectively. In figure 3-2 the approaching water
surface is shown to have a profile of an M-j curve? YQ or- Yn is the normal depth of
the unobstructed channel flows Y, is the depth at the section of maximum backwater,
Y2 is the downstream depth taken in the deadwstar flow portion of the channel, and
Y3 is the depth of the live stream at the vena contracta Q The flow may be fully
Submerged as shown by the solid line or the discharge may be free at the downstream
end of the constriction The plan view of the channel constriction flovr in figure
3-3 shows the streamlines of the flow entering the opeaia§v Ths velocity upstream
of the constriction is low and the streamlines follow the walls very closely,, The
eddies sketched on the upstream side of the opening moves in a vertical plane in a
screw motion towards the openingo A particle in the corner would not remain in this
region but due to these eddies it moves towards the openingo The eddies downstream
of the constriction, shown on both sides of the jet, are in the horizontal plane and
are less active. Particles could often remain there for longer periods of time
HJ,=2 Basic ^Equations ^O
The three basic equations of fluid pschanics: conservation of mass, conservation
of momentum, and conservation of energy aye used in the following study These are
applied to a definite volume called the control volume (c.v,,) and the boundary of this
vclume is known as the control surface (c.3„)„ The shape of the control volume remains
constants but the amount and identity of the fluid in it may vary in time.
The flow configurations in the problsa at hand are strictly three-dimensional
However3 in order to simplify the analysis., a one-dimensional flow in which the velo-
city and the depth of flow vary only along the path of the channel is often used g In
addition, the flow is that of a real fluid
fl
that is to say that friction is present
j
boundary layers exist and flow separation may occur „ The flow is thus rotational
Th« rotationality of the flow and its three-dimensional characteristics preclude the
ts&fr of potential flow theory. The free streamline theory# so ably reviewed by
Sirkhoff^d^l) is not applicable,
The errors introduced by using a one-dimensional analysis may be eliminated
by using suitable correction coefficients. However, in practice these coefficients
are not known exactly, and even in the laboratory, their evaluation requires time-
coivjuming measurements and calculations,. It is, therefore, often customary to use
tho one-dimensional analysis without correction factors, realizing the limitations
of such an analysis* The approximations so-obtained are nevertheless useful for
engineering design; their accuracy is consistent with that of the data of the
problem Zt wit be recognised that in the design of a bridge waterway opening, the
talgs flaw sHa l—rt fMB hydrolofle computation la seldcre known exactly and errors
** * 30ff am cosnon. Furthermore, all the Irregularities of a natural water course
cant.ot be taken into consideration, and average values or typical cross sections of
the stream are considered „ In the reverse problem of calculating a flood discharge
from high water marks, the several inaccuracies inherent to the high water mark
measurement and changes in roughness coefficient at high stages ma&e it difficult to
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evaluate the discharge closer than **iihin 10 to 15$
The conservation of mass is expressed by the continuity equation which for a
steady Incompressible flew takes the form
8 V « d A « (3-a-i)
c.s.
in which the integral of the net efflux is taken around the whole control surface (C.S.),
This equation simply states the inflow into the control volume (C„V a ) is equal to the
outflow from the control volume,, and its one-dimensional fors takes the usual form
¥1 Al " ¥2 A2 (3-2-2)
The conservation of momentum for steady flow states that the sum of the external
forces on the control surface and of the body forces (usually gravity) acting inside








represents the external surface forces and B is the body force per unit of
mass. The one dimensional counterpart of this equation is
Fx - /• Q < f2 V^ -fx V^) (3-2-4)
where ,3 is the momentum correction factor which takes into account the non-**niformity
of the velocity distribution




The momentum equation applied to a straight open channel reach is:
/ Q ( ?2 V2 * flW ra pl - p2 + w sin 6 - Ff (3-2-6)
where P-^ ?nd P2 are the resultant acting en the end sections of the reach
-aaw«™""*--
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W is the weight of water between the sections
© is the angle of inclination of 'she channel
Fg is the external friction force e;<erted by the boundaries on the fluid





where oQ is the average boundary shear and R is the hydraulic radius
,
The specific force equation is obtained by applying the momentum equation to a
short prismatic horisontal open channel reach $ neglecting the friction foses and
assuming a hydrostatic pressure distribution:
6&1 ' gA2
or Fg! - F82
where Fe is the specific force, and where Y is the head ever the ©enter of graviV,
of the cross section,,
The conservation of energy for steady flow may be written
(V2/2g + Z + p/f ) (ti? • dl) - hydraulic losses (3-2-9)
C,S.
and its one dimensional counterpart is
°*1 Vx
2
/2g + Z2 + pj/f - *2 V2
2Ag Zg p2/r + hf (3-2-10)
where ^ is the energy correction factor which takes into account the hon»uniforaity








The head loss in steady uniform flow in open channel flew may be evaluated from
Maiming" s fomnia
1 * (1.486/n) R2/3 S^ (3-2-12)
where S - hfA (3-2-13)
is the head loss per unit length.
In open chsouiel flow.,; it is convenient to consider the energy with respect to
the bottom as a datum,, Thus is the specific energy first introduced by Bakhmeteff * ^ %
E - ?2/2g t * (3-2-14)
In this form it is assumsd that the velocity is uniform and that the streamlines
are essentially paralislj thus the pressure is hydrostatic a If the velocity is not
uniform,, and if the streamlines are curved., the velocity head is multiplied by the
kinetic energy coefficient, and the depth y may be multiplied by a pressure coefficient
K)
/ ff
<* = 1 + l/Qyjj c V d A (3-2-15)
where c » (d/g) ¥
2
/r (3-2-16)
and is positive for concave flow and negative for convex flov;9 d being the depth 9 arid
r the radius of curvature of a streamline. The specific energy thus becomes in general
E ^V2/2g + eCj (3-2
the specific force and the specific energy equations are used to define a
number of open channel flow characteristics. V/hen the specific energy or the specific
force is minimum, the flow is called, critical. The following relationship for
critical flow may be derived from the specific energy equation for a stream of an











where W is the width of the free surface^ Z is the section factor for critical
computation., D is the hydraulic depth, and F is the Fronde number» For a stream of
rectangular eross section^ letting g ba- the discharge par unit widtl
tionships taka the following simplified forms t
q-[g7a3A-]^ (3-2-23)
"v'V
2/2g = ye/2 (3-2-24)
V e " [fiSrcA]^ (3-2-25)
^c^2/s] l/3 (3-2-26)
S - 3/2 Ic
For flow in rectangular channels the specific force and the specific energy
equations may be written in a di-nensionless form, making use of the critical flow
relationships They are respectively
arai
2
p,2fc -& \h\ , « &
(^
Yll Yc i *1 Y2 L *C i





where the ratio lA is a geometric characteristic of the cross section and is equal
to 0.5, for rsetangular channels, y being the head over the center of gravity of the
section,,
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Six elasses of flow may exist at a bridge constriction:
Class 1 <= The flow is 3ubcritieal throughout the transition
Class 2 - The flow passes frosa subcritieal to supercritical in tTie transition
Class 3 - The flov? is supercritical throughout the transition
Class 4 - The flow passes from supercritical to subcritir^l near the transition
Class 5 - The transition inlet is submerged but the outlet is fres ? resulting in
a free orifice flow
Class 6 - The transition inlet and outlet are submerged resulting in a submerged
crific flowo
The following analysis illustrates a method &£ distinguishing between the first
four types of free surface flcw„ The latter two tvpes are not truly free surface
flow* A method to discriminate between the free surface flow and the orifice flow is
also given
o
As the flow towards the constriction i3 an accelerating flow9 and as the energy
losses are relatively small in a converging flow., the energy equation is suitable
to describe toe flow between sections 1 and 3<> The expanding flow between sections
3 and 4 is better described by a momentum equations
The first four types of flow may be delineated by the following simplified
analysiSo Writing an energy equation between sections 1 and 29




1 « oC^ - 1 and hf - 0, letting 03 the mean width of the stream
at section 3» making use of the continuity equation
vl Kl " v3 *3 T3




,B Ti ,2— +i=— Cr- r- ) + ~ (3-3--
2g% agTx *3 I3 *1
or JP^ C-j ±p> ^ - 1 - 1 - g (3.
Q„ t? 2 <= 2 (1 -«j£)
>2




E ,2 . (33 ,a (3-3-5)
03 II
Fx is plotted as a function of-s-| in terms of f- in Fig 3«2. The curve for which
the flow is critical at section 3 corresponds to F3 «*» 1^ anri is obtained from the
continuity equation:










li! - & Yi3 ?32T" " **4~ IT? ~ «s- (3-3-6)
gii> -
1 v33 gr3






When the flow is critical at section 3, P3 "1 and
P
x
2 «<£)3 CgM* (3-3-10)









? -2Cg)5 (1-2) -0 (3-3-12)
fro. which 2 Fl2 M|) 5 ±y (g)*> + (g} 5 (1 . g, (3„3„13)
Only the positive sign in front of the square root has a physical significance
This equation gives the values of the Frou&e number at section 1 corresponding
to a Froude number of unity at the vena contracta
The plane: of Sig„ 3-2 is thus divided in k regions:
Above the line F^ « l o the flow is supercritical in the approach of the con-
striction9 below the line Fx - 1.0, the flow is subcritical at section 1. Above
the curve F^ 1 9 the flow is supercritical, and below the curve F<= ra 1 the flow is
subcritical o The four regions of the figure are labelled according to the four
classes of flow listed at the beginning of this section,.
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III-4 Discrimination Between Free Surface Flow and Orifice Floy
Orifice flow will oecur when the head over the crown of the arch exceeds the
velocity head plus the head loss ir* the ori
Thus for the limiting ease* calling v the semi-circular arch radius:
Vo* /I Vq2
2g
v2 ~ " Yi - r




Then —~r t*- = *i - r C3-A-2)
C^22 2g
0-*r s;
By continuity V^ 31^ - V^ b3 73 = ¥3 Ce A where A is the opening ars;
1 Yt2 t>2 v-»2
V-, r
2#i n cd %) /
Fi
2 - ^d2 (1 - |x
> (|£)
2
There will be sutsaergence when
P^aoj2 (i-£) (^)2 (5
Yi
shere Cd sgs0 o 55o
or when F,2 < 1/8 <?d
2 7^(1 - | J ) & 2 (£-) 2 (3-4-7)
and since J * M8
when f,2





1 I |~) (|~)
2
(3-4-e
An empirical relationship to distinguish between free surface flow and orifice
flow, can be obtained, making U3e of the notation developed in the article on dimen-
sional analysis, and of the results of chapter 5 C
From free surface flew experiments (see chapter 5)
Y
JL - 1 + Oo47 (& ) 2 °26 - 1 + 0o47 LP ok (£s) 2 ° 26 (3-4-9)
Xn
A Cm^o^o M
where C^ » M°/fc„ (See Figure 3-12)
From orific flow axperiments (see chapter 5)





since for d »
CM - I jx/l - &f + I- aln-1 5il (3-i
(_
* vr :y xn ? j




A plot of this relationship is given in figure 3— 5g>- "from which it is possible to
predict for a given Froude, normal depth and contraction geometry., whether the flow





This is the most common case The flo'.«; pattern divides itself in two parts:
(see fig, 3-1)
1) a zone of contracting or accelerating flow, from the section of maximum
backwater (section 1) to the section of minimum area or "vena eontracta" - (section 3)„
2) a zone of expanding or decelerating flow,, from the vena eontracta (section 3)
to the section where the stream has regained its normal depth (section 4)
It isa therefore, expected that the analysis of the flow pattern would be
divided in two parts An energy equation may be used for the analysis of the con~
tracting flow, and a momentum equation for that of the expanding flow Section 4,
at which the flow occurs at normal depth is the control section., The calculation
of the flow profile for a given discharge could proceed from section 4 to section 3
by means of the momentum equation* and from section 3 to section 1 by means of the
energy equation, the continuity equation being used to relate the areas at the several
sections » The difficulty in this approach lies in the lack of proper definition
of the geometry of section 3« The geometry of section 2 3 at the section of separation^,
is defined by the water depth., as the geometry of the constriction is assumed to be
known —=• in our case a semi-circular arch
At section 2 the flow separates from the solid boundaries, and the three-
dimensional live stream converges to the vena eontracta„ The geometry of the free
boundary of th© convergent live stream cannot be determined by means of the free
IStjw'KkHne theory as the latter is limited to two-dimensional flow Consequently^
it is customary to make acme assumption on the flow geometry between sections 2 and
3<> Typical assumptions are:
a) The geometry of section 3 is assumed,,
b) The depths at sections 2 and 3 are assumed to be identical,,
c) The depth at section 2 is assumed to be equal to the normal depth of feiae
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uneontract^di stream*,
The three assumptions will be discussed s
a) Assumed geometry at section 3 „
Experiments by P F Q Biery indicate (Fig c 7-2-7) that the depth at section 3
is not uniform across the section, but that in the dead water region it is on3y 1%
larger than across the livt* stream c The depth Yj may thus be reasonably assumed
constant across the section. The width of the live stream b3 may be approximated
using the two-dimensional coefficient of contraction and
*>3 - Gc.2 b (3
Thus the cross section of the livestream would be
•-;• " je .^ *3 (3-5-2)
The values of ths coefficients of contraction for slots, after von Misses^' is
given in the following table:
b
B ° Oo1 °* 2 °°> 0-4 6 o? 8 0o9 loO
3c2 6ll o6l2 0,616 O u622 0„63I 644 o662 o637 0722 0,781 1*00
This assumption make3 it possible ate the depth Yn - Y; to Yg by
aeans of the momentum equation, and then Y3 to Y^ by means of the energy equation
b ) Assumed equality of depths at sections 2 and j „
This assumption was used by Tracy and Carter (ASGE Trans, 1955 p c 99?) „ The
axperiments of P ? D Biery., (Jour. Hyd c Div ASCE, Vol* 88 No HY2 p 96„ Figc 13)
io not substantiate this assumption,
c ) Depth at section
,
2 assumed equal to normal depth of uncontracted stream
This assumption has been implied' by Izssajd (ASCE Trans 1955* P* 1010) Although
this assumption eannot be justified theoretically, the experiments of P F* Biery
show tliat this assumption is approximately satisfied. It is then possible to express
ihe head loss in the constriction as a function of the velocity head at section 2 S
2g
The depth of flow at section 1 may then be obtained by means of an energy equation
between sections 3.aand 2 or between sections 1 and 4o This assumption has also
been used with reasonable success by I P u V-Tu'^'ln a preliminary calculation of in-
direct determination of flood discharge from contracted bridge openings and high water
marks
„
b) Momentum equation for div Clow
The momentum equation ie bions 3 and 4 with the assumption that
the pressure distribution is hydrostatic fit &, These sections:
F
3 * % ' F4 * M4 + FD - FG (3-5-*)
F^ and F^ represent the hydrostatic forces at section .3 and 4 respectively; M^ and
Mi are the momenta p Fn is the cirag force of the expanding stream or: the bottom and
Fq is the component of the gravity force in the direction of the flow
To calculate the hydrostatic force at sections 3 and 4, let Y* and T^ be
heads over the respective centers of gravity of the cross sections. To cai
the momentum flux through section 3 it is necessary to evaluate the cross secti
area of ths live stream at section 3o It is assumed that
ybjlj (3
The momentum equation may then bs writ
th mS* <QV3 = ^4*4*fQT4 + pD- ro C> ;
Making use of the continuity equation, it follows that
^V T3 + ?f" ?T4*4 + f 7 + FD° ?G OS
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Y T * <& „f y . ;.q?B . Fg^
Introducing ths critical depth 1^ •
T-i, *2sLg » v y. +|bL + fb-Fg
(^3 Y3 03 ^e
The momentum equation may be written in a dimen3ionles3 form by dividing to





T4 s rc / H. /BYC
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semi-circle section = 1 - (/
parabola seel = 3/e
Y
Let y * G a geometric constant of the section. Then the dimension:
equation becomes;
%c) b3 *3 h \^J Y4 p^
Neglecting for the time being the cor 1 of the term
(FD - F )/^BTc3
and calling the specific force Fs
F8 »/y BY + f QV (3-5-1-2;
then the generalised dimensionless momentum equation becomes:
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A plot of the relationship is given in the right hand side of figure 3-? s which
may be used for an approximate solution of the depth Yg if the depth I. is given Q
The width of the live stream at section 3 is usually unknown a priori^ but may be
taken as the width of the constriction times a contraction coefficiento
The drag force of the diverging stream on the channel bottom between the vena
contracta and section 4 may be obtained by integrating the shear stress over the
expansion area along the bottom. Pi»oa the discussion by Henrys 5) it appears that the
rate of expansion of a submerged jet is approximately 1 on 6 The model is assumed
for the zone of expansion is shown Fig„ 3-6 „
From Manning 8 s formula^ the shear stress on the bottom is
^75T yi/3 b,2 r2 v7/3 b,2 IW4J




2 B Yc / n "\ 2/ye ^7/3 b, dx
/ix~2 " -tfHT ** ° U ° 5 te/6J iTJ Ic b- <*-««
The dimensionless drag force is
^2 w (^j Z J. (.7) 7 <>*»>
Since bf - Cdb x/3, and taking an average value of the depth,, an approximate value
of the drag fore* is given by
f£?
*' 5
(j?/6) iTte) Jo ^*73 (3"5-i3)
\ ic / *c Vn *3 / b^d
3>
The gravity force is
*3 + YL
*? + Y,
B -3 » 3 (B-bCd ) SQ
and the dimensionless gravity force is
FG Y3 + Yn 3 - bCd
BT„ ^ Y« T- S° .J-5-21;i-C J-c
In the actual computation., a first approximation of Y3 is obtained by neglecting
Fn and FG „ With this approximate value of Yy s the values of FD and Fq m^y be
calculated from the above equations
,
c) Energy Eauation for Converging Flow
The energy equation between sections 1 and 3 may be written




where h^ is the head los3 between sections 1 and 3 Making use of the continuity
equation
vl Ai - '3
A
3




3 U3 ] Y3 Yc ° yc
(3-5-24)
which is the dimensionless form of the energy equation. Assuming^ -^3 » 1? and




~^ %) %) ' Tc (3-5-255
The plot of this equation is given in the left-hand side of figure 3-7 „
The friction loss between sections 1 and 3 may be calculated from the expression
2 2
hf » LX„2 i. L2„3 Q (3.5.26)
K1K3 %^
The value of the conveyance
K .U& AR2/3 (>5.2?)
may be approximated as follows
^-.1^ EY^/3 (3.^23)
&
3 """"£" °3X3 (3-5»2vj
LbLb. f Li-2
(3-5-31;BB5J
The experiments of Biery show that Lj.oft? kj_3 <^ b ° Then
ln Wlj t^J ^) Jte) **?(*;) J (3-5-33)
In an actual computation^ a first approximation of Y1 is obtained by neglecting
the difference between the head loss hf and S L-,^, The term neglected is the loss
in addition to the normal flow head loss due to the acceleration of the flow between
section 1 and 3 and the separation of the flow frcm the boundaries at section 2„ The
quantity neglected is usually negligible,
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The dimensionless specific force and specific energy curves may be used to obtain
graphically the backwater upstream cf a constriction, as -was first suggested by H c R
(6)
Henry v ' c Part of the specific force and specific energy diagram has been enlarged
in Fig 3-S for the illustration of the graphical method
„
As an exaaiple s the conditions of the experiment 16~S, Geometry la (see table
7-1-2) are illustrated o The data of the problem are:
Q » 2 o cfs, Yn - 20*30 cm; M = B/b - 0.491.
Calculate
-feL ^
L'/3 - 5.24 cm-2
iw)
1
and Yn/Yc - 3=88
Enter the diagram with the value of Y^/ST " Yn/Ye » 3 88 and proceed to the specific
curve labeled B/b3 « l o0, corresponding to no contraction e With a coefficient of
contraction C<j o 64 5 calculate
B^ B^ 1_ 1
b3 bGd MCd" o^lToTS
ra3
°18
Proceed on the diagram along a vertical line, corresponding to a constant
specific force, until an interpolated curve for B/bJ » 3<-18 is reached Proceed to
the left and read Y-s/Y, - 3<>72 e The experimental value of Y-a/Z was Msiti - 'j a o
With the obtained value of Yo/T
c
of 3*72, proceed to an interpolated specific energy
corresponding to B/bo • 3ol8. Proceed upward £<*llowing a line of constant specific
energy until the curve B/b3 "1 is reached, corresponding to no contraction at station
lo Read the value of Yj/Yc " 4»069 and calculate Yj_ - 4o069 x 5,2is « 21o30 cms. The
experimental value was 21„26 cms* A good agreement was obtained in spite of the
neglect of the friction and head loss terms „ However, it should be remembered that
the example chosen corresponds to smooth boundaries* and consequently9 the head losses
are indeed small
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a) Geometric Properties of Seni->Gircular and Circular Segment Channels
In thi3 type of flow the control is in the constriction, where there exists
a relationship between the depth of flow and the discharge The depth, at section 1
may be obtained directly by writing an energy equation between the control section
and section 1 As the calculation of the critical depth in a conduit having a semi-
circular section 3 or a circular segment seetion9 is tied to the geometry of the section^,
this geometry is studied first a At critical stage
(3-6-1)
A*
where Z = A\Jy (3-6-2)
and y is the hydraulic depths defined by
- A
y "W" (3-6-3)
where W is the free surface width,,
The geometric properties of the semi-circular and circular segment arches are
summarized in Fig. 3-9 o The top right hand side quadrant gives the relationship
between the section factor for critical flow computation and the critical depth in
terms of the distance from the springline to the center of curvature of the arch
The curve labeled d/b « corresponds to the semi-circular arch* In order to obtain
the critical depth in the constriction of a given diameter b for a given discharge Q?
one calculates the section factor for critical flow ?.. by means of the relation
and entering the diagram with the proper value of Z/b^' 2 for the desired d/b one reads
the ratio of the critical depth to the diameter Yc/b The value of the hydraulic
depth y and of the free surface width V can be obtained by means of the sets of curves
in the top air left Izand sit ,vely s
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With reference to Fig* 3-9 (bottom right hand side) the area of the section of
depth y is t
A » —» see .Js (@2_ - ©2 * s^n ®1 " s^n ®2^ (3-6-4)
the free surface is
W «= b CO 3 *
cos^
the hydraulic etep&a is
_ _, 1 „ 3> ©^ « S2 "*" sin ®l ~ sin "®2
cos ®1 eo6-e2
2 T*
the section factor for critical flow computation is:
r— k2/8 /T~*~
Z " A,/y "c^92 (^l-
e2
+ 8inel- aln - e2)/^
(3~6~S5
(3»6~£
+sto@x » sin €
cos @^ eos &2
(3-6-7)
or in dimensionless form:
tjJf/2 (% - 62 + sin ^ - sin ©2 )3//2
2 2
£_ „ jL ^-" jBg •*• sia 9^ - sin 9g )
b5/2
"




The above relationships ware used to prepare the curves of Fig 3-9
b)1 limiting Backwater
The purpose of the following analysis is to calculate the backwater at Section 1
when the flow goes through critical in the constriction. This type of flow represents
the boundary between classes 1 and 2„
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Assuming that the kinetic energy coefficient and the pressure coefficients are
unityj, the specific energy equation is
tt 2 _ 2
Y, + IJL. «« Y + 12~ fn l <.«\1
2J™
*2 2^" ^-6-lw?





or Yx (1 + £k- ) = y2 (I
2 + £2.)
2 y2 2
When the flow is critical at section 29 F2 1* then
(3-6-12)
Yi (2 + Fx
2




Yl (2 + F^)
The equation of continuity
&l \ Bx )
2














Introducing this result into the speeific energy equation (3-6-14) it follows that
(3-6-19)
As the value of the critical depth is a function of the critical flow factor
I 2
-£ - ^-r^*f%} (3-6-20)
and as the values of the free surface width v.'s and of the hydraulic depth J depend on
ToS they are Implicit functions of Z/b
5' „ Equation (3-6-20) may be then represented
in a functional form as M •» (£) - f (?^ 9 iL ) for a given value of d/b„
** b>/2
This relationship is presented in Fig 3-10 several values o£ d/b ranging from
to 4o The values of ~, p £ necessary for the preparation of these curves were
obtained from Fig 3-9 for vrlues of ?.fb$'
2 of 0„1; 0.2; 0,3 1 0,4s and 0„5 o and
introduced in formula (3-6-19) for M2 for several values of F-> „
For a given discharge Q, and a trial opening ratio b/8 one may calculate the




This value of this parameter defines a curve in Figo 3-10 1 For points located above
the curve, the flow is subcritieal in the constriction,, Points located on the curve
correspond to flow going through critical in the constriction „ The limiting backwater
may be obtained by reading the value of F^ on Fig r/ 3-10 corresponding to given values
of Z/b5'
j, b/B and d/B, then Y± is calculated from
V - *„3 C&>2 (3-6-21)




a) The Equation of Discharge for Free Surface Flow
With reference to Fig 3-1 £nd neglecting the velocity of approach P the dls~
y_ ™»=
charge is found to be Q - ( VdA - f C sj2g (Yi« h) >: 2^ ?
2 - h2 dh (3-7-1)
An approximate value of the above integral may be obtained by expanding the
integrand into a series, and integrating term by term. Making use of the fact that
2r °" b
iZ v. 3/2 v Wi _ n tool &'\ 2Q'Odf^kr *1 Z b((l- 0.1294 &f - 017? (S;)4 ,...l (3-7-2)
-tij- v r r J
This may be written as




where cl ^ cd § Z2"? (3-7-4)
and Ti - 1 - o1294 (2i)
2
- 0.«7 (f-04 (3-7-5)
The above equation is valid as long as the constriction is unsubmerged and Y^>r
The evaluation of the equation of discharge in the integral form (equation 3-7-1)
can be accomplished in two ways,, One by expanding into a series and integrating
term by term or by evaluating the integral in terms of complete and incomplete
elliptical integrals of the first and second kind The approximate solution was given
above and the exact solution follows
„
The theoretical discharge .v.ay be obtained from equation 3-7-1 by making the









or Y, - 2r (k2 - 1), k_.l, Yi< r (3-7-7)
2r 1
;
,2 ,, « h + rand sn* u iLXJ, (3-7-8)
Yi + r
o 2
Sines sn* u + en u » 1
then h * Xi sn^ - rcn^ =« 2rk
2
sn2u - r (3-7-9)
and S!l - 4 » rk2snu iL snu ** 4rk2snu cnu dnu (3-
du du
since iL, (snu) enu dnux
du V
From (3-7-8) and making use of (3-7-7)
Yl - h • Yx (1 - sn^u) -J- rcn2u
* Tj_ cn2u + r2 cn^u
» 2rk2cn2u (3=7-11)
Also from 3-7-8
P2 . h2 = A?2 k2 gn2u (X _ k2SR2,a j
« 4r2 k2 sn^ dn2 u (3-7-12)
since <toru + l^sn^ 1
Substituting (3-7-10), (3-7-11) and (3-7-12) into (3-7-6) the expression for the
theoretical discharge becoaes
i
fw2 r ? 2 2.0P 2 15 2
I 2rk"on u«4r K sn u dn u 4rk snu dnurk ^ric cinu cnu du
- 32 /g r
5/?' k* f
U2 aA en2u thA du
J*l





or snu;^ = sin W - v/ y + r
where re am u]_
and finally ux « F (p, k)
»
[
«A-^_ s k < 1 (3-i
J o \/l ~ k
2 sin
F (|6 S k) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind
the upper limit i^s is obtained from (3-7-8) as follows:
:m2uc
if
Qt - 32 Jg r




or sn U2 " 1
t^2 d d
and u2 - K - \ -7——^:^^ (3-\
where K is the complete elliptic integral' of the first kind
The expression for the theoretical discharge (3-4-13) becomes
,K
(<j)>
Upon performing the integration^ and introducing the diameter b ** 2r









) [K - F (0, k)J
- k
2













which is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind s and
*0 — —
S (jk'St:) - /l - k2 sin2 /J d (3-7-19)
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which is the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind s and
i - ^-1 /-4r- (3-7-20)
and A j> - 71^2^2 ,y0o5
and finally k - /-I—
S
(3-7-22)
Equation (3-7-1?) yields ths theoretical discharge for the flow through a semicircular
constriction of diameter b s«2r and where the maximum depth upstream of the constric-
tion is yl° T"e quantities K s E g F(j6, k), E(4, k) may be obtained from tables
„
Equation (3-7-1?) is somewhat similar to that for the flow through circular weirs
obtained by J„ C 4 Stevens' whieh is
%~ %% spg D5/2 |2(l »k2n4)E-(2 = k2)(l - k2 ) K^ (3-7-23)
where k2 «° H/b, H being the head over the invert, and D is the diameter of the
circular weir Stevens also gives an infinite series approximation to equation (3~7-23)
which is similar to equation (3-7-2):
Qt
- Zju^/Z (lz2 -^-^Z^.-oo) (3-7-2^.)
where z m H/D„
b) The Equation «£ Discharge for Orifice Flow
With reference to Fig„ 3-11 and neglecting the velocity of approach, the dis-
charge is found to be:
rJo
An approximate solution to the above integral is found by expanding each tern
of the integrand into a binomial series^ multiplying the two series and integrating
term by term,, The result, using the 5 leading terms is




2 - h2)* dh" (3-7-25)
7
4o
Q - Oo4019 Gd j2g Y
2 b
2








or Q » (^ Yl^ fc2 T
*'2~
where Ci - o4019 y/2g Cd - 3»22 Cd (3-7-2S)
and T - 1 - o2136 (£-) - Oo032l6 (g-)






The above equation is valid as long as the constriction is submerged, which
means for Xl>r„
A simpler form of the orifice discharge equation when the approach velocity is
very low relative to the velocity in the discharge jet^, and when the oriflee is con-
sidered as a whole is:
q = cd
2 If- J2g Y, (3-7-30)
4 v "*
where Q « discharge through the opening
d diameter of the opening
and Y^ • the depth of the backwater
Sd • coefficient of discharge for type of inlet










By dividing by ds and taking the square root of both sides of (3-7-31) , the




" is a constant
»
The previous equation may be written in the general form
- f <&) (3-7-33)
gt d5/2 d
which is used in plotting experimental results
„
HI-8 Briery Loss in the Constriction
It has been shown that a complete theoretical analgreig,' is not possible i;
However, sane important conclusions regarding the classification of flow types and
limiting cases have been obtained from momentum and energy considerations » The
applicability of the momentum and energy equations is limited principally by the
8 9
difficulty of formulating the drag force and the head losses « Issard and Bradley
have proposed an empirical relation for the head loss in a constriction,, The head
loss due to the contraction and expansion of the flow may be expressed as
h - K ^a- (3-8-1)




where A^ is the area of section 2 corresponding to the normal depth in the ..
stricted flow
The energy equation, written between sections 1 and 4 is:
Y1 +°<l 2lL + so L . - y ^4 2i + e, .
2g ^ U 2g x 4
where E-. i is the total energy loss between sections 1 and ko This energy loss is
made of two parts* the normal boundary resistance plus the additional losr, due to
the contraction and expansion of the flow:
El-4 ' so *a-4
+ K^ <3-*-4)-
Replacing in the energy equation
T1 -l4-K.§ad+'%^ ^1^2 (3-8-5)
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Since at section 4 the normal detvth has been regained I; a Yn , and making U3e of
the continuity equation
Vl Al " ?4
A4 " ?n2 An2 (3-3-63
Vn2
£*cm which K - T^2/2g jk (^2)
2
J\L (^]
or approximately K « hj*/C?n2
2
/2s) (3-8-9)
The same results are valid for submerged constriction, when the total cross see-
tionai area of the constriction A is taken as reference area instead of A «<>
the head loss due to the contraction and expansion of the flow is written as
V 2
hf - K -|- (3=8-10)
where ¥Q - |- (3-8-11)
and as before h,* - K Ifi— 4*4 (I&)* Zfii » oc. (£i)
2
7lSL
1 2g L V 2g
1VV J 2g
and K~bl J*U&) 2 ~*L &) 2} (3=8=13
'
V 2/2g L A4 Al J
In formulas 7-8-7, 7-S-S and 7-8-12, 7-8-13s a simplification may be obtained by
assuming <*i""^4 "°<.
An alternate simplified expression for the head loss in the contracting flow may-
be obtained by considering the contraction as an orifice, and by assuming that the
depth at the orifice is the normal depth. With these assumptions, and neglecting the
velocity head of approach V„i2/2g, the energy equation yields
2g
X
Introducing a coefficient of
vhere M 8 is the channel opening r.-









f - *I T? ' - i) «r
so that the head loss in the contracting flow is s in dimensionless form,
But, by meansof (3-8-20)
ana (7-8- oiaes:
i - <t x)
- j # 2




The backwater ratio is defined as the ratio of the maxima centerline water
depth to the normal depth of flow u
Expressions for the backwater ratio may be obtained from the energy equation
or from the discharge equation „ The use of the energy equation will be considered
first
o
The energy equation is written in dimensionless form by dividing both sides by
In:







M» 2 (1 - 2 |S£) :- k1, (3-9-6)
Assuming c( 1 m oi^ »c< it follows that
5- - i (W) 2 [* "' ^ «] (3-9-7)
or hi
whe-
In " tM ° ' 1 -W^k -9-9)
In general* the expression for the backwater ratio for free surface flow is:
*1
D V ' (3-9-10)
1/2 K
where D »r—7£ ^2
le a factor related to the head loss dji the constriction,,
This result is valid only when the flow is subcritical through the constriction
and when hi*An<l<>
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ftcperimental results have yielded the empirical relation (for single span




D "nts "°*45 (3^3
or K -0,90 (1 <^Fn2) (3-9-UJ




The test results are presented in the form of plots of -i- vs (I& )
2
and







are obtained, A s from equation (3-9-10), D is the slope of the curve of hx*An
vs (Fn/M 8 )
2
* it follows from equation (3-9-16) that
ne (^j) tt D (3-9-1?)
Alternate expressions for the backwater ratio may be obtained fr«a the
discharge equation for free surface and for orifice flow separately
Consider the free surface flow case first «, The equation for the discharge
through the constriction is (from equ D 3-7-3)
Q- Cxi!*/2 b?1 (>(W[3)
?*"• Ci-Cdg y/ig (3-9-19)






The discharge in the approach channel is
Q - 7n An - Fn f~g B Yn3/2 (3^
Equating the two expressions for the discharge one obtains
Yn "l7Gd MTi (3-9-22
or in general
yn




17 Cd T - (3-9
Since M « M«/Qa (see equation 3-10*8)
Experimental results for free surface flow have yielded the following relation
(s©e chapter VII)
fj




It has been observed that the equations derived by several different investi-
gators for the backwater ratio produced by various constriction geometries seem to
have a basic similarity „ As an example* equation (23} in the present text for yj/y
appears to be a function of (F/fe 11 )
2/^
*l/*x. ° B± (FnAl*)
2/3
(3^









where C - a discharge coefficient
fuid M * b/B - M e since Cjj - 1
Woo ttu et al present an empirical formula for a two dimensional vertical board
mod«l
(h^)3 - 4.W3 Fn2 ( ~~ - . | (2o5 - M)) - 1 (3„9„28)
where M - b/B » M» since GM - 1
Considering only the leading term l/bl2 of the quantity in brackets^ equation (3=9-28)
becomes
*»l7yn " S3 (FnAf5 )
2/3
(3=9-29)
It appears that with the proper interpretation of the variables , namely M» and
Fnt the results of tests performed on different geometric shapes of bridge openings
should produce the same results „ For instance^ a vertical abutment deck type bridge
may physically appear completely different than a semicircular arch bridge <, However,
hydraulically speaking if they have the same opening ratio M« , they should produce
the same backwater ratio. The limitations of the assumption must necessarily lie in
the fact that both bridges must have the same eccentricitys skewness and entrance
rounding conditions. It is believed that this concept applies equally e& well to
multiple span bridges „ An attempt has been made to compare the two dimensional semi-
circular test results of the author, the segment data obtained by A c A Sooky, and the
Vertical Board (VB) data as given by Liu
11
,, The results of this comparison will be
shown and discussed in a later section,,
A similar expression for the backwater ratio may be obtained from the theoretical
discharge equation for orifice flow. The equation for the discharge through the
constriction was found to be: (see equ. 3-7-27)
Q - CX 1^ b
2
T (3-9-30)
The discharge in the approach channel is:
Q " Vn An " Fn v/i B Yn
3/2
(3-9-31)









<|f>* %^ - Cg)* (| - |S) F„ i (3-9-33)
B




Now rearranging the equation (3-9-33):




or in general a relation of the following form vrould be expected
In
C & )2 (3=9-35)
It has been found empirically that, instead of equation (3-9-35) 9 the experi-
mental results can conveniently be represented by a function of the forms
7"~ " ¥ - x " f (&)2 > (3-9~36 >in zn M»
where h. is the backwater superelevation






£ - 1 1,18 § J1 '80 (3^9-38)
ccr v.
fe + . (
n M«
The experimental result for the backwater ratio equation for free surface was
developed by P Q F„ Biery and found to yield the relation (see chapter V)
Fn ^/3 1 3o39
or





a) Dimensional Analysis t
Figure 3-1 shews a definition sketch of the affects of a channel constriction
on the water surface profile D Section view B illustrates the type of centerline
profile obtained with a Glass I flow This is the most generally occurring situation
that appears in actual practice In the figure Y or Xn is the normal depth of the
unobstructed channel T^ is the depth at the point of maximum backwater elevation*
12 *s *ke depth at the section of minimum jet area or the vena contracta Y3 is the
minimum water depth of the regain curve, and 1^ is at a point sufficiently 'downstream
from the contraction where the flow returns to the normal depth
o
For any physical problem such as this 8 a dimensional analysis is convenient
for the purpose of guidance and interpretation of a testing program* In this manner
9
the basic variables can be grouped into dimensionless quantities and their relation-
ships investigated* In the problem at hand, it is desired to determine the maximum
water depth upstream of the constriction It is assumed that the variables which
govern the backwater superelevation may be grouped into three categories as follows:
the fluid properties^ the kinematic and dynamic variables* and the dimensions
defining the boundary geometry. Due to the two dimensional character of the con-
strictions the latter is -expressed in terms of flow areas rather than the usual linear




1) V , the kinematic viscosity of the fluid
2) f .$ density of the fluid
b) Kinematic and Dynamic Flow Variables
1) gs acceleration of gravity
2) Y^8 maximum water depth upstream of the constriction
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3) In s the normal depth of flow in the approach channel
4) Vtts the velocity of flow at normal depth
5) nf Manning's roughness coefficient of the approach channel
c) Properties of the Constriction Geometi-y (see figures 2S 49 and 24 for
definition of symbols)
»
1) &xils> the total normal depth flow area at section 1
2) An2 s the normal depth flow area in'vthe opening of the constriction
(see Fig 4) An2
- AQ for submerged bridges
.
3) L/bg thickness factor , where L is the length of bridge in direction of
flowd b is the width of opening at the bottom
4) bLjj/An2 , distance factor where l^ is the distance between two parallel,
identical bridges
„
5) pis wing wall angles
6) (p2s skew angle
7) ps segment factor defined by « d/r where d is the distance between
the channel bottom and the center of the circular segment c
8) N s number of spans
V, i«i, eccentricity defined by a c 1 » c/a a where c and a are the width
on either sides of the bridge openings
From the above list of variables &
Yx - fi (YnJ Vn , n9 yf h $ V, 3 , g9 A^, An2s L/b, ~| s j^, p2, e s ^ 8 N)
Buckingham's theorem states that in a physical problem including n quantities
in which there are m dimensions^ the quantities may be arranged into (n-m)
dimensionleso parameters. With the mass, length and time system of units , the nnm
or 14 dimensionless parameters are as follows:
v.
T * f2 (V°2 , V;'iYn , -^-yr - M ^2 -& i bLd <rf rf
'j L's
6C
where «JL is the square of the Froude number Fn and. IsJSlS Is the Reynolds
lag v
number R It is known that;
1) Viseous forces play a negligible role in open channel flow Q So the term
R can be neglected , Furthermore^ by combining the ratio A 2Aj I >•/?..
2
into A^/A^ - M 8 j, and letting n be constant s which means that the boundary
roughness in the flume is kept the same s then the above equation simplifies
tot
Yl ,„ L bid / j
£* - (Fn, M«, -, ^ , px, ^2f e9f\ N) (3-10-1)
Of the nine variables only two, the Froude number and the con!/, ratio
describe the flow field The other s^ven variables in the dimensionles3
analysis describe the different model geometries that could be test ately




A9n ,,Pf Channel OpeningJj^lojuid^Ch^
The channel opening ratio (M* ) is defined as that portion of the tc
depth flow that can pass through the bridge waterway without contraction. By d
nition it is equivalent to the ratio ^/k^ obtained from the dimensional anai;
Along with the normal depth Froude number, the opening ratio is perhaps the most
critical variable in the problem
Referring to figure 3-12-a for the rectangular case, the total flow is that
flow in area ADEH, and the flow that passes through the bridge opening -without
contraction is that represented by the area BCFG„ Therefore the opening ratio M» is
M ' " <J/Q (3-10-2)
If we assume that there is a constant uniform velocity Vn across the entire
normal depth section, equation ( 3-10-2 ) becomes
M' - q/Q - A^VA^Vn - An2/Anl - byn/Byn = b/B (3-10-3)
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However, for an arch bridge,, as shown also in figure (3-12
will be different for each and every n: spth yn <, Therefore in the same
IP - q/Q - A^/AnxVn - An2/Anl (3-10-4)
The ratio of the tifo areas is clearly not equivalent to b/B„ (for simplicity, b/B
is hereafter defined by the symbol K)




v^ y2 <?y = 2 IfFn^-^^i il (;
The segment of arch UBCF shown in figure 3~I2~b has a rad
width b The arch has been superimposed upon the flow area of depth yn <
center of curvature is at a distance d below the springline of the arch„ The flew
area (Aj^) of the rectangular channel is Byn4: while the area GBCF is given by
2 v>r
2 ~ y2 dy -An2 * \ J - 2.h2 - y2 dy
JO JO '
(3-10-6)
and the corresponding channel opening ratio is
H« - A Jk , - ^£j£-~V
2 + r
2
sin^D/r d /r2 - d2 + r
n2' nl ov
—-»-*— = ——-——^~—*vn Byn
•10-7)
rhe channel opening ratio M« can be expressed in terms of three other dimension^
ratios: the ^ ratio of span to channel width M - b/B, the ratio of depth of the arch
center below the streambsd to the arch radius n « d/r and the ratio of normal depth
bo arch radius % - jo/r. The channel opening ratio ox equation (3-ft^?) may thus
be expressed as:
M 8 - MCjf
Ln which M - b/B
(3-10-8)
and the channel opening ratio coefficient is
Cm - |
i * ^ ( wo*- ) rp fw)i j
3-
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with n » d/r
and ^ * yn/r
In the form of equation ( 3-10-8) the value of M - b/B is adjusted for the
particular arch by an amount equivalent to CM such that M» is the same as the ratio
'°* ^2 **> Anl° In the m°r® general case 3 the values of 5 and a can take on numbers
I
within certain limits 9 before the normal depth will submerge the crown of the arch Q
The limits are as follows:
For5 » 7n/r 0/r ^yn/r 4 <*-d)/r (3=10-10)
0^S<(3.=.n)
For n» d/r °^^ (3=10=11)
> Whan « • 9 the case of a semicircular arch with the center of curvature at the
springline exists . When n - 1, the contraction reduces to two parallel abutments
The values of C^ have been calculated for several values of 3 and n and are
swamarized in the graph of figure 3-13 o The* submergence limit represents the upper
limits of bothjc and xjo The segment arch which is a constant radius arch with its
center of curvature below the springline of the arch (i e„ n^O) can be used as an
arch in its own right or as an approximation to an elliptical or a multiple radius
arch. The value of M» for the elliptic and multiple radius arch could be determined
directly from equation (3=10-4)
111=11 Definition of Test Geometries - Selection of Tests
Nina independent variables were eonsiderad in th. isional analysis to
determine the dependent variable \ftno Of these nine variables, seven dee
different types of constriction geometries;, th Froude nui
the contraction ratio describe the flow field amount of contraction These
seven geometric variables were used to define seven types of geometries thai
tested separately <, These types of geometries are defined I
G somet ry I~
Two~Dimensional Semicircle Arch Bridge Constrictions ;
(Figure 3-14) The characteristics of th are the following?
a) Since the model is two-dimensional;, — «
b) Single bridge case s L^ =» and J-2l
e) No wingwalls, according to definition of fiy t d, , - 90°
d) None-skew case-, according to definition of fi^s 02s ™ 0°
e) Semicircular case and B «* ~
f) One span case,. N
g) No eccentricity., e »
h) Froude number, F 2S--i designated as an independent variable
r
- (s^n ) s
i) Constriction opening ratio M» P designated as an independent c
opening ratio M s
Henees seven independent descriptive variables,, -, «-5l s e s 0ii 02s P a*id N
y, b An2 L M *




' x " ' *
are designated as constants and we get the relation:




Three-Dimensional Semicircular Arch, Bridges;
This geometry differs from the previous one only in that L is varied s thus
e parameter - describing the length of the model in the direction of the flow
b
a variable and the dimensionlsss equation (3-10-1) for this case becomes
i -f (Fn.K'.i)
xn b
This geometry consists of tvro identical bridges of geometry I-bj, placed at
iistance Ld apart5 measured center to center c One new variable, La, is introduced,-,
Lch is characterized by the parameter S (Note: For submerged bridge constric=
ms g An2 « AQ5 see Chapter .ill) . Equation (3-10-1) simplifies for this case to:
=* -f <Fa,M« t J2si)
n An2
Geometry III
Three-Dimensional Arch Bridge Constriction with Wingwalls
;
The geometric characteristics were as follows:
a) - - o25 e ) 3 „
An2
c) -jfe is a variable X
e 900^ ^ ^ QT 3Q0 g) Q m Q
d) P2 "
°°
h) Fn is a variable
i) W is a variable
Henceg equation (3-10-1) can be simplified to?
:
-i- f (Fn, U\p!)
Geometry J$
IU»»IHIIIl)H lllUII III—
Two-Dimensional S^nleircular ./-rch Bridge Constrictions with Becent:
;
.
The geometric characteristics were as follows:
a) ~ - d) 5i? »0o g) a is a variable
b
bLf?
b) 7— » e) 8 - h) ?n is a
c) & ra 90° f) N - 1 M' is a variable
And' the aquation (3~lQ=i) can be reduced to:
*1— - f (Fm M
*n
Geoaetry V-a
Two^piaaensiona^ Semicircular Arch. Brides ^Constrictions with „5kew:
The gaoiaetric characteristics were as follows:
a) — » d) O2 is a variable g) « «
b
b) 7^ «0 e) B » h) F„ is a variable
An2 '
n
.c) 01 - 90° f) H - 1 i) K« is a variable
And tha eqaafcica (3-10=1) cwi be rsduced to:
yl
-J
-f (Fn3 MS *2)
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Qeaastry V~b
yilir.^r01^6?1?^^1 Semiatyrcular Arch, Bridge Constrictions with Skew;
This geometry is the same as the previous one,, except that the length of the
nstriction is allowed to vary, the parameter- - is thus a variable and the dimen-
b
onless equation (3-10-1) can bs simplified toj
b
geometry 71
Thxee^DfoenMcnslJi^^^ Arch Bridge Constrictions;
The geometric characteristics were as follows;
f) N - 2S Two-span case
g) e *»
h) Fn is a variable










Thf equation (3-10-1) Ban be reduced to:
mmm mi &
C'n* M° )
i) M c is a variable
j) p « -=, (for submerged tests)
10
p° ~ (for free surface tests)
Geometry, VII
Swo-Dimensional Segnent Arch, Bridge Constrictions i
The geometric characteristics were as follows*













d) fflo > Q0
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i) M 9 is a variable
Hea«95 equation (3-10=1) reduces to:
5j-f (Pns MSB)
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A prsliialnary investigation was conducted in a small flume for the purpose
of evaluating the design requirements for a larger testing flume and of establishing
the testing procedure The small flume also provided a facility where some pre-
liminary tests could bo run with scales and relative roughnesses different from those
used in the large flume
HT-1 Small Flume-, Models and Test Conditions
For the purpose of preliminary testing,, a small variable slope flume 6" wide
and 12° long was used G The channel sides and bottom were constructsd of lucite and
carefully aligned by means of adjusting screws Q (Fig 4-1) The slope of the flume
was controlled by a hand operated scissor jack at the lower end of the flume An
aluminum I-beam mounted horizontally above the flume served as a track for the
mechanical and electric point gages used in obtaining the water surface raeasurem
The electric point gage consisted of two metal points of slightly different length
that were wired to a set of batteries and a galvanometer. 'When the shorter metal
point would make contact with the water surface^ the longer one being already sub-
merged, the circuit would close and the galvanometer would deflect. The flow was
metered by a 1 inch orifice plate in a 2 inch supply line. Two and three dimens:
tests were run with both smooth and rough boundaries. For the rough tests, the
and the walls were lined with copper wire mesh of 16 meshes per inch
The two dimensional semicircular models ware constructed with diameters c
4 and 5 inches (see fig„ 4-2) The material used was brass Q The edges were
machined to 1/32 of an inch and then bevelsd to a 45 degree angle e The two
dimensional segment models were of the same type of construction as the semicircular
models and had a value of jj - d/r equal to 0„5o Three three-dimensional models were
built for the purpose of this preliminary testing.
The material used x*as "Lucite", The dimensions of the three-dimensional models
are the following
j
Lucite Length of Model Arch Diameter












A photograph of the models is given in Figure 4-2. Model No. 1 is a reproduction to
a scale of 1/60 of the Arch !£ridge in Clay County, Indiana, on State Road 246e
Branch Connley Ditch, For measuring the water surface under the bridge, vertical glas;
tubes were installed on the models as shown in Figure 4-4, Through these tubes the
probe of an electrical point gauge could be introduced.
In all eases, an adjustable weir was ussd at the end of the flume . T
mitted to increase the depth of flow, and to reduce the length of the M-2
at the free overfall so as to obtain a long test section with uniform flow
weir height varied for the different tests. The weir heights used c*» indicated for
the several tests.
The three-dimensional modal tests were conducted for the following variable
conditions:
lo Wall roughness: The channel sides and bottom were either smooth or r
as described in the previous paragraph,
2 Slope: Thres different slopes were used: S - 0* S « 0,0003 ,
S - 0,0005o
3, Discharges The discharges used in cubic feet per second ares












4° Models: Three models were used., designated as Nos 1, 2, 3 and as
d»>«@£,&feM in previous paragraphs.
The steps of the test routine were the following:
lo Ad-1U3tffiQ"t of horiaontalitv- of beam,
.
on which the point gauges travel . This
was done by maintaining a pool of water in the flume, and t&ing the point
gauge readings of the water surface at several points . The beam position
was adjusted so that the point gauge readings were the same all along the
beam.
2 Control of the channel slope,. This was accomplished by adjusting the scissor
Jack until the difference between the point gauge readings of the bottom of
the flume at two points 10 feet apart would be equal to ten times the de-
sired slope
o
3» Establishment of the flow. 'The flew was adjusted by means of a control
valve so as to obtain the desired reading on the orifice meter manometer c
The desired readings were obtained from the calibration curves
^ Sj^ahliahment of uniform flow. The adjustable weir at the downstream end
of the flume was set so as to obtain uniform flow through moat of the flume
The flow was considered uniform in a reach when constant depths were observed
in that reach. Depth was measured at one foot intervals,, The section of the
flume with unifosm flow tas the test sectiono
5o TftPfrallafri.pn, of modeijttjkamg., The models were installed in the test sect
so as to show the complete regain curve and as much as possible of the baek=.
water curve. In the case of the tests with rough channel walls, no roughness
was installed on the model. The bottom of the flume under the arch was
covered with artificial roughness for models 2 and 3 only For model 1 the
roughness was not installed on the bottom under the bridge^, but was installed
along the rest of the flume.
:c
6 Observation of the water surface profile The water surface elevation was
first measured with a mechanical point gauge along the center line of the
flume upstream and downstream of the model At a later time vertical glass
tubes were installed on the models The water surface elevation was then
measured with an electrical point gauge along the centerline of the archo
The test data are tabulated in the Appendix D (Table 4-1)
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The observations of the water surface profiles observed ar« tabulated in Table
. of the Appendix
Colo_l is the station as read from the tape on the horizontal beam. The
tape is graduated to o01 foot from downstream (station 4) to upstream (station
14)
.
Sol« ...? is the distance along the flume in the direction of the flew* Station 14
corresponds to zero and station 4 to 10
Cq1
? 2 is the flume bottom point gauge readingo At each 1 foot or 2 foot interval
the bottom elevation was observed *dth the mechanical point gauges
&&*£ la ®& mfte* atsrfsc© reading obtains with the mechanical point gauge
bsfors fixing the models l*eog with uniform flow c
£o^J| i3 the wator surface reading upstream and downstream of the model obtained
with the mechanical point gauge and the wat^T surface under the bridge obtained
with the electrical point gauge
Sft1 ? 6 is the difference between Col e 4 and Colo 3, namely the normal water
depth,
Col^j; is the difference between Col„ 5 and Colo 3 $ namely the depth of water
with model in place.
Col^J is used for general remarks such as; slopes diameter9 rise, length of
models tail weir height that were used in the particular set of readings were
noted in this column^
The data pertaining to the rough boundary* two dimensional, segment arch tests
fce smell flume and the calculations necessary for the analysis of the segment
• are given in Table 4-2 „
The results of the two-dimensional weir tests were put in graphical form by
ting the coefficient of discharge vs the Froude Number with the channel width
o as the parameter. The channel iddth ratio M is defined as the ratio of the
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weir diameter b to the flume width B„ This graph is shown in the upper left corner
of Figure 4*5« The lower graph shows the relation of the Froude Number and the ratio
of depth upstream of the weir to the normal depth
A typ&cal water surface profile for the three-dimensional arch bridge models
is shown in Figure 4-5o In that case, the flume walls were lined with coppe
mesh of 16 meshes per inch., This gave a Manning s roughness coefficient, of approxi-
mately 0„025 3 which is typical of many canals and natural streams Figure 4-7 shows
the results of the three*-dimensional tests with smooth boundaries^ using bridge
models of xvidth L - 24 inches „ The coefficients of discharge Cc\ and the ratio of
the backwater depth Ti to the normal depth Y are plotted vs the Froude Number
for several values of the channel width ratio M c The results of the two- and t
dimensional tests with smooth boundaries aro compared in Figure 4-8 It is in'
to notice that for small Froude Numbers 5 C<j and the rati
are approximately the same for the two cases*. For higher Froude Numbers., the tfc
dimensional tests exhibit smaller values of C^ and larger values of Jl „
As part of the preliminary testing, a series of 93 tests were run in the small
flume on two dimensional segment weirs (Geometry VII) with a n « d/r value of Q 5
(See Table 4-2) The data obtained v/ere reanal^vsed in terms of the channel opening
ratio M' These tests were run in the 3mall channel with rough boundaries which
had a Manning s n of o0201 o Results were plotted in the same manner as the large
flume rough tests and are shown in Figure 4-8a c
3
V EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
r-1 Design and Construction of the Testing Flume
Before the design of the flume itself could proceed,; it wa3 necessary to
letermine whether the backwater- and regain phenomena could be represented to a
jonvenient and easily measurable scale in the space available in the hydraulics
Laboratory o
Several sets of arch bridge plans provided by the Indiana State Highway Depart-
lent were analyzed for the values of backwater,, The theory of varied flow and the
jquations and tables presented by Bskhaeteff^ ' and by the U^S Bureau of Publie
(2)
toads ^ ' were used c It was possible to mi&e only an approxLaats calculation of the
>ackwater because of the unknown effect of an arch-type constrietion
On© criterion for the selection of the flume size was that it had to be sufficiently
.ong to accomodate the full length of the regain curve downstream of the constric-
ion , the bridge width and part of the backwater curve upstream of the constriction
dthin tY3 test section of the flume . The test section of the flume includes only
ihat prt of the flume where uniform flow can be obtained,, The upstream end of the
VLwj where the flow is developing^ and the downstream end which is affected by the
w/vature of the free surface are not suitable for testing,, The limitations on the
l»ne size were imposed by the space available and by the capacity of the water
supply*
A calculation was made for bridge S79 in Clay County in Indiana. This bridge
las a span of 30 feet and the stream has a width of 46 feet. The backwater curve
nd the regain curve were calculated assuming a velocity of 6 ft/sec in the constric-
-ion* The prototype bridge had a width of 48 feet and the calculated length of the
'egain curve was 146 feet. At a scale of 1:10 this -.'ould represent a length of 19*4
'eet. In a test section of 30 feet in lengthy it would be possible to reproduce a
.00 foot section of the upstream backwater.
?C
Taking into account the boundary layer growth at the entrance of the flume and
the drop-off curve at the downstream end, a total length of about 60 feet was required,
A width of 5 feet and a depth of 2 feet was consistent with the scale of 1,/iO for
this bridge crossing,, These flume dimensions required a pumping capacity which was
close to the maximum supply available of 2100 GBS
From this and similar computations and from th» small flume tests,/1) it appeared.
that a flume length of 64 feet utilising all of the available space in the laboratory
would be satisfactory o
The width of the flume was fix id at 5 i
jf the scale ratios and the space available,
3e rectangular since this configuration lenl
ilon and adaption
In order to test the flows undrr
iiltable about one end. Screw jack were s<=
iccuraey and ease of operation^ as -all as pe
In order to keep the deflection due to
iame order of magnitude of the smaU inga c
lent, ol mm, the flume bottom ": ried of 1/4
! foot intervals on channels,, The channels i
•earns riding on the jacks,. The side plv-.es v;ere d*
ai by vertical angles resting on he channel
fcntal angle mounted or; the vertical angits served
d on a consideration
of the flume was to
3 of sonstruc-
Lope conditions, tht flume was to be
>ed for the slope comvol because of
mence and appearance
riable weigh; of wattv within the
the point gaj^ for depth measure-
Inch s-iesl pla\e supported at
were to be aupported by two main
dgned of 1/4 ?,nch staol plate
members, A longitudinal hori-
s a support for the guiia rails
,
om which measurment3 i^e lased,
'he guide rails, which serve as a referent; > plane fr *
r«e to be polished stainless steel to minimize corrosion and scale
„
The design was based on a possible wat>r depth of 2 feet. The distance be.veen
'•am supports was set as 20 feet. Simply s.-pported connection was assumed. The bet*a
we selected so that their deflections woulc be negligible. The beam first selected
was an IS I 54.7 which gave a calculated deflection of o00225 feet under the design
loading., Contacts with the fabricator and erector were made at a later date and it
was found that a 20 I 65.4 would be available at a cost less than that of the lighter
beam. The use of the heavier beam was accepted and the design proceeded based on this
beam. The deflection due to the variable water weight was approximately 0.002 feet
for a depth of one foot Adjustment boll
adjustment bolts were placed between the
ment gave the bottom plate full support i
The bottom plate was designed slight
mitted attaching an angle to hold t
upper edge of the vertical plats had nuts
were attached between the :^uts and
an adjustment for its longitudinal alignci
with an epoxy resin applied with a hand r
figure 5-l c
sre provided for transverse leveling., Thes
inels and the main beams „ This arrange-
is its width at 2 foot intervals,,
rider than the flume width c. TS
edge of the vertical plate fixed
ded on at the two foot poir
gles to support the plate and pre
The inside of the flui finished
ition is shorn in
Control over the do
The gate was manually operated f
gateD The gate was made i
as a weir. Throughout the tests
of the flume.
Forebay
The forebay, 3 feet wide and 10 feet long, was constructed of plywood and lined
with sheet meiei, and is shown in figure 5-4. The 3 inch and 6 inch pipes entered
the rear of the forebay at the ooPo The 6 inch line was centered and the 3 inch line
was placed slightly off cater. The diffusing mechanism for each supply line consists
of a tee and cross pipe of the same size as the line at the bottom of the forebay.
The turbulence level of the entering water was controlled by a 4 inch gravel baffle
and three v.ire mesh screens of 13 mesh per inch. The transition section continuing
7&
into the bottom and side vails of the flume was made of quarter ellipses in the
horizontal and vertical planes respectively with a ratio of major to minor axes of
lo5 to 1,0 The joint between the flume and the forebay was sealed with a flexible
rubber gasket mounted so as not to interfere with the flow.
Slope Control Mechanism
The flume rests upon six screw jacks and a hinge., The hinge ir, located at the
joint of the flume and the for©bay c The jacks are similar in all respects with the
exception of the gear ratio „ The jacks are divided into three pairs wita rates
of raise of one8 two. and three inches for 96 turns of the shaft. Since the hinge
was a fixed point and the opposite end of the flume was the point of maximum move-
ments the jacks were arranged such that the pair nearest the hinge moved the least
and the pair at the opposite end of the flume had largest displacement par revolution
This maintained the bottom of the flume as a plane while it was being raised and
loweredc The jacks on each side of the flume were driven by a cannon 1 inch shaft
connected at one end to a 90° mite The miter gears on either side in turn
were connected to a single 60:1 ratio gear reducer , The power to operate all the
jacks was supplied by a 1-1/2 horsepower, 1750 revolutions per minute, reversible^
electric motor connected directly to the gear reducer This provides a verti-
cal displacement at the downstream jack station of approximately 1 inch per
The jacks were arranged in such a way that the downstream end of t]
move from 12 inches below horizontal to 3 inches above horizontal resulting in a
maximum positive slope of 1/60 and a maximum adverse slope of 1/240 . The motor was
controlled by a raise, lower, and stop control switch,, Safety switches were located
both near the w&k&r and near the control switch. It was necessary to unlock these
before the control circuit could be completed,, In addition,, automatic limit switches
were provided to prevent running the jacks beyond their limits. The general arrange-




In order to connect the ends of the jacks (which move in a vertical line) to
the flume (which moves in an arc), it was necessary to use a pinned linkage A
photograph of the linkage is shown in figure 5-2, (Appendix C) Due to the ark of
the linkage, the relation between the rise of the flume and the revolutions, turned
by the jack shafts, was not linear. Therefore, it was necessary to make a calibra-
tion of the slope rather than computing it
At the time of erection, the jacks were leveled at o001 foot before the flume
was erected. During the alignment procedure, the jack^ were raised or lowered
individually as needed to obtain a level base. The shaft couplings were then in-
stalled and no further individusl movements were made
V-2 V/ater Supply and M«RHin»gmen*. **-+*m
The water available in the laboratory is recirculated through the syp cem by
two pumps rated at 300 Gpm and 2000 Gpa. This 3 .Inch line contained a 'j x 2,25 inch
venturi accurate to 0,5* over the range from 30 Gp to 300 Gja. A 60 inch differential
manometer reading to 0,01 inch was connected to the venturi .«* filled with tetrabrcno-
ethane (specific gravity 2.95) which gave a monaster defleciion of 51 inches with a
flow cf 336 Gpm,
The 2000 Gptt pump was connected to a 6 inch line which contained a 6 x 4.176 toch
venturi acetate to 0,5* over the range 200 Gpm to 2000 Gpm,. A 30 inch differential
manometer reading to o01 inch was connected to the venturi and filled with mercury
(specific gravity 13,6), This snrnometer gave a deflection of 14,9 inches for a
maximum flow of 1790 Gpm. In both cases the Venturis were .fitted with air vents to
insure proper measurements v
In order that the calibration of the venturi meters should haae no error large*
than that of the venturi meter, the scale to be used for the calibration was checked
against standard weights by the Indiana State Board of Health, Division of Weights
and Measures The scale error was less than 0,2* or Z pounds per 1000 pounds. For
the purpose of calibrating of the venturi meters, branch lines led to a baffled con-
crete channel located above the «jdghing tank,
At the point immediately before the 3 inch and inch lines entered the forebay,
valves and valve bypasses were installed. The 6 inch line had a 2 inch bypass and
valve and the 3 inch line was fitted with a 1 inch bypass and valve. The manometers
were mounted in a position easily visible to the person adjusting the valves. The
overall apparatus arrangement to the laboratory is shown in figure 5-4,
The calibration curves of the venturi meters are given in figures 5-6 and 5-7o
V"=3 Meagftgdjig, .Eguiment
a) Instrument Carriage
An aluminum Instrument carriage^ mounted on two stainless steel guide rails
running the length of the flume, was installed so that the bottom of the flume could
serve as a reference plane. ?he four wheels of the carriage were grooved to give a
precision fit on the rails . One of the wheels had a set screw to keep the carriage
frcm moving when an experiment was conducted, A surveyors tape was mounted along the
whole length of the flume and an indicating point on the carriage served as a refer-
ence point for all longitudinal measurements. .Another surveyors tape way installed in
the transverse direction of toe flume on a grooved rail of the instrument, carriage.
This rail served as a guide for the slide on which a point gage and Prandtl tube were
mounted. This slide afe o had an indicating point serving as reference point for tra
verse measurements. By means of these two tapes any point in the flume could be loc
In the horizontal plane. The instrument carriage was also equipped with a fluorescent
lamp, several electrical outlets and a wide 3/4 inch plywood strip on one side -to serve
as a desk for notekeeping etc The carriage could easily be moved to any location
along the flume and locked in a specific position with an accuracy of o005 ft.
(Figure 5-3 shows a top view of the carriage.)
o) Point Gage
AH water surface elevation measurements were obtained by means of an electric
Indicating point gage. It was mounted on the instrument carriage slide which could
* positioned with an accuracy of t o002 ft. in the transverse direction of the
Suae. The staff of the point gage was marked in millimeters and was equipped with
i vernier which allowed a reading accuracy of 4 0.05 mm in the vertical direction.
fte accuracy of the water surface elevation measurements varied between 0.1 mm to
S.0 mm depending on the smoothness of the free surface.
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o) Prandtl Tube
The flow velocity measurements were obtained by means of a 1/8" 0.D o Prandtl
bube of standard design. The Prandtl tube was mounted on a vertical staff which was
narked in C 2 cm and had a vernier allowing a vertical positioning within i o01 era of
iccuracy, A set screw prevented the position to change during test measurements,
fhe support of the Prandtl tube permitted, in addition to vertical and traverse motions
i rotation so that the horizontal portion of the probe could be aligned accordirg to
die direction of the flow indicated by a freely swinging stiffened tuft attached to the
.ube. The amount of rotation was measured as an angle by means of an indicator sliding
long a fixed protractor e For measurement of large velocities, the Prandtl tubs
as connected to an inverted U manometer which had a fluid of specific gravity o810 o
) Variable-Reluctance Pressure Transducers
The small magnitude of the pressure differentials tc be measured with the Prandtl
ube in zones of small velocities made it necessary to employ a Variable-Reluetanee
Ifferential Pressure Transducer (model P?D 8 Pace Eng c. CcmpJ instead of the conven-
lonal liquid manometer. In the low velocity regions a pressure transducer having a
ange of ± 0„1 psld. was usedo In the higher velocity regions - as in the discharge
st of the models - range at ± 0.5 ?sid was needed. Figure 5=10 shows sketch of
sloeity pressure transducer system,,
) Calibration of Velocity Prob?
By using the relation between the dynamic and static head l2 * h (whwe V is
slocity in fp3os h is feet of water and g is the acceleration of gravity) a static
Vibration could be performed.
Two reservoirs were connected to the stagnation and static openings of the Prr.ndtl
ibe respectively. The reservoirs were connected through a valve. A datum level was
»asured by an electric point gage when the connecting valve was open, and the pdLtomtsr
«*le was adjusted to the zero mark. The pressure was then equal on both sides of the
•aphragm in the pressure transducer. The valve connecting the reservoirs was closed
$3
and distilled water was added to increase the level in the reservoir connected to the
stagnation opening* The water level was recorded for even increments in the
reading* Figure 5-11 shows the calibration setup* Calibration curves are shown
in Figure 5-12 <,
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V-4 Boundary, Roughness Anal>ir3i3__.in. the Lar^o, Flume
a) Smooth Boundaries
The actual testing program in the large flume was run under two different boundary
roughness patterns c The first roughness which '/.111 be referred to as the smooth boun-
dary consisted of the steel fluma walls finished %d.th an epoxy resin paint
It was necessary to define the region of uniform flow prior to testing the
models so that their effects on the flow pattern could be evaluated,, The models and
the affected flow reach must be contained within a uniform flow region „ Special tests
were run to determine the characteristics of uniform flow The values of Manning6 s ns
the Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient and the length required for the full boundary
layer development were calculated as discussed below
The section used for model testing was the portion of the flume between 20 o00 ft
and 50oQ3 ft from the entrance With the known uniform depth within the test equation,
the discharge, channel geometry and slope, the Manning's equation could be used to
determine a value of Manning's n. Throughout the testing program, it was felt necessai
to maintain good control of uniform depths . Based upon an average of all the calcula-
tions of Manning9 a n for the smooth boundaries, a value of OoOUO was determined* The
range of n was from 0.009 to 0.0130 for discharges and Froude numbers from 1 cfs to
4 cfs and 0.05 to 1 C*> respectively,,
Darcy^Welsbach Coefficient
In addition, the Darcy-Weiebach friction factor was calculated according to the
following equation,,
f - 8 g Rn S/V
2
n (5^!)
where f <=. Darcy-VJeisbach friction factor
v"n - Average velocity
Rn =• Jfy'draulic radius
S - slope
The friction factor was plotted against the Reynolds number and compared to the
Blasius and Prandtl Von-Karman curves for smooth surfaces,, The resulting plot is
shown in figure 5-13 « The Reynolds number is that defined hy ChowC5 ) as m//8 where
Y is theSdnematic viscosity of the water. Some of the scatter of the smooth data
points is due to the fact that the surfaces were so smooth that relatively flat slopes
were necessary. As a result, the slopes and surface profiles were very difficult to
measure and they introduce experimental errors in the calculations
Turbulent Boundary Layer Grov/th
To ensure that the model tests were being run in a regime of fully developed
turbulent flow, the distance downstream from the entrance of the flume
at which the boundary layer thickness S" was equal to the normal depth y, was computed,
The equation used for the development of the turbulent boundary layer for smooth sur-
faces was that developed for flow over a flat plate. This equation is based uj
the Blaslus l/7th power law - (See for example Daugherty and Ingersoll*)
^A°Oj?7/R%l/5 (5-4-2 .
where * " the thickness of the turbulent boundary layer
X • distance downstream from the point where $*»
Re, -Vn X/v
Vn * average uniform velocity
Solving (27) for X
X « ( S" / Oo377) 5^
(W )lA {^3
)
Although this formula is restricted to flow over a flat plate, it will serve as
a first approximation in the problem at hand. If f U made equal to the uniform depth
In, then the value of X will estimate the distance to the point at which the turbulent
boundary layer becomes fully developed
Teat results showed that the values of X ranged from about 8 feet for small dis~
^arges and steep slopes to about 40 feet at high discharges and steep slopes,
K(
For the ferity of the runs, the Tallies of X were well within the first 20 feet of
the flume, indicating that the flow could be considered .fully developed within the
section,;
b) Rough Boundaries
It has been shown that Manning's n value for the snocth boundaries was o,012O.
This value was net representative of any natural stream condition. It was decided bo
run a second series of tests with a boundary roughness which :,ould simulate a more
natural condition, and would, permit the use of steeper slopes In the fl„me
For natural streams, Daugherty and Ingersoll^ give the following values of
Manning's n n '
Minimum n Maximum i
Smooth Natural Streams o025 o032
Roughest Natural Streams o045 o060
Burt upon a scale ratio of lAO between model and prototype, a roughness with
a - 020 in the model would correspond approximately to an n - o030 in a natural
stream Ale., a Manning's n of o 3 in the model would be approximately 0,043 in the
ttld. Therefore, it would be desirable to select a roughness pattern for model t«
purposes that would have a Manning's n between o 020 and o030 o
Referring to the work don, at Colorado State University to3: followlng roughn@j5g
pattern was selected. The roughness along the bottom consisted of two layers of l/4
inch aluminum rod,, a bottom layer of longitudinal bars placed 12 inches on
a top layer of transverse bars 6 inches on center Along the side wall,, there „.
one layer of vertical bars 6 inches on center placed 1/4 inch fro* the wall, «h.
bottom layer, of bar. were tied together with screen wire. The vertical bars were
tied at the bottom to the transverse bars and clamped to the walls abov, the &ae sur-
face. This roughness pattern can be seen in figure 5~14
Figure 5-15 is a diagram of two velocity profiles. One profile was taken 0„03
feet downstream of a roughness elanent and the other at a point .idway between two
adjacent bars. It may be concluded that a significant amount of flow was beneath the
elements
-ning*s n and Darcy-*feisbach f
As in the case of the smcoth boundaries, several uniform flow tests were made,
She tests were conducted for discharges of 1, 2 and 3 cfs and for 24 different slopes
ranging from 0.0C0010 to 0.00450o Results show that the ^rcude nur
0.05 to 0.56. An average value of Manning's n was computed as 0.0238. The aci
value of n ranged from 0.022 to 0.025,
Darcy^eisbach friction factors ware calculated for the rough boundaries and
Plotted in figure 5-13. The data for rough boundaries was broken down accordin,
constant discharge and constant hydraulic radius. Tha raw data for the 24 normal ,
tests in the rough channel are listed in table 5-1 of the Appendix
Eq .dvalent Sand Roughness
Ukorads*, equivalent sand roughness was determined from an equation given by
Chow3 for uniform flow in rough open channels, (page 204)
n-Vf (6,25 +5.75 log (Rn/k)) (?.
where vn
za average uniform velocity
vf " \/7i.i S shear velocity
Ra = hydraulic radius
k - Nikuraise's equivalent sand roughness
Results showed the average k to be 0.095 ft. with a range from o 5 ft. to o12 ft.
Turbulent Boundary Layer Growth
As for the smooth boundary, the growth of the turbulent boundary layer was
vestigated. For the rough flow, an approximate method proposed by Bauer and pre-
sented in Chow* (page 198) was used. Although this method «. pri^y develop,
eteep slopes, it was found applicable to channels of small slope provided the flow
was uniform. The equation proposed by Bauer was
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£A - 0.024 / (I,Ai)°o13
where £ « thickness of the turbulent boundary layer
X » distance from the point whereS*«
k * Hileuradse°s equivalent sand roughness
Hairing alrea^ evaluated k for the rough bomda2.taS5 ^^^ ^ ^^
-here the boundary 1^ motoess KM equal ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ _ ^ ^
atad. For th.*„ depth, «. value of „ detamlne(1^ equation 5^5 ^ ^
hot.. &. a. Mjoriv of ,iests> the TOlua ^ x^^ ^ ^^^ 2j^
In which eao*. tho now ras MJy dOTalcped ^ t„e^^^
Sayre and Albertaon? teWi pre3entefi a ccmprehensive r8port oa the sffeot ^ ^
neas el.ents in rigid open chann^a. ft, state that a roughs pareaeteryCchi)
*hi.h depend* ft. the eiM, shape and ^^ of the rOTgtaes:^^^ ^
**" "Merib* ^ b° indai7 r°°*™»- "» *™ valua of
;<. depend, on whether o,
X) the bounder i, hydrodyn^oaUy rough - negligibl, *^, ef,ects> ^ g) ^
Channel is sufficiently wide such tIiat ^ appTeoiable^^ ^^ ^^
eliminated.
According to Robinson, Koloseus and Sayre, the friotion coefficie* l2y
rough turbulent flow may be expressed as a function of the relative roughness and a
parameter representing the roughness spacing,, In terms of Ch«nr c ,«. -t- ^o ah Lfcriaa 01 oneisy G^ as given by Sayre
and Albertson7
C A/g = A log (Tn/a) + C2
C2 - a roughness parameter representing the roughness
spacing and.independent of roughness size
a - parameter describing the actual roughness height
A - slope of the plotted line
»- canetant 0a Bay he found by graphical extrapolation in a C//i vsVa KM as th,
*al«. of 0v/g at which yn/a - 1. The rai„e of rn extrapolated to 0/fi
- defines
*a roughness paraaeter^ The properties of a and o2 „, eq,ation (^, , , „„_
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bined in v according to the relationship
C2 - -Aloe (J
/
a) ^?)
Seyre demonstrated that * bribing tha bounda^ roughness * a aingla parameter
the data would group about a single Q!mre described by tha equation
C in - 6/06 log ( V* ) (5^8)
Extensive comparisons to tha work of Sayre and Albartson were made,
true rt. of ^ depends on having fmiy rough flow, tha tasting ftame ,a, set to its
•axlmum slop., of 0.0125 and a serlas of ste tests at various dlsehar. WiS
lata for these tests are given in Table 5-2 of the Appem
Figure 5-16 shows a plot of th. resistance taction C//i against t>
ng 7n/e in equation (5-4-6). This plot, was made by assuming tha value of
H inch for the particular pattern of 1/4 inch aluminum rode. Tha veto orL sW
a. 6.06 aa in equation (5-4-8) and the ..ted valm o! ^ „ , #]tf# * ^
*" °fC2s *' md a the ^^ <** — determined to be 0.0126 feat. hJL 5-1?
Ives a plot of equation («-«). The deterged * value sas used to plot tils curve.
velocity Distribution
Sayre also demonstrated that equation (5-4-8) can be used to represent velocity
•oaies^Th. resistance function 0,/g u KfMm , t to V^/E^ wh*a «| *«,
»l«ity/r./p is eqUal to /T£s for open channel now. Along with the „Lal
*th tests to determine the^ parameter, a conterUne velocity profUe whs L
slop* of 0.0125 and a discharge of 3 .m cfs. The profile is shown in dlmeLonless
1» figure 5-18. » ia compared to the similar profile presented by Sayrei The
uation obtained wag
v //Eft , 6J.6 log (y/X ) .,. 4o6 . „ ^ .
. uoticable differonca in the constants (i.e. 4.6 and 2.6) wae probably due to .ha
««ent type of rough,*., used. ^ ,OU£hne83^^^ ^^^^
3UCi>
' "^ U"* * »—» the el«ents. Th, nume* of
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a in equation (5-4-6) was assumed to be 1/2 inch. In actuality an effective va]
of a less than the assumed value could probably have been used If a smaller value
of a less than 1/2 inch had been used, then the value of/ would decrease and 1
numerical values of y/^in figure 5-18 would increase causing the velocil Lie to
shift to the left. The constants would then be approximately equal,.
General Resistance Diagram
Figure 5-19 shows a portion of the general resistance diagram "for uniform
in rigid open channels as presented by Sayre The equations shown are Jrived
in his original paper . Added on this graph are the six special tests for re*
boundaries and the value corresponding to the uniform flow depths used In bot
smooth and rough boundary model testing program, m a later section of this re?
the concepts presented in the paper of Sayre and Albertson have been ext« apply
to field conditions
. Although their work pertained only to rigid open cl it is
shown that the ^parameter coul y be applied to : rivers an
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VI PROCEDURE AND DATA PROCESSING FOR FREE SURFACE FLOK TESTS
VI-1 Selection of Vart abTjga
For each geometry, several models were built to cover the practical
geometric and flow variables. The principal geometric variabl
were built to cover 3 to 5 different vali.es of M. A listing of the range of
geometric variables tested for the saven basic geometries i ,3 table, pa,;
The principal flow variable fc] ,d -^ the Fr
generally made for a range of
value of the Froude number could be ol ith different values of t]
The discharges used varied between 1 and h cfs.
Once the Froude number and the d; „ere selected, tl
tail gate elevation and the flume slope could be calculated, 3d fcT
this purpose is given in Figs. 6-1 and 6-2. Entering this d
ralue of the Froude number and using the chosen discharge, c
aope and the corresponding revolution counter setting, the tail gate the
lormal depth c
For definition of the Geometries see Fig 3-14




VI-2 pbtention of Uniform Flow
Once the Froude number and the discharge have been selected and the normal depth
slope and tail gate setting have been calculated* the discharge is adjusted to the
proper value, the slope and the tail gate are set to the calculated values
„
The depth of flow is then measured at several stations along the flume, usually
at 10 foot intervals from station 10 to station 50 o If the depth at these stations
varies by more than 1 mm the tail gate position is adjusted until uniform flow is
obtained
o
VI-3 Free Surface Measurements
Usually the water surface measurements were taken along the centerline of the
arch opening. Additional measurements of the free surface x.ere taken for two-span
arch bridge models, for two-dimensional segment models, for three-dimensional skewed
models D The upstream face of the model was located at station 30, The maxima
backwater depth ocxarredusually between, stations 20 and 3 o Water surface measure-
ments were usually taken from station 15 to the end of the regain curve downstream
of the bridge. The interval of the measurements varied with the slope and the
curvature of the free surface, but in the vicinity of the point of maximum backwater
depth, measurements were made at intervals of 6 5 to 1 f ot o
The water surface measurements were taken by mean,; of an electric point gage,




In the theoretical development it has been shown (see equ, 3-9-29 and 3-9-35)
that the ratio of the backwater depth Yi to the noma! depth Yn could be expressed
as a function of the ratio of the Froude number Fn (which is the governing flow
parameter) to the channel opening ratio M* (which is the governing geometric
parameter) of the types:
Jl ,Fn, 2/3
In * fl W <6~4-D
£-2 <i?> 2 (6-4-2)
It was found from the experimental data analysis that it was more convenient
to present the backwater superelevation ratio h1*An as a function of FnAf» m the
forms
II , *>1* p_ 2/3
mP (c-4~3)





The general form of equ e 6-4-3 was used in the presentation of the results in
Ae several progress reports. This presentation of the results is given in the
'ollowing chapter,,
In addition, a new analysis of the data was made according to the form of equ„
-4-4. This presentation is given for the first time in this reporto The value of
onstriction head loss coefficients have been calculated for all seven geometries by
eaas of the formula (see equ„ 3-8-13)
^/2g ~W " v*rJ (^5)
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The value of o^used in the computations was 1 209 which was obtained from velocity
distribution measurements 9 (See chapter VII)
„
It has been shown (see equ. 3-9-10) . that the backwater ratio *£ is proportional
to the square of the ratio of Froude number Fn and the contraction ratio*
£-»*»
. 6)
The value of D was calculated frcsn eqtu 3-9-17f namely
D«nc (!srk1
and plotted vs. g!/ (^ );" . for thQ pwp0B9 of e^luai;ing ^ conslstenC3r of
results
A geographical multiple correlation technique was uasd for the nresantati
the data of geometries II to VII, This ;e is described in th<
p-aphso The remaining calculations were performed on the digital coi
i-3 shows the program flow chart for data analysis using Fortran II on the IBM 7090
jomputGTo
g para-
VI"5 £gg-ggylablee Grathieal Multiple Correlation
(I) Principles of correlation
A. The coaxial method of graphical correlation is based on the prm5.se that
if any important factor is emitted from a relation, the scatter of the
points in a plotting of the observed values of the dependent variable vs a
the values computed from the relation will be at least partly explained
by the omitted factor. In other ;,ords, if the points on such a plotting
are labeled with the corresponding values of the new factor, a family of
curves can be drawn to modify the values computed from the original rela-
tione For example:
B For a-D segment arch bridge mode?, test, the following relation re
from dimension analysis for the unsubmerged case
Yl
(II) Procedures for Correlation
(1) Tabulate, the required data: Fn, & 9 M, IiA for =>ach run
(2) Consider -=i as the deDendant. V3HaM» ta^*-^a „t ^ . » _,do ww u p ue T> vari ble, plotted along the /xnal axis*n
(See fig. 6-4)
The F values vary In all tests and should be used as fr.e first correlating
variable. The values of £ and M are fixed for a gj/en model? it will be
convenient to consider them in the second and th'.M steps (quadrants A and
(3) Assume S - ^ (F,£ ) and neglect the variable M
xn
(III) Remark:
The reading sequence in Figo 6-10 should follow the sequence of correlation
For example, given Fn, £ M, to find Y^. The sequence of reading must
follow the sequence Fn -». (+ * -I^. The sequence Fn -*. H -*>
f
-^ Yj/ln
does not yield the correct answer.
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(Fn, T1An ) can be located in the quadrant A and the & value of this
point is shown by an assigned icntal. For example, in ?ig 6-5 symbol shows that
the value otB is 0„5 o
In Pig, 6-5, the points are scattered because the essential factor M has not been
can be found through the average
considered. However, an average line for i
positions of the points*
(4) Add the factor M (see Pig,
With given values of Pn, $ and X-%/1 a pt
M is labeled or shown by an assignsd
through the average position of the points
.
(5) Check the accuracy of the above o
With given values of Pn, B and mpute
the computed *iAn and the measured It/? d
Draw a line through the origin bia
of the -points around the line will
lation,
(*) Hie |S -lines and the M-lines in qtu
the correlation, see Pig c 6-S,
a, With the given values of Fm M, J1/xn and using the M-lines obtained in the
previous step, the points are adjusted in quadrant A The scatter is reduced, and
a better fit of the points is obtained,
b. In the same way with given values of F^f, TlAn and the newly obtained
f
-lines, new M-lines are obtained and their accuracy is improved,,
C Then check the accuracy of the correlation in quadrant C, The points will b<
closer to the bisecting line than before. This means that the accuracy has been in-
proved.
Lo plotted
om Fig c 6»6e Than
nt C of Pig -?
the abcve rorre—
mi B are adjusted to improve
IOC
do Try the procedures (a to c) a number of times until the points in quadrant
!
no longer change their position, then the accuracy of the correlation has reached
ts maximum possible value
e<, The f-lines and M-lines may also be presented as shown in Fig. 6-9„
(7) Change Fig & 6-9 to a more convenient fcrm9 Fig 6-109 by combining quadrats
an£ B togethsro
vu :\nal:sis of -ijlts
I-l Geometry I
a) Introduction
The results discussed in this chapter pertain to t
wo dimension** model tests in smooth a
slfi and the discharge coefficient are given
.io and the normal dept]
laUons of
ing the minimum dei
different bridge lengths
compared, Fi
obtained and the kinetic :




The test data Jalculat
.oeffici:
ratio of the backwater
of the velocity head to nc
igure 7-1-1, Thereof
^ticity of the flow, it is exactly half of the kineticit;
alf the square of the Froude The discharge coefficie;
tion 3-7-2 is plotted versus the ratio of the velocity head to the nc
the channel width ratio M as a parameter in figure 7-1
^ consistency of the data is well illustrated by the lack of scatter o . He
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axperlmental points as plotted in figures 7-1-1 and ?~l-2„ These tesl
my be compared with the smell scale tests done as part of the Prelimi
(see Chapter IV) for the contraction ratio of 0,5 which is common
serieso Inspection of figure 4-8 and figure 7-1-1 and 7-1-2 shows tha
ve almost identical. For example, at a Proude number of o28 the value c
barge coefficient Cd from the m (figare L 3S anf. ^ ^^
Oew-tion ratio YxAn is 1 1 Compared to this, the lav,
4W. and 7-1-2) give C,j s loll9
orresponds to the Fronde number oude nunber of Oo4 t,
mall scale tests indicat as equal to 0,53 and YlA,-
corresponding kinetieity of 0.< scale tests show
lAn ^ be l o432 The reli
tie values of the friction coefficie: >f the bac !atlo
The D«^-TJeisbach fric^i a Reynolds number for the
stablished before each U1 fcable ^^ ag ?c
*•"•
» experimental friction factor.
' adapting the Blasius and ft , ffilllas for flow in sr,
r open channel
»
The .tonnulas for smooth pipe flow are:
Blasius f - 0o3164 (JE)"* Re < i 5
Prandtl-?on Kamvon J_ . 2 log (E /f ' - Qag
/f -f
Placing D by 4R a* simplify!;^ the equations become:
BI.£,
) log (2S /f
Powell and Posey 2
,
their friction factor to be
for tranquil f








;o compare the date
general,
ihich are a lower 1-Unit
wit is f *= 0*021
£- f (f) * Oo0025 fee
f ths channel finish
The backwater ratio hi*/
ained by Iracy and Career' for rectc shoTS
n figure 7-1-5 which show, that the atios are
itude although different as may be expected with different
c) Smooth Boundaries - Testa by P„ F„ Biery
The experimental results of the two-dimensional semi-circular arch model
tests in the large flume with smooth boundaries were plotted as the backwater ratio
Yl/Tn va the channel opening ratio M» with the normal depth Froude number Fn as the
parameter. This plot is shown in Figo 7-1-60 As would be expected, the ratio 1-,/fc
would decrease to unity for all Froude numbers as the value of M« approaches l o 00 o
Alsoe it goes to infinity as M° goes to zero In a similar manner, the disc
coefficient Cd was plotted vs 9 M« for Fn and is shown in figure 7-£-7„ T
of Cd tends to e6ll at M» » and approaches the same value as the parameter Fn
when M* » 1
The curves of figure 7-1-6 and 7-1-7 have actually been interpolated
3tant Froude numbers Although the results covered the entire range of varlal
the Froude number of. normal depth was never exactly equal to 0o5, o6 or any
ralue of the parameter on the figure,, The amount of error produced durir.
Interpolating process was found in most cases to be less than one percent » 1
?aw data and calculations are given in tables 7-1-2 and 7-1-3 respectively.
The data of P F c Biery for smooth boundaries have been processed and ana]
is described in section VI-4. The backwater superelevation ratio hj*An is plotted
is a function of (Fn/fco) 2 in Fig„ 7-1-3; the head loss coefficient K is given in
;ems of Mo in Figo 7-1-9*, and the backwater ratio coefficient D ie given in
'-l-10 o
VII-2 Geometries la and lb -. Rough Boundarle5__^_Tegts _»,
(See Fig 8
_
3-^U+ for definitions of geometries la and lb)
a) Selection of Rough Boundary Model Tests
2sJ? * Biei
From the nomographic chart s (Fig 6^2) the conditions for the rough boundary
model tests were selected. The X«s in the table below indicate the selected normal
depth conditions for each of which the following values of M and L/b were tested
For M « b/B - 0o3 s 0,5# 0,7* 0p9
and L/b - o s 5» loO
b) Test Data
Table 7-2-1 presents the raw measurements of all of the large flumes rough
boundary^ semicircular tests. Included are both the two and three dimensional re-
sults o The designation of the run numbers is as follows The first number repre-
sents the nonaai depth set-up. The second number represents the particular model
being testedo The pertinent data and calculations are summarised in Table 7~2«fi
The particular measurements that were taken on each of the smooth and rough tests
in the large flume were those required to calculate the following quantities: the
hydraulic radius s the Reynolds number # the Froude number, the Darcy-Weisbach friction
factor, the channel oponing ratio M% the discharge coefficient* the backwater ratio
frlAn)» the backwater superelevation (h-j*), the surface profile ratio (h^/d h), the
length to the maximum backwater (L^a) t the length to the point of minimum depth
(L2-3)» the length 1^.3, and the Mannings s n„ (See figure 3-1 for the definition
of termso)
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In view of the large amount of data that was to be analysed and the repetitive
character of the calculations s a program was prepared for processing the data on the
Royal McBee LGP-30 digital computer*,
In Table 7-2-3» the surface topography measurements for run number 4-4 are
listed,, It was felt that this run was indicative of average natural stream condi=
iionso For the same run, the velocity measurements at the uniform depths maximum
depth, vena contracta and minimum depth are given in Table ?«*2-4„ In addition to
the uniform depth isovel diagram of run number 4-4 above,, velocity measurements of
unkTosai flow were also taken for normal depth runs number 2 and 10 „ Thi3 data is
also listed in Table 7-2-4o
V.'ith the isovel diagrams for uniform flow, the kinetic energy correction factor
ol and the momentum correction factor A were determined This was accomplished by
obtaining the areas between two adjacent constant velocity lines with an area plani-
meter 9 Once the areas were determined, the equations for <x, and yj? were solved in the
following fora„ ^
v"-* A V* X (7-;
and
where n « number of sub-areas
T"A*l (7~3»4)
0) TfcstftMOlU
•<) Backwater ratio and discharge coefficient
The backwater ratio is plotted vs a the channel opening ratio with the normal
depth Fronde number as a parameter for the two-dimensional semicircular arch models
as observed in the large flume with rough boundaries. In view of the importance of
these curves, the scale was expanded and the results are shown in two parts. Figure
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7-2-Ia gives the results of YjAa vs c M« for the range of backwater ratios less than 1
1„50. For the ratios greater than l o 50 s figure 7~2-lb should be used.
As for the smooth boundaries, the experimental values of the discharge coefficient
for the same test conditions are presented in figure 7-2-2 . This figure and figures
7-2-la and b have been interpolated for constant Froude numbers,, The hump that appears
in the Froude number lines of 0,25 to 0„60 -was a phenomena which appeared in all of
the curves of Cdo This was true for the smooth, rough and all L/b plots
ttien compared to the preliminary test results of Fig 4-3, the values of the
bactorcter ratio for a given Fn and M» are almost identical,,
^) Location of the points of maximum backwater, and minimum depth
In orar to describe the centerline profile, it is desirable to have an estimate
of the distant from the upstream face of the constriction to the point of maximum
backwater elevation., This distance is referred to as L^2o Because of the flatness
of the surface profile in the vicinity of the maximum point, it was extremely diffi-
eult to get an ycact measurement of L^. The actual measurements token could have
been in error ty as much as 0.5 feet. However, with the large amount of data which
was available, it was possible to study L^ «» an average basis Average values
X 1^2 were calcilated for several combinations of b/B 9 L/b, L/fc, etc In this
oanner, it appeared that the effect of the variable bridge length and the change in
I" were of the same order of magnitude as the experimental error. The most consistent.
relationship was founa by plotting the dimensionless ratio L^ vs the Froude number
n with M » b/B as the parameter. This relationship is shown in figure 7-2-3a. The
-alues of L1<=2 obtained from the smooth boundary tests also compared favorably with
'igure 7-2-3a„ In a similar manner it was found that the length 1^3 (distance from
he maximum depth point to the minimum depth point) varied only with the constriction
eometry. The values of L^/b are plotted v3o M - b/B with %/b as a parameter in
igure 7-2-3b These curves are good for both two and three dimensional semicircular
Mh bridges.
f) Determination of the minimum depth
Several other investigators have ussd the Froude number at section 3 (F3 " VoA/gy-i
see figure 3-1) as an estimator of the maximum backwater. Others have used F„ as a
controlling parameter in making indirect measurements of flood discharges,, Due to the
extremely irregular flow pattern at the m:'.nimum point, it would seem that the U3e of
F3 way be misleading e In the present research, the normal depth Froude number Fn
was found to be a verj reliable estimator of \/^n o In order to tesVthe variability
of F3 with Fng a correlation curve of F^/Fjj vs Fn was prepared „ This curve £s>
shown in figure 7*2~4 Below a Froud<; number of o 5, the correlation was good Q
However, above Yn
m 0*5, the depth y~ was often below the critical depth ansS the
correlation of F^/l?n to Fn was very p:ior<> The scatter seemed to increase v&th
increasing values of L/b Therefore., only the test results of the L/b «= tests
are showr.© If used with caution, th^se curves can be used to estimate the minimis
depth rjo It appears from this cur<e that Fn is a much more reliable estimator than
F3I-
0) Regain Curve Length
The regain curve was 1 for a few runs. This was done in order to estab:
t'ie fact that the water surface profile returns to normal depth before the end of
the tasking flume was reached,, The tests selected were those which would have the
longest regain civve, The results are summarised b©lov,>
Run Noo H L/b Fn L2„#.
1-4 0o491 OoO 0c0489 20 ft.
2-7 Oo693 OoO o1005 9 fto
4-4 o491 OoO 0,1984 "5:5 fto
In all case3 the regain curve was within the test section
£) Comparisons of roughness effects
Comparisons between the model tests in the smooth and rough channel were made
by plotting the backwater ratio and the discharge coefficient against the normal
depth Froude number Fn for constant channel opening ratios . Similar comparisons
were made between the several three-dimensional model tests in the rough flume
The values of the backwater ratio \/^n and the discharge coefficient Cj in the
smooth and rough channel boundaries are compared in figures 7-2«5aani 7-2-5b It
appears that the values are essentially the same for both smooth and rough conditions
at Fraud© numbers Fn less than O a 5o Since the practical range of Froude numbers for
natural channels are those less than 0„58 these curves show that for all practical
purposes the effect of roughness can be ignoredo
^ ) Comparison of bridge length effeets
Similarly, all of the L/b results were comparsd at constant values of the
channel opening ratio M e c Figures 7-2-6a and b illustrate these comparisons
„
Again it appears from the plots that for the practical range of field conditions
(L/b£loQ and Fn ^0„5) the effect of bridge length is negligible* The effect of
length did seem to increase with a decrease in the channel opening ratio c Howeverg
as the value of M 8 gets small9 the physical proportions are closer to these of a
culvert rather than a bridge opening.,
0? ) Surface topography
In order to complete the analysis of the maxinum backwater, additional studies
were mads of the velocity distributions and the surface profiles Thess-studies were
made for the condition of a sharp-crested semicircular constriction with M = b/B» o :i
and Fn approximately Q o20 o
A detail of the surface topography both upstream and downstream of' the model
was observed* The results of this study are shown in figure 7-2-7 The numbers
shown indicate the depths in centimeters. Only a detail of one half of the surface
is given since the pattern is essentially symmetrical «, The graph shows lines of
equal surface elevatione The centerline profile is also given in the figure It
is interesting to note that the actual maximum water surface elevation is not along
the eenterline, but on the upstream face of the abutment e Although this may be
expected^, since there is a stagnation point at the abutment, the actual magnitude
of the difference in elevation between the centerline maximum elevation and the
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actual maximum la the important question* The actual maximum shoreline elevation
was found to exceed the maximum centerline elevation by as much as 5% of the center-
line depth. This fact was verified in the surface topographies taken at other con-
ditionso Liu6, as well as Herbich9 gave similar surface topographies of other geo-
metric constrictions, and the differences in water surface elevations was again found
to be about 5# of the centerline depth.
i) Velocity profiles
Traverses were run with the Frandtl Tube at four sections xdth the M - 0.5S
LA - 0„0 and Fn approximately 0.20 model tests The first section was in the nor-
mal depth flow without the model. The second was at the section of maximum backwater,
the third at the upstream face of the bridge and the fourth at the section of minimum
fc*h. At the section of normal depth and maximum depth, vertical velocity traverses
.ere taken at the centerl^e and 1 ft. and 2 ft left and right. At the vena contract*,
they were taken at the centerline, 0,5 ft. and 1 ft. left ght. Finally at the
Jection of minimum depth, traverses were taken at the centerline, 1 ft., io5 ?tu ,
5.2 ft, left and right . In general a more detailed traverse was taken at the
•ine of each section., From these measurements, plots of equal velocity lines were
spared for each section. This was done first by plotting the velocity profiles at
fcch location within each section on arithmetic graph paper. Typical are the pro-
lies shown in figure 7-2-3 at the maximum depth condition. From these curves, po
f equal velocity were found and plotted in the appropriate location on a cross-section
lev of the channel. A composite picture of the isovel diagrams is shown in figure
-2-9. Only half of the diagram is given due to symmetry. All of the diagrams were
ntegrated with an area planlmeter and the discharge so obtained was checked against
ae venturi meter discharge. In all cases they checked within 1*.
In addition to the isovel diagrams for uniform flow in figure 7-2-9, two other
•^fam flow velocity profiles were plotted. The test conditions were similar tc
>ose of a natural stream. All of the diagrams were integrated and the values of the
Ill
discharges the kinetic energy correction factor and the momentum correction factor
were computed. Listed below are the determined values of << and/ for each profile
Q Slope yn Approxo Fn *• a
2 cfs 0o000131 O 799 ft„ OolO 1 145 1*055
lcfs o000584 0,319 fto 0*20 1 C 216 1,084
1 cfs 0„004080 0,173 0,50 l o250 l c090
k) The generalized backwater equation and head loss coefficients
With the introduction of the channel opening ratio M« ,. the assumption was made
Aat if proper^- interpreted, the backwater produced by constrictions of the same M»
rould be equal, regardless of its geometry (i„ee> a semi-cirelef. or a circular seg-
tent, or a rectangle etc ) as long as the constriction effects are not modified by
ike*,, chaMfspSs eccentricity, wingwalls, etc
To test this hypothesis, the results of this section (VII-2) are compared with
he circular segment data obtained in the preliminary investigation (Fig 4*6) and
ith the vertical board data given by Liu7c The latter tests were run in a f
hich was widerthan the large flume used in this investigation „ The roughness, pattern
sed by Liu was also different,, It produced a Manning" 3 ® of o024o It is f^lfc
Stretaaly interesting to note that the test data taken by three investigat/.-s in
hree different flumes and under three completely different constriction geometries
reduced almost identical results This clearly verifies that, as defined., the
tiannel opening ratio M° is the governing geometric parameter Of course, the data
ompared were those where the eccentricity was zero, the skew was zero s and the entrance
as 3harp It is still necessary to apply correction terms for these conditions
As mentioned previously in the analysis, a sjjnilarity was noticed between the
Jveral different backwater equations. The term (Fn/fo»)
2>^ appeared in several
buttons of yx/yn « In general it appeared that
yi/yn -c [(FnA»)2/3]^ (7„2„5)
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where C Is a coefficient which ^/ould take into account the effects of the discharge
coefficient^ approach velocity, and non-uniform velocity distributions and other
empirically determined factors Equation 7-2-5 is actuary the equation of a straight
line on logarithmic paper x/ith a slope of£ h total of 50 semicircular L/b »
test values^ U vertical board values (Colorado) and 50 segment values were plotted
in the form of 1i/tn - 1 vs (?n/H*) ' and are shown in figure 7-2-10 o The value
of TsAn * 1 vras used i*18*88* °£ the. backwater ratio. It is quite apparent that the
data tends to collapse into one straight line relationship,,
The method of least squareu was applied to a random sample of the 1A4 test
to determine the empirical straight line relationship., After solving for l/and C
equation 7-2-5 became






Equation 7-2-6 is a very simple and easy solution for the backwater produced by
iny type of constriction,, In actual practice, this equation will give as got.
sstlmate of the maximum backwater y^ as any previously suggested method
It has been suggested by G d F Iszard that equation 7-2-6 could be approxi.
jy
*lAn "I 45 (F/M»)
:
wd still fit the data very closely.
The data were also reanalyzed in terms of the simpler equation
In ^ *W>
Igures 7-2-U to 7-2-13 give plots of this relation for values of L/b - Oj o 5;
ad loO... Fig 7-2-U summarizes the backwater ratio information for geometry l s for
mooth and rough boundaries„ The curves shown in this figure are the same as those
reviously obtained in figures 7-1-3 and 7-2-11 to 7-2-13. In addition^ a le:
quare fitting of all the data (smooth and rough) taken by P. F„ Biery is given,,
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The head loss coefficient X is given as a function of M 3 for L/b » 0; 0„5j
LO in figures 7-2-15 to 7-Z-2B A stsmaary of the head loss coefficient curves is
jiven in figo 7«2*18 The backwater ratio coefficient D is given in Fig 7-2-19 to
7-2-21 corresponding to values of L/b = 0; o 5 and l o o
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VII-3 Geometry II Tests by S a Lippai and T e P. Chang
Dual ParallelJhree Dimeasipnal Seml-Cijcular Arch Bridge Constrictions
:
(See Fig„ 3-14 for definitiovTof Geometry II) —
For simplicity9 only the case of two identical arch bridges placed parallel to
each other and normal to the direction of flow, was considered « The effect of Froisde
Number (Fn), the channel opening ratio (M
B ), and the distance between the centerline®
of dual parallel bridges (1^), on the backwater ratio (YiAn ) has been determined,,
The raw and calculated data for the 11? tests are given in table 7-3 c Typical
surface profiles are shown in Fig* 7-3-0. Figures 7-3-1 to 7-3-5 were obtained by
plotting backwater ratio 1j/Zn against the dimensionless bridge spacing U^/An2 with
the channel opening ratio M» as paraaeter for Fn - 0*10, O 15.9 o20s 0,25s 0.3C and
It was found that for low Fronde Numbers (Fn 4 0„25) the backwater due to closely
Placed dual parallel bridges {ML^Jk^, 4 5) was l@ss than what it would have been for
1 single bridge The lower part of the graphical correlation of Flgo 7-3-6 shows
ilearly this effect
«
It was also found that for higher Froude Numbers (Fn ^ 0*25) and small channel
>pening ratios (M» « C3), the placing of models at VL^/kn2si& to 9 resul
itrong wave action between the models and an abrupt increase in backwater ratio was
>bsorved as can be seen in Figures 7-3-3 to 7-3-5o For the latter conditions, the
let expansion below the upper bridge was unstable. It oscillated from the left to
Ight and back with a period of about 2 see The backwater upstream &S the upper
•ridge was minimum when the jet was symmetrical along the centerline. The backwater
ncreased as the jet was deflected sideways The values plotted were the maximum
ackwater elevations observed*
Figure 7-3-6 shows the grapiiical teltiple correlation for 4 variables (Fns M«
,
lAne bkd/An2)» Knowing any three of them, the fourth one may be determined from
igo 7-3-6„




on log-log paper was
obtained for dual parallel bridges placed at bLg/A^ e 0, 10^, 20, and 30 Figure
7~>7 was arrived at through the following steps:
1. Fig. 7-3-6 was used to obtain values of Y^a for bLd/An2 » 0, 10, 20s 30
K» - 0.3* 0.5, 0o7 and 0.9, Fn - 0.10, 0.20, 0.30 and 0„40r
2. This data was processed and an arithmetic plot of Yj/X vs„ (Pn/k»
)
2/^ for
^^2 " S 20s 20 axd 30 was constructed.
3o To obtain a straight line relationship between YlAn *3<, (FaAls )
2^ for
bld/An2 - 0, 10, 20 and 30 on log-log paper, appropriate values of c were determined
by using the method described in reference 8„
4o The curve of figure 8 doesn't apply to the unstable flow condition with heavy
wave action betweeii the dual bridges
In addition the data were reanalyzed making use of the computer prc\/ram„
The backwater superelevation ratio hiVln is plotted as a function of (FnA«)
2 in
figures 7-3-8 to 7-3-13, for the following values of the parameter Vjb/An2 :
Fig. 7-3-9 to 7,5
ll
g° l'£S ™ to 15Figo 7-3-11 15 t0 25
Fig. 7-3-12 25 to 30
The equation of a least square fitting is given for eacft range of the parameter
^dVAn2« A summary of these curves is given in Fig, 7-^-23
The head loss coefficient K is given in the channel opening ratio V for the
following values of the parameter I^b/A^t
Figo 7-3-15 to 7.5
Fig. 7-3-16 7e5 t;°£5
;}«• 7-3-17 i5\ 25
Fig. 7-3-13 25 to 30
Whenever a good least square curve fitting could be obtainef. its equation is
given on the graph. In the other cases, the average values of if 3 several groups of
test for a given value of M» was obtained, and a line was fittt! by eye through these
points. Figure 7-3-19 is a summary of the head I033 coefficient curves. Figure
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7-3-2D gives the values of the backwater ratio coefficients D The raw and calculated
data for Gecmety II are given in Table 7-3
rfe&,. 9ePa&^j U-T „ ff.fgts fry ff T . p^ Pftyv;
<r
'
a^gS l.,Pi^en3io"a:i Semi-Circular Arch Bridge Consfjrictlon Kith Wingwall
a
(See Fig. 3-14 for definition of Geometsy^nT^ ~
The influence of wingw&lls on the backwater ratio (Yj/Y^ has been tested for
dngwall angles pi « 30°e 45°, 60° and 90s using a model with L/b ratio of o25.
toe raw and calculated data are listed in table 7-4 « Figures 7-4-1 to ?-4-4
rare obtained by plotting the backwater ratio, (T;jAn) against the channel opening
atio, (M») with the Froude Sumber (Fn) as parameter for wingwall angles 61 » 3Q%
.5°, 60° and 90°e
Fiijo 7-4-5 is obtained by graphical multiple correlation* Knowing any three of
our variables, Yj/^, Fn9 m«, and &, the fourth one may be determined by this c
Fig a 7-4-6 shows the relation between the backwater ratio (YiAn) and (FnAl* )
2''3
1th ^ as parameter. It was based on the graphical correlation of Fig. 7-4-5
the indirect plotting method, the accuracy of Figure 7-4-6 is less than that of
lgure3 7-4-1 to 7-4-4*
The data were reanalyzed making use of the compute? program. The results are
resented in the form of plots of the backwater superelevation ratio hx*An vs.'tlw
luare of the ratio of the Froude number to the channel opening ratio (FnAl»)
2
tor
Lngwall angle of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° in figures 7-4-7 to 7-4-10 o
For each value of the parameter^ the equation of the least square curve fit
i given on the figure, A summary of these results is given in Figo 7-i-U.
The head loss coefficient K has been calculated for each of the wingwall angles,,
ie results are presented in the form of plots of K vs. the channel opening ratio,,
isrever possible a least square fitting of the data was obtained,, and the equation
the line is given* In the other cases, average values of the coefficient K for
grouping of points with the seme value of M« was obtained,, and a straight line was
tted by eye through theee average points. These results are presented in Fig. 7-4-12
7-4-15 for wingwall angles of 30°* 45°, 60° and 90°. A suamary of the curves is
esented in Figo 7-4-16.
IIS
Finally., the values of the backwater ratio coefficient D are presented in
ig 7-4-17 to 7-4-20 for the four wingwall angles
„
The raw and calculated data for Geanstry IXI are given i- ?-4
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VII-5 Geometry IV Tro-Dimensional Semi-Circular Ar«h Wnirige Constrictions with
Eccentricity - Testa by T P P Chang
' —""""
(The eccentricity is defined as one minus the ratio of the small embr^^at
to the larger embankment* (See Fig 3-14 for definition of Geometry IV)
The influence of eccentricity on the backwater ratio along the centerlina (Y^A )
has b^en determined for eccentricities e - 0; 0.80; O 85; o 90; 0,95; and l o00.
Figures 7-5^1 to 7-5-6 give the backwater ratio (YiAn) plotted vs the channel
opening ratio (M») with the Froude Number as a parameter for each of the six eccentri-
cities tested* Figure 7-5-7 shows the relation between the backwater ratio (YtA )
2/3
**'
and (?a/k* ) with the eccentricity as a parameter. Figure 7-5-7 was obtained by
graphical multiple correlation,,
The' results of the re-analysis of the same data making use of the computer program
Ls given in the following figures The backwater superelevation ratio (ha*An) is
aiottad vs« (Fn/feo) for the six eccentyioities tested in figures 7-5-8 to 7-5-33 „
'or each eccentricity the equation of the least square curve fitting the data is
;iven, A summary of the results is given dn F±g a 7-5-lA
The values of the head loss coefficient K are plotted against the channel opening
•atio M» for each of the six eccentricities tested in figures 7-5-15 to 7-5~20 o The
itrai^ht lines were obtained by obtaining average values for K for groups of points
saving the same value of M». A straight line was fitted by eye through these arerafe
oint3 D A summary of the head loss coefficient K is given in Fig 7-5-21
The values of the baclcwater ratio coefficient are given in Fig 7-5-22 to 7-5-27o
The raw and calculated data for Geometry IV are given in Table 7-5„
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TTH-6 Geometry Va
X) Dimensional Semi-Circular Arch Bridge Constrictions with
\Sse Fig 3-14 for definition cf Geometry Va;
The influence of skew on the backwater ratio along the
en determined for skew angles of O2 ;J 0°« 15°- 30° and 45° Th
ta are given in Table 7-6 „
Fig 7-6-1 to r?~6-4 were obt plotting the bac!
e channel opening ratio,, (M 8 ) vdth Froude ' as param«
- 0O9 15°, 30° and 45°*
Figo 7-6-5 was obtained through graphical
four variables,, IiAn9 Fn, M« , and
rrelation chart




nas based on the graphical 3<
:hod the accuracy of ?ig 6 7-5-
The same data were roana!
welevation ratio (hi*Ar ) i'
figures 7-6-7 to 7=
;ure<, A summary of
ts coefficient K wax
tr skew angles
the least squaj





3 7-6-1 to 7-6-4
o
-
*s P- .or the fc
The ec
eaults is g5.\ren c slues of
gores f-6=12 to 7- is best f
in ne respec
:ne nea: *3 C
values of the backwater ratio coefficiei n in figures 7-6-17 to 7-6-20
The raw and calculated data for Geometry 7a are given in
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vTI-7 Geometry Vb
ree-Diiaensional S«Giffircnl&r Arch Bridges Constriction with SkewTest'
(See Fig 3-14 for definition of GtaSettyVbT
The influence of the skew on the backwater superelevation ratio along the center-
line (hi*An) has been investigated for skew angles of <L • 15° and 30°o Figures
7-7-1 and 7-7-2 give the backwater superelevation h^/ln as a function of (F,/fo«)
2
for the two skew angles tested, A summary of these results is rf.v«n 4n ^<r «7 n i
The raw and calculated data for Geometrv Vb arp trlvm i« TaM« «7 <7
[See Pig 3-14 for defini Geometry
The pier width, P„ used in the ma
[A different pier width was used
>f constriction on the back has bg
ralues of the channel width ratio H -
The backwater superelevation rati
:
ad the equation of the
, es ^
he head loss t
nd the equation
he values of the ba
The raw and calculated data i
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gTI-9 gaosetzy,JIX-T^~Dimensiqnal Circular, Segment Arch Bridge Const^i c
Tests tar To P. Chang " ~—
-
(See Fig 3-14 for definition, of Geometry
The influence of the amount of depression of the center of the arch with respect
bo the bottom of the stream,, (as given by |3 » d/ ie distance between the
:hannel bottom and the center of the circular segment of radius r) on the back
superelevation ratio has been investigated for 3 of the depression
g - Oj 0„3 and o § o
The values of the backwater supere ratio hv^An &*«
*
l;
bFn/M' ) in figures 7-9-1 to 7-9-3 J
[n each figure the equation o? the en Q A su
*esults is given in fig, 7-.
Values of the head .
[% for the three values of the depr irameter test?
'•9-7o In each figure the - >f the I
sumnary of the head loss coefficient values is given i 7-9-£
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VIII SUBMERGED FLOW TESTS RESULTS - Tests by 0. Eikeri
YIII-1, Test Selection
The selected models ware to be tested in the 64 foot long fluas9 first
smooth and then with rough boundaries The large number of variables involved made
it necessary to establish a systematic procedure for selecting the quantities all
to vary and those held constant in trie several tests so that the possible ra
variables could be covered uniformly and completely This was of c
the range of discharges and slopes for which submergence could ba attained was very
limited,. The procedure followed viaa based on the theoretical andlysis a
testing of simple, geometries
The channel width ratios, H' — b/B for which subnergencs was poss:
flow Available in the laborato:
of geometry I-a with the selected channel v. bios gave the flow ra
for submergence for each nodal. The dimensionless d ~~^*~j
according to equa 3-7-33 is related to the backwater ratio Tl/bs »d f v."










M « 0, 275M - 0ol5 M » 20 M = o 23 o30
0.7^5 o 202 o159
o885 o^+l o2525 0ol99 0ol60
lo062 0.529 0.303 o238 0ol9^
. - 0o35A 0„2?S- 0,224
w = 0.405 0o318 Go 2.56
By choosing flow rates in the test runs that give different values of Q/gi'b5/2 9
grouping of data in the graphs could be prevented,. The seven tables that follow this
section show the tes
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Regular test measurements obtained
The flow overtopped the model and channel walls

























Table II => Smooth Boundary Test
n » OoOllO
Gecmetx






















X Regular test measurements obtained
The flow overtopped the model and channel walls
* Submergence was not possible for these flow conditions
Xi Experimental condition investigated
0o30
.2.5, c 50 J1JL, .
X X V
•j:- «• yu
:: # * -\-
I X x X





Le III - Roug] i y Testa
n « OoC233
Geometry
Flow ude Number Channel
Rate Fn
cfs ° 3.2 25 5 o„30











The flow overtopped the model end ch~
* Suhnergence 1 itione
Xi Experimental conditio
13C
Table IV - Rough Boundary Tests
n - 0238
Geometry I-b
Froude Number Cham ! T 'idth Rati
Plow
^n 0.20 0.25
Rate olO .15 <,2C Thickness Factor (
ofSo .r>K en >7c 1 a
2„0 X X X
2.0 ^




2»5 X X X
3o5 X^
3o5 X




X Regular test measurements obtained
The flow overtopped the model and channel
* Submergence -, ossible for these flow conditions
Xi Experimental condition investigated



















Thickness Factor L/b » 50
Channel Width Ratio (b/B)
0o20 0o30
Angles of Skew 0?











X Regular test measurements obtained
The flow overtopped the model and channel walls
* Submergence was not possible for these flow conditions
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Table Vl - Rough Eoundary Tests
n =» o0238
Geometry VI
ncM Fx-oude Number TMi.i™«, » * t a. „
Rate F





















X X X X
X Regular test measurements obt=-_
The flow ovartoppe
* Submergence v^as not possible for these fl
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loO X • X *
2«0 X •* X * X
2 I * X # » X
2o X * X -::- X
2o X # * x
2 X * X
2„5 X X -:-
2o5 z * X -;; *
2o75 X * X # •'•
3o0 X E
3o0 X X (• X
3«85 X X
3o85 X tt X
3o85 X X # X
3o85 X X # * 1
3.85 X X # •Jr X
X Regular test measurements obtained
The flow overtopped the model and channel trails
* Submergence was not possible for these flow conditions
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:°5 Definitions* Fully Suftner^ed and Partly Submerged Flow
The terms free outflow^ fully submerged and partly submerged outflow are freq-
uently used in this chapter and are defined as follows <, Free outflow exists when
he jet discharging from the downstream face cf the bridge opening is
xcept for the channel bottom, only by air and a hydraulic jump occurs further down-
trearao Fully submerged outflow exists when the jet discharges into a stream that
as a depth equal to or greater than the downstream height of the hi nine,
partly submerged outflow is the case when the jet discharges into a etre:
ISo
as a depth less than the height of the bri
(See fig, 3~li»- for definition of Geometry la)
a) Coefficients of Contraction, of Discharge j.nd of Velocity for Free Jet OistfXow
In order to Investigate the coefficients of velocity, dontraction and discharge
Per submerge bridge inlet3, 6? test runs were made (see Table I - VII) „ The coeffi-
sients are defined as follows: Coefficient of contraction- Cc , is the ratio of jet
area at vena contracta Arr to the area of the orifice t n0
Coefficient cf discha
^rcm the Vontur:'jnet9r read









rora which it follows t
^d ** C© Cv
To find the coefficient of contraction the vena contracta had to be located and
he cross-sectional area measured. This was done b^ means of the electronic point
A sufficient number of readings were taken at the vena contracta to plot the cross
ectional area on graph paper. By use of a planimeter the area A^ was obtained and
he coefficient of contraction could be calculated, as the area of the model opening
*s known o
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fhe coefficient of contraction was plotted versus the ratio b/2n ^ing
width to the backwater depth using the channel width ratio b/Bg as parameter (see
Figure 8-3-1)
o
To obtain values for the calculation of the coefficient -if discharge C^, a theo-
retical discharge equation was devsloped* The development of th!s equation (3~7~26)
was presented in the theoretical analysis in Chapter III; The actufc-1 rate of flow
through the constriction v.^s obtained jfrom the manometer readings and \e venturi
meter calibration curves,, Curves were plotted for t icient of discharge Cd
ised as parameter *3bgversus th j/!f* a
Figure 8-3-1)* Th
betvreen the thre'j coeff
The i seem
to zeroo The curves &•?
with increasing c
innel width
;e totvard the value 0.61 as the ratio tends
lines and the C<j values decrease
3.rds the o6l
values, ...,,. .-. r ..'
for increasing channel
ange, the Co curves tend to
value o The Cv curves have
e — . ratio but tend
o decreases toward :iero e
In Table 8~1 The calculated
lecrei
width rat os , For incraaslng
increase oi - o T.
the same relative spacing as 1
towaru th alue l c as a limi
The- >ast data are recorde
values to find Cc , Cd and Cy are found in Table 8-4,
b) Velocity Distribution at Vena Contracta for Fr Outflow
Extensive velocity measurements were taken in the jet downstream of constriction
at tl -.ontracta in order to observe the velocity distribution'.. The Prandtl
tub's together with the pressure transducer were used c The readings were taken in a
;
grid system to obtain full coverage over the cross section,, The borderline of the
area at the cross-section was also measured and plotted on graph paper together with
the velocity grid values,, From this the iaoveloclty curves were drawn. Figure
157
8-3-2 shows on© of the typical isovelocity curves drawn from such grid mi
Figure 8-3-3 shows the result obtained by following the individual isovelocity e
in the water cross-section itself. This was done by moving the Prandtl tube through
the cross-section and mapping the path for the individual isove
by means of the horizontal and vertical . traversing devices, rh
8-3-2 and 8-3-3 correspond to discharges 3.75 cfs and 2,62 cfs,
number 0,142 and 0.10& and opening ratios 0,30 and 0.30 r
In Figure 8.-3-4 the values of the velocities are plot
and a mean velocity curve i3 driwn. The data for ^igure 8-3-4
for Figure 8-3-3» Figure 8-3-4 e velocity variat
at different depths, A similar s made fo:-.-1 othei-
in Table 8-3, All the recorded hen plot if the s
velocity distribution as shown i-3-4o
c) The Generalized Backwater Ec Outflow











where C is a coefficient that \ :e into account the effects of t'.ie approach
velocity** discharge coefficient, non-hydrostatice pressure ion, non-uniform
velocity distribution and other empirically determined factors, In a logarithmic
plot of YjAn versus (FnM')
2
6 the slope of the line is^"* A total of 33 tests were
aade on geometry I-a and processed on the IBM 1620 computer to obtain plot-ting values
of (Y3An - V versus (?nA^) • The graph is shewn on figure 8-3-5, Fro:; this
graph the values ^and C were found to be 90 and 1*18 respectively, and equation









7T - 1 1.18 {-&)
pn% 1.80
(8-3-3)
The teat data oaken to obtain this generalized backwater equation 8-3-3 are recorded
in tes b r n 102-134 *WLch are located in Table &3„ The calculated values from the
data are presented in Table 8-3. A least square fitting of the backwater ratio
poii : Qy submerged fl<
?icient K are given in F±*
A general ba equal








of Oo550 - 0.537
for the si
The err obtained s
.ch are
iad by P F Bi
g ratios of 0„2
r the rang
versv. • M» curves for
coeffie:, t curves fo
of comparis The t
in te3t runs 102 to 134 which are lc
presented in Table 8-4 „
The values of the discharge coefficient' are sunnarized in Figure 8-3-7. For
toe submerged Jet, two sets of curves are given, one uses the Froude number as a
parameter, the other uses the ratio Yn/ £ of the normal depth to the arch radius.
2
The free jet discharge coefficient curves previously presented in Figure 8-3-1 have
been reproduced here for completeness, The calculations are shown in Table 8-4.
partly submerged Jets c
td up. The presei
.gure
merged and parti';
e unsubmerged ca a












mi4 Geometry. I-b- Smj
As can be seen frcta the definition of
I-a is a special case of geometry I-b„ By setting the varis
in the definition of geometry I-bj, the gee;.
therefore represents the limiting case
with I-b,
in the theoretical analysis made-
^ogether
was developed for the orifice type flow thrc consti
total of 92 test ra
Three sets of dim
to compare the curves, the;
parameter and the Fr<
show all three se
was broken i ito three
8-4-1 o For higher Froude :
I»/b ratio becomes inslgnif:
reaches a value of about
Lon,
it easier
3d in one jd as
To be able to
e curves get clo: >d This it
for boundary
I-be The data from the 92 test runs are lis • 101-192 a
in Table 8-2, The calculated v??
The backwater superelevation (Fn/M»)
the length parameter L/b - 0„25; 0„50j 0„75
aquations of the lines obtained by least squares ar
8-10-6 summarizes the backwater superelevation data
amooth boundaries. The values of the head lent K and the lines obtained
by least square fitting are given in figures 8-9-2 to 8-9-5 for the same values of
ths length parameter L/b„ A summary of the head loss coefficients for geometries la




} for values of
8-10-2 to 8-10-5 o The
:re Fig
ies la. and I
VIH-5 Geometries I~a and I-b« Rough Boundaries
a) Test Data
A total of 33 test runs were ny-de in order to plot the diraensionless curves
shown in Figure 8-5-1- These three sets of curves v.ere also based on the dimension
equation 3-7-33 developed in Chapter III, The data are recorded in test runs 193-231
and can be found in table ?~2 The calculated values from the data are list
Table 8-
The values ci ^ne backwater superelevation ratio hrVXp were plotted vs
for the five Oj O 25j
in .figure S-j-0-7o The lines
figure* &e value -re plotted vs P the c
:
rati in figo 3-9-7 for t
.i3 lines '7 eye are given in the figure
The investigation : shows tha e constriction in the
flow, L6 influences i: rhsn the Frou low
The wider the bridge in the direction of flow9 the lower is the backwater d
obtained,, For a Frcude number of 0,15 the backwater ratio for an L/b ratio or 1,0 was
as much as 30% lower than for a For the more practical c,
where the Y^/b ratio is in the order of about o 50 to 1,00, a lower! 10~20#
in tha backwater ritio is usual when the L/b ratio is 5jicreased from 0,00 t@ lo00o
Flow through three dimensional arch 1 _ very simile ivior to the flow
through s verts . For shor : Plow characteristics are relatively
independent of the slope and the factors that involve the length are comparat
unimportant. The control section for square edge openings, such as investigated here ?
is at the inlet
o
Separation of flow around the opening, at the inlet section, was freque
observed. The flow contracted towards vena contracta section in the first part of
the barrel expanded in a spiral motion as 3hown in Figure 8-5-2 and ended in a slug
flow at the submerged outlet. Figure 8-5-3 shows the case where slug flow occurs at
is ax±t of the barrel* Figure 8-5-4 presents the free jet case for geometry I-a
,th rough boundaries and the same flow,,
Vortex action was also often observed,, This air-vortex occurs from the sui
ght above the crest of the inlet and introduces air through the opening. This
jcreases the water area of the opening and hence the flow through the constriction^
id as a result the backwater increases
An important effeet upon the separation phenomena, that controls the change of
Low frca a sluice type to full conduit flow9 is the existence of a negative pressure
i the barrelo This is caused by the relative magnitudes of air inflow from the
ltlet and from the vortex action ever the inlet The outflow of air due to en
jnt at the air-water surface also has an effect upon the separation phen;
jre air entrained the less separation will occur and the barrel will ten:
ill conduit flow
) Comparison Between Smooth and Rough Boundary Tests
A comparison between the limiting curves of Figures 8~4-l and 3-5-1 fox
nooth and rough boundary conditions respectively are made in Figure 8-5»5o Th J -
urves t;how that a rough boundary condition is of advantage for higher Froi.
?n > o15) as could be expected from observing the flow behavior o For /
umbers the approach velocities vd.ll s and consequently give a " ' - Lena
evel due to the natural roughnes3« This will improve the ability >£
roduce full conduit flow9 because it increases the air entrai:
•'"
t the air-water surface and hence reduces the separation at -he inlet .
VIH-6 Oecme.try._V~b Three-Dimsn3ional Skewed Bridges - Eer^h Boundaries
(See Fig e 3I14 for definition of geometries)
The discharge 3et shoots to the side of the flume in a direction a
perpandicular to the face of the bridge
The test results are
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[HI.~7 Geometry, VI ° Two Span, Semicircular Arch Bridge Constriction Rough Bound-.
(See Fig 3-14 for definition of geometries.)
This geometry represents about 11$ of all existing arch bridges in the
jf Indiana,, The great majority of these bridge constrictions have a thickness factor5
[,/bp of about 0o50 which was chosen £os* the experimental models of Geometo
The test results are presented in the dimensionless graphs shown in Figur-3 8-7-1
Po be noted is that the opening -width of the models., b, is the width of c:
jpeningSo The performance cf the modes in Geometry VI is approximately t;
tor Gaometry I-b of same thickness factor G
A total of 27 test runs were made and the data taken are recorded in
Wo (256=2282) as shown in Table 8-2„ The calculated values are presenter? in Table
J-59 The values of the bad- ratio h^*/? were pi:
Ln figo 3-10-9 o The equation of a visual fit line is given on the figure Ths values
)f the discharge coefficient K are plott he channel opening ratio H» in Fig Q
i«9-8e The equation of a visual fit line is given on the fi
fIII-S Geometry ?IJ-i ^_Se^?p.en.t>ii.rch Bridge, Rou$h Boundaries
(SeaFigo 3-14 for definition of geometries)
With reference to Figure 3~128 it is readily seen that the dimensionlesa
•elationship of the discharge as a function of the backwater depth and the wid
,he constriction holds true also for the segment arch openings The curve
'igure 8-8-1 are based on this relationship as expressed in Equation 3-7-33
fi
d
n Chapter IIIo A total of 22 test runs (No., 285 to 307) were done and recoi-
'able 8-2» The calculated values are found in Table 8-5„
Figure 8-8-1 shows thav, the spacing between the curve/ II as
he" Froude number increases beyond e3o This means that the
nsigr ificant as a parameter- when the degree of turbulence increases beyc
alue (Fn > 0o3)o
lhe values of the backwater superelevation ratio h^X'n we:
n figo 8-10-10 3 The equation of a visual fit line is 'given, in the figure.
alues of the discharge coefficient K are plotted vs c the channel op a in
lgo 8-9-10 <> The equation o:" a visual fit line is given in the figure
„
VIII-9 Head Loss due to Subme rged Arch Bridge Constrictions
In the theoretical analysis in Chapter III an expression for the ado.it
loss coefficient due to the bridge constriction was found,, equat: -13) o
Assuming o( ^
a °i^ °(9 then
*y
(8-3-4)
This equation., which holda for submerged bridge constr
for free surface flow idgs constriction, and K varies primarily
a) The channel opening rati
b) Type and shs pe of
skewnes3 angle G .ckness fao££rp8 L/b
c) Number of bridge spar.s, N
d) Eccentricity of bridge opening, e
e) Froude number Fn
The head 1038 coefficient K vas computed or: the IBM ?C
The corresponding value of the channel ope to, M", was al
least mean square routine the slope of the lir:
arithmetic scale A signifies ie such as L/b8 p2
both for smooth and roi iary tests The plot of
Figures 3-9-1 to 8-9-10
»
For the smooth boundaries a sufficient number of data was available tc
least square method on the computer. In the case of rough
data available for each parameter were not alvrays sufficient and some of
had to be fitted by eye c
The data U3ed for the calculations are listed in runs lCl-306 present
8-2 The calculated values from the computer are listed in tables 8-4 and S-5 C
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The theoretical developemerit of these equations was dons in Chapter 1II





Howevers it was found more convenient to plot the. test results for iv
discharge jet in the form
?1 T Fn 21 /
(8~10=2)
If hj^ is substituted for Y- - Yn9 equation &~1Q*»2 can be written in the :
form:




^his is the presentation used in the graphs at the end of this section,, •-10-'.
to 8-10-10 present the generalized backwater equation? for the geometries consid
Significant values of the geometries are U3ed as parameters
Values for Jl ana (,
f$) verb calculated in the same compute:
for the head los3 considerations in the previous section* These points v
plotted on a log log scale9 so the computer program was also written to /the
slope of the best fitting line through these points,, A least mean square roc •'
log leg plots v/a3 usedo For the snooth boundaries a sufficient number of
available to use the least square method in finding the slope of the line In the
case of rough boundaries s however, it was sometimes necessary to fit the lines by
eye from the few data available,.
The data used for the calculations are listed in runs 1Q1=>30$, presented in table
S-2o The calculated values are listed in tables 8-4 and 8-5o
There are some advantages in doing all these calculations in one computer program,:
Only one set of data has to be prepered and the computer stores the v.lues in
memory once* The computer time used, therefore ,> becomes a minimum. For all
147
calculations pertaining to the figures 8-9-1 to 8-10-10.. the tine used bgr the IBM
7090 was less than 10 minutes
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VIII-H Conclusions - Submerged Tests
The results of this report are applicable to bridges with submerged inlet
and geometries I-a, I-b, V-be VI and VH (see definition of geometries in Chapter
III and figure 3-14) No eccentricity « entrance rounding or vdng walls are
fOTo
Findings • ^9 the following:
lo Equation of discharge for ori flow throug -oircula
merged arch bridge constrictioi
2 Semi-empirical e: 3 crifice
type flow through the bridge opening
3c Graphs presenting th
depth to the arch s
4. Graph.3 showi
of the normal depth F*
5o Empirica • several geometries
from the graphs in poir.
6« Graphs giving the valuesof t fficient
function of the channel opening rat les^
lo The bai,i , to ^Q
stream decreases as t!
;
3 in the direction of flow incre^
2e For equal br duo to submerged arch bridges is
farther decreased when the constriction is skewed wi t to the direction of
now, at least for skew angles up to 3C
3« The value of the head loss co arcn bridge con-
striction is independent of the normal dept >r as long as both inlet
md outlet of the bridge are submerged <,
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4o For hydraulically short submerged arch bridges (that is where the barrel
Ls not sufficiently long to allow the expanding depth of flow br?low the contraction
bo rai3e and fill the barrel) the backwater depth increases for an increase in t
loraal depth Froude number <,
5o To obtain a minlnuui backwater depth at a submerged arch bridge constri
Ae barrel should flow full (full conduit flow)
.
IX FIELD TQRK
K«l A Preliminary Field Survey of Sites fox*. M^el^Prototr ĵgffnmris
by 1P P Chang and J T, Strange
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Criteria Used for the Selection of Bri
lo Location;
Fo:" 1 ance of
bridges should be e
E9*i Id recon
Morgan^ Johnson a Shelby,, Hancockf Haailto
2o Channel Conditi:
(a) h close ?idge site
downstream^ should be as clear a3 possible so th
the flood will not be unduly disturbed a
to Inc!i?rtapol
sance was limited Ick^,
:u
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(b) The cross sections of the channel reach , both upstream and down~
stream frcsn the bridges should be uniform in order to avoid the effect-
of head loss due to enlargement and contraction, and the water should
be confined within the stream banks during the flood*,
(c) The channel reach should be nearly straight c There should be
no confluence close to the bridge,,
(d) The shape of the channel cross sections should have as few
irregularities as possible
(e) There should be no structures, such as other bridges,, dams
fl
wiers, etc., near the bridge site„
(f) Bridge skew should not be excessive,, Skewed bridges, in
the center line of the openings are not p&rallel
of the channel, should be avoided 6
Arches of the Bridges:
(a) Tlie shape of the arch should be close to semicircular or a
part of a circular arch
(b) The opening ratio of the arch should be small enough to <:
an appreciable backwater effect
o
(c) Excessive eccentricity should be avoided., The arch opening
should be symmetrical with respect to the ce the cha
Flow Condition:
(a) Plow velocity during a flood, should be great enough to create
a relatively high Froude number, F *«: •
ygfn
(b) The drainage basin should be relatively large (about 15 square
miles or more) and topographic relief within the basin relatively
small in order to produce a flood of sufficient duration so th?.fc
desired data may be obtained «,
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inscription of the Field Situation
As far as the purpose of this report is concerned,, all of the arch bridges
lioh have been inspected can be put into three general classifications,, These
e; Highway bridges, City bridges and County Road bridges „ Each has its general
atures and problems «,
1„ Highway Arch Bridges:
(a) Arch shape is excellent9 but almost all of them have a very
large opening Flood waters will probably never reach the middle
part of the arch Hence* the arch effect is negligible,,
(b) Usually the road side drainage ditches are near the faces of
the bridge^, both upstream and downstream,. These drainage ditches
suddenly enlarge the channel cross section.
(c) Channels are not very clear or uniform,, Channel and bank
conditions are 3uch that if flood levels were high enough to
produce the desired arch effect, water would spill out into the
fields; therebya greatly changing the shape of the channel cross
sections u
(d) Since the traffic is usually heavy, working conditions on the
bridge are not ,;ood„
(e) Usually the length of the arch constriction is relat: >ng«,
2b City Arch Bridges:
(a) Channel conditions are fairly good, especially in the park ar
(b) Flood water is confined within the banks Flood water lewis
are high enough to produce an arch effect,,
(c) the shape of the arches are not good, either too fl it or not
semic Lrcular©
(d) tomn *r« lr» *- «h»«?-?. r^sh -l?zz to the bridge or under




3o County Road .''rch Bridges:
(a) The openings of the arch are usually small
(b) Channels are not uniform and are sometimes choked by brush
and small tre*§s e
(c) Farm fences across the' channel near the bridge catch logs and
debris which seriously affect the flood flow undsr the bridge
(d) The channel and bridge size is usually smaller than the high-
way arch bridge or the city arch bridge,.
Conclusion
After three weeks of field inspection of the arch bridges in the eight counties
near Indlanaoolis, the writers are of the opinion that it is extremely difficult to
find an arch bridge for the purpose of model-prototype comparison without any defects
However, ten of the most suitable bridge sites have bean selected for further investi-
gation. Each one has some good features and some defects. The list of the bridges
are as follows:
lo Olsffiy Street,, Indlanap:>lls, crossing Pogues Run (Bridge No„ 2a)
2 Brookside Parkway, Indianapolis, crossing Pogues Run (Bridge Nc„ 2b)
3. Jefferson /-venue., Indianapolis, crossing Pogues Run (Bridge No 2c)
4o South Belmont Avenue, Indianapolis, crossing Little Buck Creek (Bridge Wo 8a)
5o State Road 100, crossing V.'illiams Creek (Bridge No» 13)
6o Villa Avenue, Indianapolis 9 crossing Pleasant Run (Bridge No 15a)
7o Linden /venue, Indianapolis, crossing Pleasant Run (Bridge No c 15b)
8 State Road 44, crossing KurricaneCreek (Bridge No 51)
9o V-Tiite Lick Creek near State Boys School, Plainfield (Bridge No 59a)
I0o Dean Road, Indianapolis, creasing Howland DJ.tch (Bridge No. 66a)
The complete information for each of the above bridges are compiled on a
eparate form A suggestion given by the writers has been made for each of those
ridges.
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jC»2 Summary of Information on Bridge Site3
For each of the ten bridge sites a resume sheet, one plan view and four cross
actions were prepared by the Indiana Flood Control and "ater ".esources Commission,,
areal photographs were made by the State Highway Department of Indiana for nine
f these siteso Topographic mapr, were prepared from these aereal photographs In the
Lrphoto Laboratory$ School of C;.vil Engineering, Purdue University, under the
jpervision of Professor R« Miles,,
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I. OlflEY STREET. INDIANAPOLIS. CROSSING POGUSS ROM
RESUf-E
Compiled number of bridge: No» 2a j
Location: Lat. 39°47'25" 8 Longo 86°06<'26% Indianapolis east Indiana,
quadrangle see. 32, T„ 16 N , R. U E„, at bridge on Olney Street 8
Indianapolis, crossing Pogues Run, eastern central part of Indianapolis,
Drainage area: 8„7 square miles
«
Tributary to: Tributary to West Pork TJhite River, ''abash River basin,,
Slope of channel: 3.l/l000 o
Bridge type: One-span concrete arch bridge
Skew toward upstream: 2° L c.
Skew toward downstream: 25° L
Width of Bridge: 50 feeto
Clearance of arch opening: 12*7 f
V.'idth between banks of charnel: 90 feet e
Width of channel bottom:
Eccentricity: Low flow part of channel lc e of channel c
Center line of arch is about 7 feet right of of low flow
Channel, but the arch center line nearly coincides with the center line
between the two banks e
High water mark: 3 feet below top of arch opening but date is uncertain,,
Channel condition:
(a) Bend about 175 'om upstream face of brid§
Bend about 160 feet downstream from downstream face of bridge,,
(b) Trees and brush distributed along right banks both upstream and
downstream
„
(c) Two 1-foot cliaraeter sewers in upstreai
(d) Charine."1 -om it irregular
o
(e) A bridge or i.>hej*i&.n Drive located 1,5
A bridge on
downstream 1"rom ihis slte e
Arch condition: In up>per ra^t, arch is in good
straight wall,,
but lov:er part is
ggestion: The opening ratio is small. For a very high flood the channel
irregularity and the straight part of the opening could be neglected,
gures 9-1-1 to 9-1-5 show the plan view and cross sections at the bridge site,,
gure 9-1-6 is a topographic map prepared from aereal photographs
„
n .-, BR0CKSI3E _F^UBgjY:a_IMDIAMA
i
PpLIS, CROT'IUQ PGGUES Rim
RESUME
(1) Compiled number of bridge: No c 2fe
(2) Location: Lat„ 39°4? <l 26
,,
;,
Long 86°06»41" s Indianapolis east, Indiana,
quadrangle^, sec 32 » T = 16 N os R. 4 I idge on Brookside
Parkwayp Indianapolis ,, crossing Pogues Run, eastern central part
of Indianapolis
o
(3) Drainage area* 9o2 square miles
„
(4) Tributary to: Tributary to White Rive;
(5) Slope of channel: 2„9/l000 o
(6) Bridge type: One-span concrete arch br
(7) Skew toward upstream: 15°I>o
(8) Skew toxvard downstream: 5°I>(,
(9) Width of bridge: 20 feet.
(10) Clearance of arch opening: 1
(11) Vidth between banks of channel:
(12) Eccentricity: No.
(13) High water mark: 4eQ feet below top c iate is .
(14) Channel condition:
(a) Bend at 170 feet upstream fr T am face of b
(b) Bushes distributed ale ream, and downstreams
(c) Channel bottom arabolic sha;.
(d) 18-inch diameter sewer in d rt side.
(e) h bridge on Nor
the brie
(15) Arch condition: It is a good
Suggestion: The channel cc:
Skew is small c 3'.t is recommended to be used for a common fiood
However s the influence .n upstream i
^igurest 9-2-1 to 9-2-5 show the plan site
Cereal photographs of this site le
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111 o JEFFBIISQK AVENUE. INDIANAPOLIS , CR0S3IH0 POGUES RUM
RTS3UM3
(1) Compiled number of bridge: Mo Q 2c
»
(2) Location: Lat. 39°47»11»
; ,
Long„ 86°07»28% ladianapolis east, Xhd
quadrangle., sec 31., T 16 Nos So 4 Eos at bridge on Jeffersc
Indiannpolis, crossing Pogues Run,, eastern central part of Indiana]
(3) Drainage area: 10 o3 square mil«s
(4) Tributary to: Tributary to Vest ite River s Wabash River basin,.
(5) Slope of channel: 2o4/1000 o
(6) Bridge type: One span concrete arch bridge <>
(7) Skew tofeHrd upstream: 5° R
(8) Skew toward downstream: ?° L
(9) Width of bridge: 45 fee
(10) Clearance of arch oreningj 11 feet„
(11) Vldth between banks of channel: 70 feet,,
(12) Width of channel bottom: 35 fee
(13) Eccentricity: None*
(14) High water mark: Two high water marks, lower one is about 6 7 feet below
the top of arch opening, the higher one is about 1„4 feet
of arch openingo Dates are Lne
(15) Channel condition:
(a) No bend dose to the am and dc
Channel is straight
„
(b) Trees and bushes dj both side banks c stream
channel
o
(c) Two sewers upstream side, one 2-foot 6-inch diameter, anothe:
3-foot 6-inch diameter
o
(d) Channel bottom is very good, regular and flat,
(16) Arch condition: Upper pa -ening is arch shape- but lower part is
straight wall,,
Suggestion: The two big sewers are major defect, \. ifluence is uncertain
othervd3Qg this is s •&,
Figures 9-3-1 to 9-3-5 show the plan view and crossections at the bridge sits




IV SOUTH ^BLL'OKT AV5NIH. IK3I/llAP0U;}^CRg?JIgfiJgm^
RESUME
(1) Compiled number of bridge; Nc 8a e
(2) Location: Lat„ 39°40 f 00»% Long. 86°ll ; 47" s Maywood, Indiana, quadr
on east line sec. 9* T 14 N.p R. 3 S. 8 at bridge on south Be]
Avenue, Indianapolis 9 cross e Buck Greek
of Indir.nfipolis,
(3) Orainage area: lit 9 f square miles*
(A) Tributary to: Tributary tc West Pork Tliite River. l-al
(5) Slope of channel: loS/lOCOo
(6) 3ridge type: One=span concrete arch bi
(7) Skew toward upstream: 10
(8) Skew toward downstream: 15° R„
($) -idth of bridge; 40 feet.
(l6) 31earance of av*eh opening: 16 5 feet
''U) tfidth between banks of channel: 109
(12) tfidth of channel bottom: Not cle
(13) Eccentricity: The low flow part is 1
The center line of arch is about the same position as the cen
between banks
(14) High water mark: Flood of 1955 £ 7.5 feet below too of archo
tl5) Chann®l condition:
(a) The bridge site is just on a 25° cuv
(fcr) The channel is clear
.
(c) Banks are high enough to confine th
(d) Channel bottom is irre;rular
(e) No severs neii*Vy
(16) Arch condition: It i oo flat,
3uggestion: The channel is clear and uniform^ banks confine the flood flow very
well. It is recorrmended to t riooda &
or more than the flood of 1955o
figures 9-4-1 to 9-4-5 show a plan view and cross sections at the bridge ..




V. STATE ROAD 100, CROSSING MLLIAM5 CRTttC
RESUME
(1) Compiled number of bridge: No D 13
.
(2) Location: Let. 39°54°44% **>*&• 86°lQ
e 28% Carmel, Indiana, quadrangle 9
on north line sec. 22, T» 17 NOJ Ro 3 E, # at bridge on State Road 100
crossing Williams Creek, 2 l/2 miles northwest of Augusta, Marion County j,
and 3.8 miles upstream from mouth
(3) Drainage area: 17©4 square miles
„
\k) Tributary to: Tributary to West Fork White River s Wabash River basin.
(5) Slope of channel: about 2/1000
o
(6) Bridge type: 0ne=span concrete arch bridge.
(7) Skew toward upstream: 15° R.
(8) Skew toward downstream: No skew.
(9) Width of bridge: 42 feet.
(1@) Clearance of arch opening: 22 feet.
(11) Width between banks of channel: About 160 feet.
(12) Width of channel bottom: About 30 feet.
(13) Eccentricity of arch opening: Center line of arch opening is 10 feet left
of the center line of stream
(14) High water mark: Flood of April 25, 1961, 14<>5 feet below top of arch opening,
(15)« Channel condition:
(a) No bend both upstream and downstream within 1,000 feet.
(b) Trees and bushes distributed oh banks both upstream and downstream.
(c) Right banks both upstream and downstream are very low so that the
flood water levels were limited to the lower part of arch opening.
(d) No sewer nearby.
Suggestion: The arch shape is very good. It is recommended to be used for very
high flood.
Figures 9-5-1 to 9-5-5 show a plan view and cross sections at the bridge site*
Figure 9-5«B6 is a topographic map of the bridge site prepared from aereal photo-
graphs.
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VI. VILLA AVENUE. INDIAN/ POLIS . CROSSING PL7A3ANT RUN
RESUME
(1) Compiled number of bridge: Noc 15a c
(2) Locations Lat. 39°44<l 53% Long. 86°07«35% Maywood, Indiana, quadrangle,
northeastern corner of sec. 18, T 15 N., R. 4 E., at bridge on Villa
Avenue, Indianapolis, crossing Pleasant Run, south part of Indianapolis
„
(3) Drainage area: 12.9 square miles
(4) Tributary to : Tributary to West Fork Vi'hite River, Wabash River basin.
(5) Slope of Channel: 2.5/1000.
(6) Bridge type: One span concrete arch bridge.
(7) Skew toward upstream: 15° Ro
(8) Skew toward downstream: 20° R.
(9) Width of bridge: 40 feet.
10) Clearance of arch opening: 14o5 feet.
11) Width between banks of channel: U6 feet.
12) VJidth of channel bottom: 65 feet.
13) Eccentricity of arch opening: Center lLne of arch opening is at 7 feet
right of center line of low flow channel.
14) High water mark: Flood of April 1961, 7 feet below top of arch opening.
15) Channel condition:
(a) Bend at 150 feet downstream from downstream face. Bend at 150 feet
upstream from upstream face.
(b) Channel is relatively clear and fairly uniform.
(c) The banks are high enough to confine the flood water.
(d) Bottom is very regular.
(e) A fairly large tree near upstream face may obstruct flood flow.
(f) Two 1-foot diameter sewers in upstream side.
16) Arch condition:
(a) Upper part is too flat.
(b) Two ends of the arch are elliptic shape
Suggestion: The channel is clear and uniform but the arch seems too flat. It is
recommended to be used for segment arch bridge model - prototype
comparison. On the other hand, the degree of disturbances due to
bends and sewers are uncertain.
'lgnreo 9*6-1 to 9-6-5 show a plan view and cross sections at the bridge site.
i&r* 9-6-6 la a topographic nap of the bridge site prepared from aereal photographs,,
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VII. LINDEN AVSNU5. DIDI/-NAPOlJf>. CRO'V-ING PLEA":/ NT RUN
RESUME
(1) Compiled number of bridge: No„ 15ba
(2) Location: Lat. 39°44 c 45", Lone. 86°08 9 14% Haywood, Indiana quadrangle^
west of sec. 1S 3 T 15 N„, Ro 4 E., at bridge on Linden Avenue, Indianapol'.s,
crossing Pleasant Run, south part of Indianapolis
(3) Drainage area: 13 .3 square miles
„
(4) Tributary to: Tributary to West Fork White River, Wabash River basin
„
(5) Slope of channel: 1.5AOO0=>
(6) Bridge type: One span concrete arch bridge
(7) Skew toward upstream: 5° L.
(8) Skew toward downstream: 15° L„
(9) Width of bridge: 40 feet,
(10) Clearance of arch opening: llo5 feet
(U) Width between banks of channel: 107 feet.
(12) Width of channel bottcra: 55 feet.
(13) Eccentricity: None
(14) High water mark:
(a) Flood of April 1961, 5*8 feet below top of arch,
(b) Highest water mark; uncertain date, 1 foot below top of arch
(15) Channel condition:
(a) Bend at about 200 feet upstream from upstnam face.
(b) At arch bridge on Shelby Street crossing Pleasant Run at 1000 feet
downstream from the bridge
«
(c) The channel is uniform and clear.
(d) The banks are high enough to confine the flood
(e) Channel bottom is very regular
„
(f) Three 8 inch diameter sswers, one in downstream side and two in
upstream side. One 12 inch diameter sewer in right bank of down-
stream side.
(16) Arch condition: It seems too flat.
Suggestion: The channel is uniform and clear 9 but t&e arch seems too flat* It is
recommended to be used for segment arch bridge model - prototype compari-
son. On the other hand, the degree of disturbances due to upstream
bond, downstr jam btf&dge and sewers are uncertain.
HfBret 9-7*4 to 9-7-5 show a jxD» via* «nd cross sections at the bridge site.
tlga* *-7-6 la • topographic a*p of tha bridge site prepared from aereal photo-
graphs.
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VIII. ST-'.TS P.QAD 44 CROSSING HUPJ'.ICAKE CR^SK
RESUME
(1) Compiled number of bridge: No„ 51
(2) Location: Lat. 39°28 9 51% Long. 86°02'53% Franklin, Indiana, nuadranglo,
sec. 14* T. 12 N., R. 4 E., at bridge on State Road 44, crossing
Hurricarfc Creek, eastern part of Franklin.
(3) Drainage area: 27 square miles.
(4) Tributary to: Tributary to Youngs Creek.
(5) Slope of channel: 1*3/10000
(6) Bridge type: Two-span stony arch bridge
(7) Skew toward upstream* 35° Ro
(8) Skew toward downstream: 35° R»
(9) Width of bridge: 45 feet.
(10) Clearance of arch opening:
7*5 feet for left side arch.
9 feet for right side arch.
(U) V.'idth between banks of channel: 43 feeto
(12) Width of channel bottom: 38 feet.
(13) Eccentricity: The left part of channel is about 2 feet higher than right side*
A part of the right side arch is obstructed by the right bnnk
(14) High water mark: 2.4 feet below the top of arches. Date is uncertain.
(15) Channel condition:
(a) The channel le perfectly straight and uniform.
(b) Two sewers, one 3c 5 feet diameter and one 2 feet Uiameter are under
the right side arch opening.
(c) An obstacle, a 2 feet diameter sewer, is at 25 feet downstream from
downstream face of bridge.
(<$ The bank slopes are vertical, both upstream and downstream
(16) Arch condition:
(a) The shape of the arch is very good
(b) A part of the right side arch is obstructed by the right bonk.
Suggestion* The ch-nnel is uniform and straight. Since the skew is considerable^
it is recommended to be used for skew arch bridge model-prototype
comparison. However, the influence of sewers are uncertain.
Figures 9-8-1 to 9-8-5 show a plan view and cross sections at the bridge sit3<>
Hgar* 9«6-6 It a topographic map of the bridge site prepared from aereal r.hotographs.
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IX, 'HITS LICK CR55K NEAR ST'TE BOYH SCHOOL , PL'' INFIELD
RESUME
(1) Compiled number of bridge; No 59a
.
(2) Location: Lat. 39°41 8 35% Long 86<>23° 53" 2 Plainfield 9 Indiana, quadrangle,,
SQCo 35* To 15 No S R 1 E , at bridge near State Boys School^ Plainfield a
crossing White Lick Creeks southern edge of ?lainfield„
(3) Drainage area: 101 square miles
„
(A) Tributary to: Tributary to West Fork Miite River 9 ''abash River basin D
(5) Slope of channel: 1.4A00G<,
(6) Bridge type: Two-span concrete arch bridge
„
(7) Skew tcx-rard upstream: 5° R.
(8) Skew toward downstream: 5° R«
(9) Width of bridge: 18 feet,
10) Glearance of arch opening: 16 feet for right side arch 3 12 feet for left
side archo
U) Width between banks of channel: 172 feet.
12) '..'idth of channel bottom: Not very clear.
13) Eccentricity: Low flow part of channel is close to right brjik,
14) High water mark: Flood of 1957> just about the same height as the top of
arch openingo
15) Channel condition:
(a) Bend about 250 feet upstnam from the bridge
Bend about 300 feet downstream from the bridge,,
(b) Sand heaps distributed along the left part of channel,,
(c) Left part of channel is 4 feet s average, higher than right side.
(d) The banks are able to confine the flood 4 feet lower than the flm&
of 1957.
16) Artih condition: The arches are in good shape except the ends close to the pier c
uggestion: This is the best two-span arch bridge under inspection. The defects
are the non-symmetric channel cross section and the low bank on left
side. So it is recommended to be used for a medium flood.
igures 9-9-1 to 9-9-5 show a plan view and cross sections at the bridge site
igure 9-9-6 is a topographic map of the bridge site prepared from asreal photographs.
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Xo DEAN ROD, IIOIAHf?0LIS. CROWING Hff 1AMD DITCH
RESUME
(1) Compiled number of bridge: No 66a.
(2) Location: Lat, 39°53
r 33", Long. 86o05 , 54 ,{ o Fishers, Indiana, quadrangle,
sec 29 s To 17 No, R. 4 E., at bridge on Dean Road g Indlrn-polisj,
crossing Howland Ditch, northern part of Indianapolis
.
(3) Drainage area: 4o5 square miles.
(4) Tributary to: Tributary to West Fork
,Thite River.
(5) Slope of channel: 3. 5/1000
„
(6) Bridge type'i Original bridge is a one-span concrete arch* Roadway was
widened by addition of a one-span concrete flat decked structure on
the downstream side of original bridge,,
(7) Skew toward upstream: 15° Le
(6) Skew toward downstream: 15° L.
(9) Width of bridge: Arch part, 18 feeto
flat part, 13 feet.
(10) Clearance of arch opening: 7 feet.
(11) V.'idth between banks of channel: 46 feeto
(12) Width of channel bottom: 30 feet„
(13) Eccentricity: None
(14) Hi^biwater mark: None.
(15) Channel conditioni
(a) The cross section near the upstream face is larger than cross
auctions 10 feet upstream
(b) Channel cross sections are regular.
(<a0 Small bend at 120 feet downstream from bridge.
(d) Channel is clear
„
(16) Arch condition:
(a) Arch opening is in good shape
(b) Flat deck part of this bridge is high enough to be free from
disturbing the flow.
Suggestion: Arch is good, channel is clear and regular. Perhaps the drainage area
is not big enough to avoid the flash flood.
Figures 9-10-1 to 9-10-5 show a plan view and cross sections at the bridge site..
Figure 9-10=6 is a topographic map of the bridge site prepared frcs\ aereal phonographs.,
I6f
H-3 Preliminary Study of the Indirect Determination of Flood Discharge from Contracted
Bridge Openings and Iftgh Water Marks, by I„ P g >,ru a Indiana Flood Control and
'later Resources Commission
As soon as a bridge is. constructed across a natural stream £ it series in at
least some degree as a contracted opening to confine the stream flow, particularly
in the higher ranges of discharge, ?Mder suitable conditions, such contracted
openings provide opportunity for the indirect determination of the flood discharge
passing through the bridge opening.
This office has for some years been engaged in a program for the field establish-**
ment of high water marks along a number of stre ms in the State following major f.'.oods 5
including the setting of such mark3 at and in the vicinity of bridges „ The purpjse
of this study is to develop relationships whereby the high water ma';-k data collected
by this office at various bridges may be used to estimate the flood discharge at tfiafe
point
o
The experimental data U3ed herein was obtained from a study by Purdue University
on arch bridges and by the University of Colorado on simple normal crossings with a
vertical-sided mcdel
Basic Hydraulics and Assumptions for Deriving the Relationship Between > he Flood
Discharge and High Water Marks
When the flow is contracted by the bridge opening, the flow profile along the
center line of the stream can be plotted roughly as fellows?
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4iere section 1 Is the section of the highest heading up, the rtepth
is yx
section o is the section right at the opening, the dapth is y
yn » normal depth
Ay a the maximum heading up « yi ~ 7n
vn " normal velocity
v^ ™ velocity at section 1
v velocity at section o
S " channel bottom slope
L • length from the bridge opening to the section of maximum
heading up Q
by conservation of energy, we have the relation
2 2
^- + 71 «- S AL -^- + y + hf
where hf is the friction loss from.section 1 to section o„
[f S is small^ so that the term SqAL may be neglected, and assuming y„ « yn,
Sq 1 becomes j
l2 v 2
2d + iy + yn -$f + y„ + hf
2g 2g
~ +A y -— + hf
Since the high water marks are located on the banks of the stream, the elevation of
the marks will be higher than the elevation of the water at the center line of the
9tream, due to differences in velocity,, Assuming that the velocity of flow near the
oanks is very low or approaching zero, it might be said that 4 y^, ^hich is defined
as tht «jiifference in elevation between the high water marks on the h-nks and the
VI




then A ys - |~ + hf
fig
if hf -kI°5
where K - friction loss coefficient
2g
then A y^ - (1 + K)22-
or 4i2 « (1 + K) Isf
yn 2gyn
AyE 1 •<- K 2and " * ' ' F *
7n 2 °
where F 2 is the Froude number at the bridge opening
„
Thie gives the relation thatAyfc is a function of fee velocity head at the bridge
opening and ''LipL is a function of the Froude number of that opening,,
*n
Study of Experimental Data
Data from the experimental tests of flow through contracted openings made by the
University of Colorado and Purdue University were collected,, Since the jctual field
conditions investigated show that the opening ratio K* is large and the ratio of4 y
and yn is small, only those experimental data were* selected which met the criteria
that n» > o 6 and A-Z < 0,1, The relations of £l£ and F 2 can be seen in Figure
7n yn








Indirect Determination of Flood Discharge for Indiana Streams
Since the above study shows the relations of high water marks find the velocity
at the opening, this w£ll serve as a tool to estimate the peak flood discharge which
passed the bridge opening during the particular high water event. Several bridges
which are located on a relatively straight and uniform stream, and where the high
water mark data is considered to be reliable were selected for this study T:
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are also U.S.G.S. gaging stations nearby art which the flood discharge was measured
directly.
Information as to high water marks, computed discharge, and the actual discharge
for the eight bridges selected for study is as follows:.
Computed Measured
Bridge Location Date of Flood AyE . Q Q
ft, cfs cfs
Eagle Creek, B&O RR
Bridge at Speedway June 1957 lc37 27,850 25,200
Sugar Creek,
at Edinburg May 1956 0.90 23,000 27,600
Sugar Creek, Hwy. 231
near Crawfordsville May 1956 0.81 23,700 18,200
Sugar Creek, Hwy. 231
near Crawfordsville June 1957 1.12 31,400 26,300
Sugar Creek, Hwy 41
fflear Byron May 1956 0.34 19,600 20,600
Raccoon Creek, Hwy. 59
near Mansfield 1957 1.00 37,400 38,400
Flat Rock River, H?^ 421
near St, Paul Jan. 1959 0.274 13,300 14,500
Plat Rock River, Hwye 421
near St, Paul Nov, 1955 O 265 9,600 10^800
There is 3hown in Figure 11-2 a plot of A yE against the velocity head. Data
from the eight bridges shown in the above tabulation, and the experimental study from
v 2
the University of Colorado and Purdue agree well with the theoretical line A yg " -£-'
2g
It appears that this theoretical line can be U3ed for a rough estimate of the peak
flood discharge which passed through the bridge opening.
Dlscusr.ion
Theoretically, the flood discharge passed through the bridge opening i.s a function
of the noraal depth of stream flow, the cross section of the channel, the size of the
bridge opening, the friction loss in the channel and the bridge opening, and the
energy coefficients
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Since the normal depth of the natural channel Is difficult to determine, the
issumption was made that normal depth occurs at the bridge opening,, This was based
m the results of the experimental study raatfe-by Purdue University, which showed from
&e flow profiles that normal depth occured somewhere close to the opening ur&er the
rendition that the opening ratio Mc y o«6 and that the Proud© number is smaller than
).5e The other major assumption was that the velocity of flow close to the bank is
rary small or approaching zero, such that the elevation of the high water nark on the
jank is equal to the elevation of the flow profile along the center line plus its
relocity head c Neither of these assumptions can be proved at this time and hence,
sonstitute the weak points of thi3 study
As the velocities used in this study are all mean velocities, the velocity head
v2 v2
ictually is not — butsd—- „ The energy coefficient d is a little larger than
2g 2g
me for large uniform channels, but is far greater than one for the section close
a a contracted opening. Since it is assumed to be unity in this study, a loss of
iccuracy undoubtedly results.
As shown in Figure&-1 data from the experimental tests by the University of
lolorado and Purdue agree well with the relation|^ - h?^$ orAyE » ^8- This
loss not mean that the friction coefficient K is zero, but rather indicates that tbi«
'actor maybe cancelled by the energy coefficient^, or that there are other ur^e-
-ermined effects as a result of the two basic assumptions
By studying the relation Ayg « IS- it will be noted that this is waning more
2g
han the simple statement that the velocity head at the bridge openire is just equal
o the maximum heading upstream from the contracted opening „ Inaf.fiueh as assumptions
ade in this study are not quite correct and since the friction loss coefficient K
nd energy coefficient <\ are not precisely determined, the results of this study can
jtfy be used as a rough estimate of the flood discharge or as a check on the flood
ischarge as determined by other methods.
Further work is necessary to use the experimental data in conjunction with that






A, L2 Total depth water area at section 19 A£ » BY^
A^ L2 Critical flow area
2
Aj£ L . Normal depth water area* A^ * BYr,
oA^ L Total depth flow area at section 2
A L2 Area of bridge opening
B Rectangular channel widths Body force per unit
of mass
b L Diameter of circle of which the arch segment
is a part
b L Span width at the springline of the arch
C A coefficient
C L*/T The Chezy roughness coefficient^/y^^T
CU Coefficients, see equation 3-7-4
C V e Control volume
Ce Coefficient of contraction
CoS Control surface
C<j Coefficient of discharge
C^ Correction factor « M»/M (see Fig„ 3-1?)
Cy Coefficient of velocity
d L Diameter of a circle* distance between center
of circular arch segment and channel bottea
(FIgo 3-12^ depth of flow measured perpen-
dicularly to the bottom
D I» Hydraulic depth as defined by A/faj pipe diameter
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SXMBOL DIMENSIONS DEFINITION
d' L Distance from the springline to the center
of curvature of the arch
d I» Orifice disaster
%«^, Energy loss between section 1 and 4
© Eccentricity
F Denotes a mathematical functions Froude number
Pf Friction force
Fn Normal depth Froude number - Vn/'/gT^
?s F Surface force on control volume
i
f Denotes a mathematical function^, friction
coefficient
G Denotes a mathematical function
g Denotes a mathematical function
S L/T Acceleration of gravity
H I» Total energy head
hl* L Ii - *n
h Static head
hy L Headloss
K Weir coefficient as defined in Francis
weir formula
K Head loss due to bridge constriction alone
k Nikuradse's equivalent sand roughness
*• L Length of the bridge in the direction of flow
Ld L Diatanee between bridges
*0L„3 *» Distance between sections 1 and 3
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SYMBOL DIMENSIONS DEFINITION
L]^ L Distance between sections 1 and 4
M Channel width ration b/3
M° Channel opening ratio^ A /An for submerged
opening; A^A^ for unsubmerged opening
o
Mj_ Mild slope backwater curve in an open channel
N Number of spans
n L
'
Manning' 3 roughness coefficient
n Subscript which refers to the normal depth
for uniform flow
P FA2 Pressure intensity; pier width (See Fig„ 3-14)
P F Pressure force
o
Qa I» A Actual discharge through opening
Qfc Theoretical calculated discharge through
opening
Q J?/T Total flow
q L3/T That portion of the total flow which
could pass through the bridge without
contraction
B L Hydraulic radius
R* Re Reynolds number VjjR-Vy
r L Radius of curvature of the arch-> radius of
curvature of streamline
S Slope; head loss per unit length




T A series defined in Art. I7~7a
t T Time
V L/T Average velocity
V L/T Average velocity through constriction,




W L Free surface wi<feh; weight of water
within a control volume
X Distance along flume
7 L Hydraulic depth y * k/V,
I L Depth of flow
? L Head over the center of gravity of a
section
?^ L Depth of flow at section of maxijaum backwater
Y L Critical depth
*n or ^o ^ Depth of the normal unconstricted flow
*t L Tailgate height
Section factor for critical flow compu-
tation Z^ - A3/.-J J elevation head
°* Kinetic energy coefficient
oi Pressure coefficient
p Segment factor d/r, Momentum coefficient
y F/L* Specific weight of water















d/r (See fig. 3-12)
Kinematic viscosity of the fluid
Fluid mass density
Shear stress
Mngwall angle (See Figo 3-14)
Skew angle (See Fig c 3-14)
Angle of inclination of channel
LIST 0? TABLES
Description* Page No c
Geometries lb and YH Water Surface Measurements (Small Plume) 176
Geometry ¥11 Small Plume-6egaent Tests-Rough Boundaries 225
Large Flume Data for Normal Depth Test Rv&is-Rough Boundaries 227
Large Plume Tests for the Roughness Parameter JC 228
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Boundary Model T 245
Geometry la Surface Topography S Curve Da 248
Geometry la Velocity Measurement 251
Geometry II Raw and Calculated Data 255
Geometry III Rat* and Calculated Data 257
Geometry IV Raw and Calculated Data 259
Geometry Va Raw arid Call,; 262
Geometry Vb Raw and 264
Geometry VI Raw and Calculated D 265
Geometry VII Raw end Calculated Data 266
Raw Data-Area of Vena Contracts-Backwater and Profile 267
Raw Data-Submerged Tests 275
Raw Data-Submerged Tests 287
Calculated Value3-Run No., 2-140 (Submerged Tests) 289
Calculated Values-Run lfo» 141-306 (Submerged Tests) 290
^Tables 4-1 and 4-2 refer to the small flume preliminary investigations
„
The remaining tables refer to the large flume tests 6
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TABLE 4 - J WATER SURFACE MEASUREMENTS P 7
distance
along
POINT GAGE READING DEPTH
STATION FLUME
WATER SURFACE NORMAL MODEL
WITHOUT MODEL DEPTH IN
FLUME BOTTOM MODEL IN PLACE PLACE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
4.0 10 .420 .520 .520 .100 .10 S ^
4.5 Qnf .0133
5.0 9 .420 .520 .520 .10 .10 Did- 5"
5.5




7.0 7 .520 .520 .10 .10
Z- 6/8"
Weir .7.3 6.7 .519 .099
7.4 6.6 .519 .099 Height"
7.5 6.5 .519 .099 «
7.6 6.4 .519 .099 h - .001'
7.7 6.3 .519 .099 Ah- .003 1















8.5 5.5 .518 .098 E.PG-M.PG=
8.7 5.3 .513 .098
.047
9.0 5 .518 .093
9.23 4.67 .519E .099 FIG NO.
10.0 4
10.23 3.67 .519E .099
11.0 3 .420 .520 .520 .10 .10
11.1 2.9 .520 .10
11.2 2.8 .521 .101
11.3 2.7 .521 .101
11.4 2.6 .521 .101
11.5 2.5 .521 .101
11.75 2.25 .521 .101
12.0 2 .420 .520 .10 .101
12.5 .521 .101
13.0 1 .521 .101
13.5 .521 .101
14.0 .420 .520 .521 .10 .101
I ..



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.C ICC : .423 .541 .541 .118 .118
.0155.C 9.0 .541 .118
5.5 ?.5 .541 .118 4"
; 5.75 8.25 .540 .117 2"
6.0 3.0 .423 .541 .113 .117 24"
6.5 7.3 ; .539 .116
6.8 7.2 .538 .115 1"
; 7.C 7.0 .538 .115






















9.5 4.5 .543 .120
10.0 u .423 .541 .543 .118 .120
'
11. 3 .423 .541 .543 .118 .120
11.5 2.5 .543 .113 .12C .047
12.
C
2 .423 .541 .543 .118 .120
13.0 1 .421 .541 .543 .118 .120
































































































































4.0 .423 .495 .495 .074 .074 C
5.C q .421 .495 .495 .074 .074 .017
6.0 8 .421 .495 .495 .074 .074 - 7.7"
7.0 7 .421 .495 .495 .074 .074 1.4"
8.0 6 .A 21 .495 .495 .074 .074










10.2 3.8 .494 .073 -
1C.3 7.7 .493 . 072








11.0 3 .421 .495 .074
11.485 2 . 5
1
c
11.57 2.43 .494 .073
11.6 2.4 .495 .074 1 v -
11.65 2.35 .495 .074
1?.C 2 .421 .495 .4C 6 .074 . 0^5
12.5 1.5 ..96 .075 3*
13.0 1 .421 .495 .496 .074 .075
13.5 .5 l,Op .075










































































































. E 4 - 1 WA PER SURFACE MEASUREMENTS i'• 19
! DISTANCE
ALONG
_ P0" IT GAG
C ' READING DEPTH
i
1 FLUME
WATER SURFACE NORMAL MODEL
WITHOUT MODEL DEPTH IN 1
IME BOTTOM MODEL IN :_ACE PLACE 1
!
i
2 3 u„^ 5 "zrzr b 1„ . ,,. 1, ...
4.0 10 .423 ,571 .571 .143 .148
r i
S -
5.0 9 .571 .571 .143 .143 V- .031






.571 .571 .148 .148
Rise 2",
7.1 6.9 .570 .147
L- 24"
7.3 6.7 .569 .146
Z- 6/8"
Afetr
7.5 6.5 .568 .145
7.3 6.2 .563 .145 Height
8.0 6 .567 .144 X 1
8,2 5.3 .565 .142 h • .005' 1
P
















Along y \Flurry; '
10.0 4 .571 .148
•
11.0 3 .572 .148 .149
11.1 2.9 .573 .150
11.2 2.8 .574 .151 > 33z
11.3 2.7 .152
11.4 2.6 .576 .153
12.0 2 .576 .153
12.5 1.5 .576 .153










































































































































































4.0 10 .^22 .538 .538 .116 .116 .0003
4.1 9.9 .537 .115 .- .0133
4.2 9.8 .537 .116 .115 '
j ; 7.7"
4.3 9.7 .536 .114
4.4 9.6 .535' .113
1.4"
4.5 9.5 .535 .116 .113
9.7"
4.68 9.32 .536E .114
4.93 • 537E .115
1"
5.0 9
5.3 8.7 .539 .117 y
5.4 8.6 .539 .117 h
-- .001
5.5 8.5 .539 .117 .004
5.6 8.4 .539 .117
5.7 8.3 8.7«
5.8 8.2 to
5.9 8.1 9 S« :




7 .423 .539 .540 .116 .117
.042
7.5 6.5 =gg^
3.0 6 .540 .117
8.5 5.5 .541 .117





10.5 3.5 .541 .117
11.0 3 .424 .540 .541 .116 .117
12.0 2 .541 .117
12.5 1.5 j
13.0 1 .425 .542 .117
14.0
1



















































































































































































































































4.0 10 .422 .532 .532 .110 .110 . 0003
4.1 9.9 .531 .109 .0114
4.2 9.8 .531 .109 7.7 "
A.
3
9.7 .531 .109 1.4"
4.4 9.6 .531 .110 .109
4.5 9.5 .529 .107
9.7"
4.68 9.32 .530E .108
4.93 • 532E .110
1"
5.0 9 .422 .532 .110
5.3 8.7 .^32 .110
5.4 8.6 .533 .110 .111 .001
5.5 3.5 .534 .111 .005
5.6 3.4 .534 .111
5.3 8.2 .110 . 8.7
5.9 3.1 to
6.0 8.0 .423 .534 .111 9.5
6.5 7.5 .534
7.0 7.0 .423 .533 .534 .110 .111 .042
7.5 6.5 .534 .111




9.0 5.0 .534 .110 .111
9.5 4.5 .534
10.5 .535
11.0 3.0 .424 .534 .535 .110 .111
12.0 2.0 .535 .111
13.0 1.0 .535 .535 .110 .110

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































14. .425 .541 .116 .116
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4.0 10 .420 .528 .528 .108 .108 3o= .0005
4.1 9.9 .527 .107 :; r .0115











4.5 9.5 .528 .527 .108 .107
24"
i
5.0 9.00 .528 .108




5.72 8.28 • 527E .106
•*
6.0 8.C .421 .529 .108 .002
6.22 . 526E .105 .005
6.5 7.5 .529 .528 .108 .107
j
6.6 7.4 .528 .108 .107 : 7.5-
6.7 7.3 .528 .107
-' to *
6.8 .527 .108 !ur£ 9.5
!
6.9 7.1 .530 .109 . - .
7.0 7.C .421 .529 .531 .108 .110
.040
7.1 6.9 .531 1
7.2 6.8 .532 -
7.3 6.7 .532 .108
,
7.4 6.6 .532 .108
7.5 6.5 i .532 .108 .110
8.C 6.C J* 22 .530 .532 .108 .110
8.5 5.5
9.0 5.0 .422 .530 .532 .108 .1100
i
9.5 4.5 .531 .532
10.
C
4.0 .423 .531 .532 .108 .109
10.5 3.5 .532
11.0 3.0 .423 .531 .531 .108 .108
11.5 2.5
i
12.0 2.C .426 .532 .532 .108 .108
12.5 1.5
13.0 l.C .424 .532 .532 .108 .108
13.5 .5
!










































































Z 4-1 WATER SURFACE MEASUREMENTS P.——: 1* 36 A
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PO!f\T GAGE READING
















































































































































4.0 10 .420 .534 .534 .116 .114 S - .0005
4.1 9.9 .533 .113 .0137
4.2 9.8 .533 .113 4"
4.3 9.7 .533 .113 2"
4.4 9.6 .5^2 .112 24"
4.5 9.5 .531 .111
5.C 9 1"










6.22 • 533E .112 .006
6.5 7.5 .535 i .114
6.6 7.4 .536 .115
n r,7.5'
6.7 7.3 .537 .117
to
r, r i
6.8 7.2 .537 .117
9.5'
6.9 7.1 .537 .117 :
7.0 7 • .537 .117 i.04
7.2 6.8 .537 .117
7.5 6.5 .537 .117
-
8.0 6.C .422 .536 .537 .114 .115
8.5 5.5 .537 .115
9.C 5.0 .423 .538 .115
9.5 4.5 .538 .115
10.0 4.0 .423 .537 .538 .114 .115
10.5 3.5 .538 .115




2.C .424 .538 .539 .114 .115
12.5 1.5
13. l.C .425 .538 .539 .114 .115
J
13.5 .5
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































12.0 2 .424 .540
12.5 1.5 I
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TABLE «--a. - SMALL FLUKE - SEGMENT TESTS - ROUGH BOUNDARIES
(All model tests are two dimensional)
225
Me asure d Data Calculations













1 0.1398 0.0957 .1x361. _ _
2 II tt it 0.1190 " .5820 - .112 1.067 -
3
It 11 ti 0.1135 .7270 - .080 1.018 _
k II 0.0001 0.081x8 0.1081 o.iuixi .14.365 - .206 1.278 _
c. '1 II II 0.0899 " .5820 - .11x2 1.000 -
6 II II II 0.0861 " .7270 - ,10lx 1.017 _
7 .
II 0.0003 0.0672 0.0906 0.2035 .1x361. - .228 1.350 -
II II n 0.0736 " .5 ?o .1x6^0 .171 1.09 0.576
9
II II 11 0.0697 " .'727 .6l9li .129 1.039 0.1x76
10 II II 0.0792 0.1050 0.158: .li36i| - .210 1.325 _
11 II II ti o.osia " .5620 .1x266 .151 1.063 o.5lp
12 II II 11 0.0806 " .7270 .5936 .108 1.01? o.ia5
13 II 0.0010 o.o58o 0.0792 0.25UU .1+361. .321.7 .251. 1.367 0.850
llj
II 11 H 0.0653 " .5820 .1x883 .192 1.125 0.6U8
15 II II n \0605 .7270 .635U .11.7 1.012 0.51x3
16 II 0.0020 0.0526 0.0780 0.2950 .l+361x .31x21 .25U 1.1x96 0.906
17
II 11 11 0.0623 .5820 .1x988 .202 1.182 0.70a
18 II ti u 0.0556 " .7270 .61x1x8 .162 1.059 0.59lx
19 II 0.00U0 O.OU67 0. 07lj.it. 0.3510 .U36I4 . ^92 .266 1.591 0.98*
2G It H n 0.0583 " . c 8 20 [5087 .216 1.21x9 0.781
21 II 11
•1
0.0510 " .7270 .651+3 .175 1.091 0.661
22 It 0.0070 0.0380 0.0700 0.1x790 .U36U .^766 .280 1.81tl 1.17U
23 It it 11 0.051x8 .5820 .5232 OOP. <- <- l.lxlxl 0.91x3
22*
II n it 0.01x62 " .7270 .6688 .19lx 1.217 0.801
9C
<->
. II 0.0085 0.03U3 0.0695 0.5600 .1x361; .3827 .282 2.026 1.289
26 II ti II 0.0536 " .5820 .5290 .232 1.565 1.039
27
II 11 It o.ouU5 .7270 .67 L'h .202 1.299 0.883
28
II 0.0100 0.0311 0.0650 0.6U70 .U36U . 388O .286 2.219 I.I1O6





.7270 .6797 .211 1.368: 0.968
31 II 0.0120 0.0290 0.0682 0.7190 .1x361. .3910 . 287 2.352 1.500
32 II n II 0.0521 " .5820 .5378 .21x2 1.799 1.211.
33
II ii II 0.0U22 " .7270 .683I4 .211 1.1x57 1.03k
3*4
II 0.0150 0.0277 0.0671 0.7700 .U36I+ .3932 .29? 2.1x2li 1.565
35' It 1! M 0.0510 " .5820 .51x01 .21x6 1.8U1 1.267
36 II It it o.oiai " .7270 .6856 .221 1.1x85 1.080
37 It 0.0180 0.026? 0.0666 0.8220 .U36U .395U OQt 2.517 I.030
38 II 11 11 0.0501; " .5820 .5U18 .2148 1.900 1.321
39 tl it I 0.0U00 " .7270 .o877 .223 l.5lo 1.12b
Uo 11 0.0210 0.0251 0.0659 0.8910 .U36I4 .3976 .296 2.622 1.711+
1x1
11 1! It 0.01x95 " .5820 .510x2 .253 1.971 1.389
U2 II 11 II O.O^E" " .7270 .6892 .233 1.533 1.187
1x3




II 11 II 0.01)70 " . r ^20 .51x65 .268 1.991 1.1x75
1x5
II tt tt 0.0362 " 7970 .6921 .21x7 1.533 1.259
226
(1) (2) (3; (U) -(5) (6) (7) (8) (?) (10)
(11)
in no. Q Slope yn yx Fn M M«
Cd Yj/j^ <JjKT
fi
U6 0.020 - 0.1526 0.2782 0.1193 .U361* - - 1.82$
l 7 n _
« 0.181*7 " .5820 - .207 1.250
1$
» C.166L " .7270 - .121 1.066
h9 " 0.00005 0.11*63 0.2738 0.1269 .L36U - - 1.870
' -
¥Q n ii " 0.181*7 " .5820 - .200 1.260
di n ii " 0.1569 " .7270 - .123 1.031*
<2 " 0.0006 0.1185 0.21*1*1* 0.171*1 .1*361* - - 2.062
z 3
ii ii ii 0.1529 " .5820 - .197 l.?90
<l n
-' I' 0.1281* " .7270 - .11*5 1.0c h
« " 0.0010 0.0971* 0.2160 0.231*0 .L36I* - - 2.21b
4 .. 11 .1 0.1298 " .5820 - .212 1.331
£7
.1 .. -1 o.iol*5 " .7270 .5365 .171* 1.072 0.575
5P < o.ooil* 0.0811 0.1987 0.3080 .L36U - - 2.UU1+
co >. 11 11 '\1116 » .5620 .1*190 .236 1.371* 0.815
60 " " " 0.0899 " .7270 ,587k .199 1.10? 0.650
61 " 0.0010 0.0688 0.1876 0.3950 .1*361* - - 2.721*
62 •'
"'
" 0.1001* " .5820 .l*6ol* .256 I.I16O 0.903
63 -1 «
11 0.0803 " .7270 .6156 .233 1.168 0.71*1*
61*
" 0.0050 0.0629 0.1860 0.1*510 .h36u - - 2.960
^ n .. - 0.0961* " .5820 .1*772 .266 1.532 0.9^3
66 .. .. n 0.0770 " .7270 .627U .233 1.221* 0.802
67 11 '..0070 0.0567 0.1820 O.5290 .1*361* .3295 .972 3.208 1.371
68 11 11 11 0.0937 " .5620 .U900 .275 1.651 1.052
" 0.07 3l* " .7270 .6383 .21*5 1.291 0.881*
" 0.0090 0.0500 0.1803 0.6360 .1*361* .3500 .660 3.606 1.1*85
" 0.0921 " .6820 .50314 .261 1.6)42 1.172
72
n 11 ii 0.0723 " .7270 .61*85 .21*8 1.1*1*7 0.989
73 " 0.0110 O.OL69 0.1792 0.7230 .1*361* .3609 .621* 3.908
1.588
7£ .1
16 0.0912 " .5820 .5101* .280 1.969 1.261
7 ^
.. 11 11 0.0706 " .7270 .6550 .252 1.51*0 1.068
76 » 0.011*0 0.0U16 0.1796 0.8360 .1*361* .3692 .850 U.310 1.725
77
.. .. n o.090n 11 .5820 .5171* .281* 2.162 1.378
7
q 1. 11 11 0.06^7 " .7270 .6623 .259 1.673 1.168
79 » 0.0180 0.0382 0.1796 0.9510 .1*361* .3762 .860 1*.700 1.975
80 '- 11 11 0.0«e£ " .<820 .
r,226 .286 2.323 1.1*90
81 n 1. 11 0.0670 " .7270 .6681 .268 1.782 1.265
82 " 0.0220 0.0162 0.3 77U 1.0320 .1*361* .3797 .769 U.900
1.9l*9
8 3 n n
11 0.0862 " .6820 .5255 .?96 2.382 1.568
81, 1.
.1 " 0.0628 » .7270 .6717 .286 1.729 1.332
85 " 0.021*0 0.0360 0.1751 1.01*10 .1*361* .3801 .708 h.870 1.955
86 11 "
'« 0.086I* " .5820 .5267 .291* 2.398 1.575
87 11 " » 0.061U " .7270 .6717 .292 1.702 1.3U0
88 " 0.0260 0.0381 0.1762 1.0800 -.1*361* .3810 .735 5.026
2.000
go .1 .1 n 0.0863 " .5820 .5279 .296 2.1*58 1.612
































Slope yn *t Tenp.
ft. /ft. era. cm. p
0.000010 22.91 19.50 71
0.000075 16. k9 12.70 70
0.000200 -1 J • , 2 9.70 70
0.0001)00 10.9c 7.00 70
0.00070c y.27 5.1x0 69
0.001200 7.95 U.20 69
0.002000 6.96 3.60 69
0.003500 5.97 3.30 68
0.000025 30.80 25.00 6h
0.000100 23.35 17.00 . 61,
0.000250 18.60 12.50 66
0.000500 15.26 9.00 b6
0.00( : 13.17 7.00 67




c.oouooo 8.18 3.00 68
0.000050 39.16 31.00 71
0.000150 30.90 22.50 70
0.000300 2U.02 15.50 70
0.000600 19.oh 10.60 70
0.001000 15.99 7.70 72
0.001600 13.73 5.70 72
0.003000 11.UI U.oo 72
0.0CU500 .10.07 3.10 72
228
TABLE 5-2-
A) Normal Depth Tests













6 6.06 1.969 " 7.283 U.779 15.778
I) Velocity Profile Data ( y measured from the bottom )







0.010 0.79U 1.89 5.985
0.015 1.190 1.9U 6.11*3
0.020 1.587 2.00 6.333
0.025 1.981* 2.17 6.872
0.030 2.381 2.25 7.125
0.035 2.778 2.31 7.315
0.0U0 3.175 2.U2 7.663 .
0.0U5 3.571 2.59 8.2 1
0.050 3.968 2.69 8.516
0.055 U.365 2.7U 8.676
0.060 U.762 2.63 0<T
0.065 5.159 2.9U 9.310
c.070 S.^6 2.99 9.1*68
0.080 6.3k9 3d0 9.816
0.090 7.1U3 3.27 10.355
0.100 7.937 3.36 10.703
0.110 8.730 3.U8 11.020
0.120 9 c 52ii 3.57 11.305
0.130 10.317 3.65 11.558
O.lJiO 11.111 3.68 11.653
0.160 12.696 3.75 11.875
0.180 lit. 286 3.86 12.223
0.200 15.873 3.9U 12.k76
0.220 17.I160 U.00 12.666
0.2h0 19.01*8 U.06 12.856
229
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TABLE 7-2-3- SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY & REGAIN CURVE DATA
A) Surface Topography
Run No. U-Uj Q = 1 cfsj S = 0.00058U; yn r 9.72 cm.} M = 0.1*91;
l/b s Oj Model Station = 29.90 ft.:
Centerline Station Depths (cm.)

















































































































































Centerline Station Depths (cm.)
















Run No. 1-k; Q a 1 cfs; yn . 2l*.50 cm.; Run No. 2-7; Q - 2 cfs; yn = 2l*.30 cm.:
S = 0.0000302; M = 0.1*91; L/b = 0; 3 > 0.000131; M = 0.693; l/b = 0-











































































TABLE 7-2-* VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
A) Velocity Profiles for Run No. k-k
Q - 1 cfs 5 S r 0.00058U; yn « 9.72 cm.j Ms 0.U91; L/b « Oj
Model Station s 30.00 ft.:
a. Normal Depth
Centerline 1 ft. Left 2 ft. Left
Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity
ft. fps ft. fps ft. fps
0.010 O.Ultf 0.010 0.UU7 0.010 0.3U7
0.015 0.b.90 0.020 O.U25 0.020 0.3U7
0.020 0.U90 0.030 0.U90 0.030 0.3U7
0.025 0.U90 O.OI4O 0.U70 0.0U0 0.3U7
0.030 0.565 0.050 C.U70 0.060 C.U90
0.035 0.565 0.060 0.528 0.080 0.528
O.OI4O 0.565 0.070 0.585 0.100 0.565
0.0U5 0.618 0.080 0.600 0.120 0.600
0.050 0.635 0.090 0.650 O.lUO 0.635
0.060' 0.650 0.100 0.650 0.160 0.650
0.070 0.695 0.120 0.665 0.200 0.695
0.080 0.695 0.1U0 0.722 0.2U0 0.7U8
0.090 1 0.695 0.160 o 708 0.280 0.762
0.100 0.7U8 0.200 0.735
0.120 0.762 0.2UO 0.7U8






Centerline 1 ft, , Left 2 ft. Left
Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity
ft. fps ft. fps ft. fps
0.0U0 0.528 0.0U0 0.566 0.050 0.UU7
0.0U5 0.5U7 0.050 0.602 0.060 0.UL7
0.050 0.5U7 0.060 0.618 0.070 0.U68
0.055 0.5U7 0.070 O.63U 0.080 O.U68
0.060 0.5U7 0.080 0.650 0.090 0.509
0.070 C.5U7 0.090 0.695 0.100 O.U89
0.080 0.566 0.100 0.695 0.120 0.566
0.090 0.63U 0.120 0.708 0.1U0 0.566
0.100 0.618 O.lUO 0.722 0.160 0.566
0.110 0.650 0.160 0.7U9 0.180 0.63U
0.120 0.695 0.180 0.7U9 0.200 0.650
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0.130 0.695 0.200 0.775 0.220 0.650
o.iljo 0.695 0.220 0.788 0.2U0 0.680
0.160 0.695 0.2U0 0.813 0.260 0.695
0.180 0.71*9 0.260 0.837 0.280 0.695
0.200 0.7U9 0.280 0.837 0.300 0.695







Centerline 0.5 ft. Left 1.0 ft. Left
Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity
ft. fps ft. fps ft. fps
0.010 1.116 0.010 1.206 0.010 1.090
0.015 1.151+ 0.020 1.215 0.020 1.180
0.020 1.163 0.030 1.230 0.030 1.300
0.025 1.170 O.OhO 1.21*0 o.o!*o 1.390
0.030 1.180 0.050 1.280 0.050 1.1*90
0.035 1.206 0.060 1.313 0.060 1.581
0.0U0 1.230 0.070 1.367 0.070 1.591*
0.0U5 1.265 0.080 1.1*32 0.080 1.61*2
0.050 1.300 0.090 l.li70 0.090 1.651*
0.060 1.350 0.100 1.1*90 0.100 1.690
0.070 1.367 0.120 1.521* 0.120 1.690
0.080 1.1*10 o.lho 1.531* 0.11*0 1.721*
0.090 1.1*20 0.160 1.51*3 0.160 1.770
0.100 1.1*55 0.180 1.555 0.200 1.758
0.120 1.1*90 0.200 1.570 0.21*0 1.831*
O.lIiO 1.510 0.220 1.588
0.160 1.517 0.2U0 1.618
0.180 1.517 0.260 1.623






Centerline 1.0 ft. Left 1.5 ft. left 2.21 ft. Left
Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity
ft. fps ft. fps ft. fps ft. fps
0.010 0.695- 0.010 0.915 0.010 o.kl*7 0.010 0.200
0.015 0.708 0.020 1.036 0.020 0.1*25 0.020 0.200
0.020 0.722 0.030 1.162 0.030 O.U25 0.030 0.200
0.025 0.71*9 0.0U0 1.265 O.OliO 0.U00 0.0U0 0.200
0/030 0.775 0.050 1.280 0.050 0.1*00 0.060 0.200
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0^5 850 0.060 1.360 0.060 0.3H7 0.080 0.200
S'ohO 936 0070 ljli2 0.070 0.3U7 0.100 0.200
0*0U5 980 0080 1.618 0.080 0. 3U7 0.120 0.200
loio 980 090 1.735 0.090 0.3U7 0.160 0.200
0*060 1 170 100 1.770 0.100 . 0.3U7 0.200 0.200
Oiolo liS ^.120 1.835 0.120 0.3U7 0.2U0 0.200
0.080 1.U20 O.lUO 1.813 0.1U0
0.3U7
090 1.505 0.160 1.758 0.160 0.3U7
o'lX? 1.570 0.180 1.758 0.200
0.3U7
0*120 1.700 0.200 1.770 0.21.0 0.3U7
0*lUO 1.780 0.220 1.687
0.160 1.82U 0.2U0 1.735
0.200 1.9U0
-0.21)0 2.030
B) Velocity Profile for Normal Depth Run No. 2
Q = 2 cfs; S = 0.000131; 7n 2ll .30 cm.:
Centerline 1 ft. Left 2
ft. Left
Depth Velocity Depth Velocity
Depth Velocity
ft. fps ft. fps ".
fps
0.010 • 0.200 0.010 0.3U7 0.010 0.U01
0.020 0.200 0.050 0.U01 0.100 0.5U7
0.030 0.215 0.100 0.U01 0.200 0.650
o.oto 0.3K 0.150 0.U91 0.300 0.665
0.050 0.3U7 0.200 0.5U7 0.U00 0.665
0060 0.315 0.250 0.566 0.500 0.665
070 315 0.300 0.602
O.oOO 0.o65
0*080 0*375 0.350 0.650 0.700 0.665
0.090 0.375 0.U00 0.605
0.100 0.I4OI 0.500 0.665
0.120 0.U2* 0.600 0.69U














C) Velocity Profile for Normal Depth Run No. 10
Q = 1 cfs; S = 0.0.0ltf>8; yn =. 5.35 cm.:
Centerline 1 ft. Left 2 ft. Left 2.23 ft. Left
Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity Depth Velocity
ft. fps ft. fps ft. fps ft. fps
0.010 0.665 0.010 0.750 0.010 0.775 0.010 0.775
0.015 0.695 0.020 0.775 0.020 0.775 0.020 0.775
0.020 C.750 0.030 0.825 0.030 0.775 0.030 0.775
0.025 0.775 0.0U0 0.875 0.0U0 0.875 0.0U0 0.825
0.03c 0.825 0.050 1.015 0.050 0.915 0.060 0.980
0.035 0.875 0.060 1.075 0.060 1.035 0.080 1.1U5
o.oli) 0.915 c.070 1.1U5 0.070 1.095 0.100 1.230
0.050 1.180 0.080 1.250 o.oeo -1.180 0.120 1.3U0
0.060 1.215 0.090 1.330 0.100 1.3U0 o.iUo 1.1475
0.070 1.265 0.100 1.390 0.120 1.505
0.080 1.3U0 0.120 1.505 o.lho 1.550
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.262 4.097 .6o5 .598 .893 .545
.286 .567






























.263 3.286 .008 .587 .375
.792 .247 .558


















61 .264 2.706 .670 .580
.361 1.080 .212 .550
62 .273 2.654 .693 .578 .843
1.112 .214 .550
63 .276 2.502 .702 .580



























67 .277 1.929 .705 .560
.301 1.710 .172 .536





















































2.210 .162 .485 .436 .202 .905


































110 3.004 .171 .012 .405 .159 1.020
2.050 1.274 6.397 .390
HI 2.146 .203 .310 .286 .128 .764 1.527 1.168 6.517 .383
112 2.020 .120 1.957 1.923 .441 1.940























115 1.907 .271 .370 .380 .160 .600
1.201 .888 5.428 .461
1X6 2.188 .159 1.062 .961 .303























119 2.066 .174 .844 .807 .278 1.150
2.300 1.250 0.889 .508
























































.228 .253 .960 1.925 .864
4.840 .516
.277 .199 .734 1.471 .786
5.106 .489
.329 .160 .573 1.148
.720 5-225 .478
129 2.121 .194 1.263 1.171 .303 1.156
2.301 1.020 5.434 .551
130 2.178 .234 .889 .799 .238 .874 li755
.928 5.771 .519
131 2.097 .279 .607 .564 .192 .684 1.367
.849 6.010 .499
132 2.040 .173 1.479 1.429 .354 1.410
2.820 1.138 6.136 .570
133
134
2.141 .210 1.063 .974 .278 1.065 2.135
1.035 6.565 .533
2.065 .250 .727 .688 .224 .820 1.639 .949
6.852 .510
171 1.886 .140 1.100 1.154 .354 1.480
180 2.211 .356 1.494 1.277 .2 56 .830
191 2.204 .170 1.565 1.401 .354 1.490
135 1.878 .100 .953 1.011 .353 1.560
136 1.617 .100 .821 1.011 .353 1.455
137 1.555 .100 .790 1.011 .353 1.430
138 1.347 .100 .664 1.011 .353 1.348
139 2.606 .154 .544 .415 .202 .988
140 1.865 .154 .390
' .415 .202 .890
290
TABLE 8-f- CA1CULAED VALIES - RUiS NO. 141 - 306
Run K M' h^ P_j | ,
No. ^T~ C3T g*bV2 *7JN
141 1.527 .154 .390 .415
.202 .843
112 1.466 .154 .306 .415
.202 .835
143 1.431 .223 .144 .200
.128 .610
144 1.333 .223 .134 .200
.128 .606
145 1.227 .223 .123 .200
.123 .600
146 .893 .223 .090 .200
.128 .588
147 2.430 .134 .688 .5o3 .253
i.ioo
148 1.577 .134 .447 .563 .253
1.065
149 1.5C3 .134 .427 .563 .253
1.050
150 1.403 .134 .398 .563 .253
1.030
151 1.891 .113 1.719 1.804 .441
1.900
152 1.788 .113 1.625 1.804 .441 1.839
153 1.684 .113 1.531 1.804 .441
1.771
154 1.602 .113 1.457 1.8C4 .441
1.718
155 1.941 .17o .728 .740 .253
.968
156 1.672 .176 .027 .740 .253 .910
157 1.523 .17o .572 .740 .253 .380
159 1.283 .176 .483 .740 .253 .823
159 1.440 .254 .262 .356 .160 .589
loo 1.000 .254 .132 .356 .160 .553
lbl .922 .254 .163 .35o .160 .545
162 .746 .254 .13o .350 .160' .531
163 1.807 .15- .852 .933 .303 1.137
164 1.488 .154 .703 .933 .303 1.091
165 1.474 .154 .696 .933 .303 1.086
166 1.109 .154 .525 .933 .303 .930
167 1.487 .223 .340 .449 .192 .711
168 1.375 .223 .314 .V49 .192 .702
109 1.104 .223 ,2o6 .449 .192 .680
17C .959 .223 .220 .449 .192 .650
171 l.S8a .140 1.100 1.154 .354 1.4S0
172 1.706 .140 .995 1.154 .354 1.400
173 1.500 .140 .875 1.154 .354 1.320
174 1.442 .14C .eu2 1.154 .354 1.300
175 1.104 ,140 .646 1.154 .354 1.160
176 1.499 .202 .424 .556 .224 .335
177 1.455 .202 .411 .55o .224 .82e
178 1.256 .202 .355 .556 .224 .795
179 1.077 .202 .305 .550 .224 .765
180 2.211 .356 1.494 1.277 .256 .830
181 1.247 .184 .420 .oo2 .256 .912
182 .919 .184 .310 .002 .256 .340
183 1.993 .135 2.173 2. 160 .441 1.350
134 2.197 .211 .991 .880 .253 .930
185 2.0C9 .211 .907 .886 .253 .392
186 1.081 .304 .370 .427 .loO .573
187 1.375 .223 .314 .450 .160 .557
188 1.555 .100 .790 1.C11 .160 .550
189 1.728 .304 .380 .427 .100 .538
190 1.899 .187 1.092 1.131 .303 1.104
191 2.204 .170 1.565 1.401 .354 1.490'
192 1.805 .170 1.284 1.401 .354 1.324
193 2.202 .100 1.117 1.011 .354 1.590
194 2.618 .154 .546 .415 .204 .990
195 2.749 .187 .392 .283 .159 .807
196 2.500 .223 .252 .200 .126 .669
197 1.500 .112 1.352 1.789 .441 I.60O
198 1.949 .175 .724 .253 .974
199 2.C82 .212 .529 .501 .199 .784
200 1.650 .252 .297 .353 .160 .610
201 1.599 .158 1.312 1.617 .353 1.155
202 1.370 .135 1.499 2.159 .441 1.463
203 1.515 .211 .686 .386 .253 .805
204 1.603 .256 .497 .604 .199 .635
205 1.443 .140 .840 1.154 .354 1.300
206 1.640 .100 .836 1.011 .353 1.470
207 1.398 .100 .710 1.011 .353 1.370
208 2.589 .154 .540 .415 .202 .980
209 1.471 .154 .307 .415 .202 .337
210 1.199 .223 .121 .200 .128 .597
211 1.398 .158 1.150 1.617 .441 1.465
212 1.199 .223 .121 .200 .441 1.330
213 .960 .112 .868 1.789 .441 1.320
214 1.939 .175 .720 .734 .253 .970
215 1.336 .175 .498 .734 .253 .345
216 1.119 .175 .417 .734 .253 .801
218 1.419 .211 .043 .380 .354 1.25C
219 .941 .140 .551 1.154 .354 1.095
220 .723 .140 .424 1.154 .354 1.003
221 1.674 .252 .301 .353 .160 .613
222 1.580 .252 .235 .353 .253 .oC5
223 1.585 .252 .196 .353 .160 .562
224 1.398 .158 1.149 1.617 .353 1.075
225 1.240 .158 1.021 1.517 .353 1.010
226 1.079 .158 .890 1.617 .353 .943
227 1.073 .135 1.177 2.159 .441 1.270
22? 1.036 .135 1.137 2.159 .441 1.250
229 1.419 .211 .643 .88b .253 .770
230 1.011 .211 .460 .380 .253 .584
231 1.059 .304 .234 .427 .160 .480
232 .b54 .100 .333 1.011 .353 1.067
233 .251 .223 .-2 5 .200 .128 .504
234 .694 .100 .353 1.011 .353 1.082
235 .169 .223 .017 .200 .128 .512
236 .736 .100 .400 1.011 .353 1.120
237 .222 .223 .022 .200 .128 .524
238 .458 .'-76 .404 1.749 .529 1.460
239 .22o .171 .040 .345 .192 .721
240 .537 .076 —73 1.749 .529 1.530
241 .307 .171 .054 .345 .192 .73C
242 .391 .130 .264 1.325 .353 .770
243 .442 .130 .298 1.325 .353 .790
244 .463 .130 .312 1.325 .353 .800
245 .592 .100 .532 2.274 .529 1.344
246 1.024 .223 .234 .449 .192 .635
22,7 .504 .ICO .696 2.274 .529 1.354
248 1.253 .223 .283 .449 .192 .565
249 .557 .158 .4o3 1.617 .353 .731
250 .541 .158 .450 1.617 .353 .723
251 .573 .158 .476 1.617 .353- .738
252 .627 .120 .682 2.756 .529 1.242
253 1.302 .270 .382 .544 .192 .587
254 .o37 .120 .964 2.75o .529 1.295
255 1.543 .270 .432 .544 .192 .609
.211 .056 .337 3.179 .710 1.430
257 .194 .100 .099 1.011 .353 .794
258 .082 .154 .017 .415 .2 - .598
259 .1S6 .048 .-05 4.320 .885 1.735
260 .139 .080 .097 1.373 .441 .993
26l . -". .134 . . :
:
.563 .253 .724
262 .191 .043 .529 5.502 1.062 2.120
2o3 .179 . '-76 .153 1.749 .529 1.204
204 .061 .118 .022 .718 .303 .850
265 .235 .073 .497 4.170 .710 1.220
266 .05L. .130 .034 1.325 .353 .527
267 .211 .063 .053 5.530 .885 1.510
268 .113 .112 .104 1.739 .441 .778
269 .045 .I08 .016 .704 .253 .5o5
270 .203 .L5o .734 7.153 1.062 l.SoO
2 "M .181 .099 .2 10 2.274 .529 .950
272 .065 .154 .031 .933 .303 .060
273 .231 .089 .501 5.097 .710 1.070
274 .10o .156 .089 1.517 .353 .544
275 .206 .076 .714 6.793 .885 1.340
276 .133 .135 .155 2.159 .441 .675
277 .202 .008 .894 3.671 1.062 1.663
278 .190 .120 .230 2.756 .529 .843
279 .llo .137 .069 1.131 .303 .565
235 1.855 .288 1.647 1.697 .045 .500
286 1.786 .257 1.401 1.513 .045 .508
267 1.568 .207 .978 1.217 .045 .520
288 1.366 .161 .658 .949 .045 .559
239 2.941 .190 .415 .280 .013 .404
290 3.045 .450 1.960 1.202 .120 .575
291 3.082 .413 I.480 .913 .109 .526
292 3.143 .392 .910 .554 .087 .425
293 3.093 .305 .684 .432 .087 .482
294 3.151 .191 .429 .270 .087 .654
300 1.919 .401 1.263 1.189 .Oo9 .380
3d 1.814 .395 .996 1.019 .069 .392
302 1.55C .323 .721 .832 .069 .413
303 1.810 .289 .421 .453 .054 .381
304 2.086 .242 .228 .108 .036 .392
305 2.523 .400 .322 .247 .168 .413
306 3.972 .300 .225 .113 .131 .510
